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APPEAL STAFF REPORT: SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE 
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Appeal Number: A-3-PSB-15-0037 

Applicant: Nexus Development Corporation   

Appellants:  Ted Case, Nancy Hampton, David Riggle, Fred and Mitzie Ruiz, and 
Regina and Cary Tanner 

Local Government:  City of Pismo Beach 

Local Decision: City of Pismo Beach Coastal Development Permit Application 
Number P14-000192 approved by the City of Pismo Beach City 
Council on June 2, 2015 (on appeal from a City of Pismo Beach 
Planning Commission approval on April 28, 2015). 

Project Location:  1.43 acres of beach-fronting land located immediately inland of 
Pismo State Beach and the Pismo State Beach Boardwalk at 147 
Stimson Avenue (APNs 005-152-027 and -032) and 150 Hinds 
Avenue (APN 005-152-033) in downtown Pismo Beach, San Luis 
Obispo County. 

Project Description: Demolition of five existing buildings, lot merger and lot line 
adjustment, and construction of a new 128-room hotel with 
conference rooms, fitness center, swimming pool, jacuzzi, spa, 
meeting rooms, restaurant/bar, public access courtyard, deck 
connection to Pismo Beach Boardwalk, 166-space underground 
parking structure, and related improvements.  

Staff Recommendation: Substantial Issue Exists; Approval with Conditions 
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IMPORTANT HEARING PROCEDURE NOTE 
The Commission will not take testimony on this “substantial issue” recommendation unless at 
least three Commissioners request it. The Commission may ask questions of the Applicant, any 
aggrieved person, the Attorney General, or the Executive Director prior to determining whether 
or not to take testimony regarding whether the appeal raises a substantial issue. If the 
Commission takes testimony regarding whether the appeal raises a substantial issue, testimony is 
generally (and at the discretion of the Chair) limited to three minutes total per side. Only the 
Applicant, persons who opposed the application before the local government (or their 
representatives), and the local government shall be qualified to testify during this phase of the 
hearing. Others may submit comments in writing. If the Commission finds that the appeal raises 
a substantial issue, the de novo phase of the hearing will follow, unless it has been postponed, 
during which the Commission will take public testimony. 
 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
The City of Pismo Beach approved a coastal development permit (CDP) to allow the demolition 
of five existing buildings, a lot merger and lot line adjustment affecting eight lots, and 
construction of a new 128-room hotel facility on three oceanfront parcels totaling 1.43 acres 
located immediately landward of Pismo State Beach and the Pismo Beach Boardwalk at 147 
Stimson Avenue and 150 Hinds Avenue within downtown Pismo Beach. The approved hotel 
includes conference rooms, a fitness center, restaurant/bar, publicly-accessible interior courtyard, 
and a 166-space underground parking structure. The City conditioned its approval to require 
restoration of the adjacent beach area, the preparation and approval of a public access 
management plan and landscape plan, improvements to the adjacent Boardwalk, water usage 
offsets, a payment of $300,000 to the City for future public access improvements at the adjacent 
City-owned parking lot, another payment of $300,000 to the City for future cul-de-sac 
improvements at Hinds Avenue, a payment of $200,000 to the City for the development of low-
cost accommodations, a payment of $48,000 to the City to provide public parking, and a 
prohibition on future shoreline protection.  

Five appeals of the City’s CDP decision were filed with the Commission, alleging that the City’s 
approval is inconsistent with the certified City of Pismo Beach Local Coastal Program (LCP) 
and, because the project is located between the sea and first public road, the public access and 
recreation policies of the Coastal Act. Specifically, the Appellants contend that project is 
inconsistent with LCP and Coastal Act requirements to: 1) site and design development fronting 
coastal bluffs and beaches to reduce bulk and scale and protect views of the ocean from 
identified street ends; 2) ensure that there is a guaranteed supply of water to serve the 
development; 3) provide for lower-cost visitor serving accommodations and cater to visitors of 
all income levels; 4) maximize public access, including the provision of public parking 
opportunities; and 5) ensure that development withstands natural and man-made hazards, 
including flood hazards from storm surges and long-term sea level rise, to an acceptable level of 
risk. 

Staff recommends that the Commission find that the appeals raise a substantial issue of LCP 
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conformance with respect to lower cost visitor serving accommodations, coastal hazards, and 
public access and recreation, and that the Commission take jurisdiction over the CDP 
application. Staff further recommends that the Commission approve a CDP, subject to 
conditions, for a modified project. 

The proposed project represents a large resort facility located along Pismo Beach’s beachfront in 
its downtown commercial core. As such, it has the potential to raise LCP and Coastal Act coastal 
resource protection issues, including potential coastal hazards risk from flood impacts and wave 
activity, all potentially exacerbated by sea level rise, as well as issues related to the provision of 
lower cost visitor accommodations, including in terms of the ability of the proposed project to 
provide accommodations in a manner that is inclusive to people of different income levels.  

In terms of the Appellants’ primary appeal contentions, namely those surrounding size, scale, 
and character, it is clear that the proposed project would introduce a significant structure along 
the shoreline at this location. At the same time, that structure would not be dissimilar from 
surrounding development, and would meet applicable LCP requirements as a result. While it is 
true that a smaller structure would lead to less public view impacts, it appears that primary 
shoreline view corridors, including along the Boardwalk itself and where the adjacent streets 
meet the Boardwalk, would not be significantly adversely affected by the project. The project 
will certainly change the existing public viewshed, including because the site is currently 
developed with much smaller structures, but it would appear to fit within the established 
downtown character, and be adequately protective of public views from the Boardwalk.   

With respect to coastal hazards, the proposed project is located in an area that is currently 
appropriate for development. The site may be subject to coastal hazards over time due to the 
inherent nature of its beachfront location; however, such potential future hazards don’t mean that 
the site represents a more than ordinary risk, and don’t rise to the level that the site should be 
deemed hazardous (and therefore unsafe for development) under the LCP. The project site meets 
LCP requirements with respect to siting new development outside of hazardous areas. Provided it 
is appropriately conditioned to ensure that it doesn’t result in shoreline armoring over time, 
including requiring modifications to it should project components start to function that way in 
the future, the project can be found consistent with LCP hazards policies. 

With respect to the provision of lower cost accommodations, the Applicant proposes a plan to 
create a 9-unit lower cost offsite hotel as opposed to providing 32 lower cost hotel units (i.e., 
25% of the overall 128 high cost units) onsite. Although staff appreciates the Applicant’s 
proposal, including as it is intended to provide on-the-ground, in-kind mitigation, staff does not 
believe that it appropriately offsets the lack of on-site lower cost units consistent with Coastal 
Act requirements. On this point, it is not clear that on-site units are infeasible in the first place, as 
the Applicant did not provide the requested information to allow such evaluation, and 9 units 
offsite is not equivalent to the 32 units on-site for which they are trying to mitigate. In addition, 
the proposal raises a series of complicated questions regarding how to best ensure that the 
proposed offsite hotel units would remain lower cost units, and would function that way over 
time. That said, staff is supportive of the innovative approach being presented, and recommends 
that the Applicant be given a credit for the 9 units, but be required to pay an in-lieu mitigation 
fee, pursuant to the Commission’s methodology, for the remaining 23 units not being provided 
(i.e., a fee of $1,161,540). In the event that the offsite hotel option proves infeasible, then the 
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Applicant would be required to pay a fee commensurate with the full amount attributable to 32 
units, or $1,654,020. In both cases, the fee would be prioritized to go to California State Parks to 
support their Big Sur Cabins project in Big Sur, an area with a dearth of lower cost 
accommodation options, and State Parks is excited about the prospect of initiating that project in 
the near future.  

In terms of public recreational access, the proposed project includes a series of public access 
features, including public use of the hotel courtyard area and improvements to the Pismo Beach 
Boardwalk fronting the site. These are positive additions to the public access landscape in the 
City’s urban core. At the same time, a project of this scale and magnitude results in a series of 
individual and cumulative impacts on the public’s ability to access and recreate at this location, 
including in terms of increased traffic and overall congestion on local streets, the beach, the 
Boardwalk, the Pier, and surrounding areas. These impacts require mitigation. Fortunately, the 
mitigations payments identified by the City and described above can appropriately offset such 
impacts, and the Applicant has indicated that they are amenable to providing such mitigations in 
this case. As conditioned to implement these requirements, and to require a Public Access 
Management Plan that can appropriately govern public access at the site, the project can be 
found Coastal Act and LCP consistent on these points. 

Other conditions ensure LCP and Coastal Act consistency with respect to ensuring that the hotel 
product remains a standard operating hotel, and is not allowed to convert to limited-use 
overnight visitor accommodation units (e.g., timeshare, fractional ownership, etc.); requiring 
building heights, setbacks, landscaping, and utilities to protect public views; water offset 
requirements to ensure that the project does not usurp scarce water supplies; drainage 
requirements to protect water quality; archaeological monitoring and protection; assumption of 
risk and indemnification for the Commission; and construction BMPs to protect coastal resources 
as much as possible during construction.  

In sum, the project as conditioned represents a significant visitor-serving addition to Pismo 
Beach’s downtown core, one that will result in numerous public benefits, and one that includes 
innovative tools to meet core LCP and Coastal Act objectives, including in terms of responding 
and addressing to coastal hazards, providing lower cost visitor accommodations, and 
appropriately offsetting public recreational access impacts, including to maximize public 
recreational access opportunities as required by the Coastal Act.  

Thus, staff recommends that the Commission approve a conditioned CDP for the proposed 
project. The motion is found on page 6, below.  
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I.  MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS  
A. Substantial Issue Determination 
Staff recommends that the Commission determine that a substantial issue exists with respect to 
the grounds on which the appeal was filed. A finding of substantial issue would bring the CDP 
application for the proposed project under the jurisdiction of the Commission for de novo 
hearing and action. To implement this recommendation, staff recommends a NO vote on the 
following motion. Failure of this motion will result in a de novo hearing on the CDP application, 
and adoption of the following resolution and findings. Passage of this motion will result in a 
finding of No Substantial Issue and the local action will become final and effective. The motion 
passes only by affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 

Motion: I move that the Commission determine that Appeal Number A-3-PSB-15-0037 
raises no substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed 
under Section 30603 of the Coastal Act, and I recommend a no vote.  

Resolution to Find Substantial Issue: The Commission hereby finds that Appeal Number 
A-3-PSB-15-0037 presents a substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the 
appeal has been filed under Section 30603 of the Coastal Act regarding consistency with 
the certified City of Pismo Beach Local Coastal Program and the public access and 
recreation policies of the Coastal Act. 

 
B. CDP Determination 
Staff recommends that the Commission, after public hearing, approve a coastal development 
permit for the proposed development. To implement this recommendation, staff recommends a 
YES vote on the following motion. Passage of this motion will result in approval of the CDP as 
conditioned and adoption of the following resolution and findings. The motion passes only by 
affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 

Motion: I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit Number A-3-
PSB-15-0037 pursuant to the staff recommendation, and I recommend a yes vote.  

Resolution to Approve CDP: The Commission hereby approves Coastal Development 
Permit Number A-3-PSB-15-0037 and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that 
the development as conditioned will be in conformity with City of Pismo Beach Local 
Coastal Program policies and Coastal Act access and recreation policies. Approval of 
the permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) 
feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially 
lessen any significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there 
are no further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially 
lessen any significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment. 
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II.  STANDARD CONDITIONS  
This permit is granted subject to the following standard conditions: 

1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development shall not 
commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the Permittees or authorized agent, 
acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned 
to the Commission office. 

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the 
date on which the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a 
diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of 
the permit must be made prior to the expiration date. 

3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be resolved by 
the Executive Director or the Commission. 

4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files 
with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit. 

5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be perpetual, 
and it is the intention of the Commission and the Permittees to bind all future owners and 
possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions. 

 
III. SPECIAL CONDITIONS  
This permit is granted subject to the following special conditions: 

1. Revised Plans. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE CDP, the Permittee shall submit two full 
size sets of Revised Plans to the Executive Director for review and approval. The Revised 
Plans shall be prepared by a licensed professional or professionals (i.e., architect, surveyor, 
geotechnical engineer, etc.), shall be based on current professionally surveyed and certified 
topographic elevations for the entire site, and shall include a graphic scale. The Revised 
Plans shall clearly show the development’s siting and design, including through elevation 
and site plan views, and shall be substantially in conformance with the project plans 
submitted to the Commission (titled Pismo Beach Hotel dated January 23, 2014 (and dated 
revised on April 1, 2015 and April 15, 2015) and dated received in the Commission’s Central 
Coast District Office on June 5, 2015; see Exhibit 2), but shall be revised and supplemented 
to comply with the following requirements: 

(a) Building Heights. The maximum building height for all ocean fronting lots, as shown on 
Exhibit 2, shall be 25 feet from existing natural grade. The maximum building height for 
all other lots shall not exceed 35 feet from existing natural grade. These height limits may 
be exceeded by 15% (i.e., by 3.75 feet and 5.25 feet, respectively) for building 
appurtenances (e.g., cupolas, flag poles, elevator shafts, and tower features). 

(b) Building Setbacks. All structural development, including the underground 
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garage/basement level but excluding driveway ingress/egress and the connection from the 
public access courtyard to the public boardwalk, shall be set back from the property lines 
according to the following minimum distances:  

1. At least 15 feet from the ocean-side property line;  

2. At least 5 feet from the interior/landward property line; and  

3. At least 10 feet from the property line along Hinds and Stimson Avenues.  

In addition, building floors shall be set back from the landward edge of the Pismo Beach 
Boardwalk according to the following minimum distances:  

1. For development located at 147 Stimson Avenue (APNs 005-152-027 and 005-152-
032), at least 34 feet for the first floor and at least 35 feet for the second floor; and 

2. For development located at 150 Hinds Avenue (APN 005-152-033), at least 36 feet 
for the first floor and at least 42 feet for the second floor.  

(c) Lot Coverage/Planting Area and Floor Area.  

1. For development located at 147 Stimson Avenue (APNs 005-152-027 and 005-152-
032), the maximum lot coverage (as defined by Pismo Beach Implementation Plan 
Section 17.006.0680) shall be at most 55%, and the minimum planting area shall be at 
least 20%; 

2. For development located at 150 Hinds Avenue (APN 005-152-033), the maximum lot 
coverage (as defined by Pismo Beach Implementation Plan Section 17.006.0680) 
shall be at most 80%, and the minimum planting area shall be at least 10%; 

3. For development located at 147 Stimson Avenue (APNs 005-152-027 and 005-152-
032), the maximum floor area (as defined by Pismo Beach Implementation Plan 
Section 17.006.0485) shall be at most 125%; and 

4. For development located at 150 Hinds Avenue (APN 005-152-033), the maximum 
floor area (as defined by Pismo Beach Implementation Plan Section 17.006.0485) 
shall be at most 200%. 

(d) Public Access Amenities. The Revised Plans shall clearly identify all public access 
amenities to be provided as part of the approved development as specified in Special 
Condition 5. 

(e) Landscaping. All non-native and/or invasive plants on the site, including iceplant, shall 
be removed and the site kept free of such plants for as long as any portion of the 
approved development exists at this site (see also Special Condition 1(f)). All 
landscaping shall be drought resistant native and non-invasive species, and all landscaped 
areas on the project site shall be maintained in a litter-free, weed-free, and healthy 
growing condition. All irrigation systems shall limit water use to the maximum extent 
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feasible, including using irrigation measures designed to facilitate reduced water use 
(e.g., micro-spray and drip irrigation). No plant species listed as problematic and/or 
invasive by the California Native Plant Society, the California Invasive Plant Council, or 
as may be so identified from time to time by the State of California, and no plant species 
listed as a ‘noxious weed’ by the State of California or the U.S. Federal Government shall 
be planted or allowed to naturalize or persist on the site. 

(f) Debris Removal. All rock, debris, and iceplant between the approved development and 
the seaward edge of the Pismo Beach Boardwalk shall be removed and the area restored 
to sandy beach. 

(g) Utilities. The Revised Plans shall clearly identify all utilities (e.g., sewer, water, 
stormwater, gas, electrical, telephone, data, etc.) and the way in which they are connected 
to inland distribution networks. All utilities, mechanical equipment, and related 
development shall be located underground, including that the Revised Plans shall provide 
for removal or undergrounding of all existing overhead utilities on the site. 

(h) Drainage and Runoff Control. A post-construction drainage and runoff control system 
shall be provided that is sited and designed: to collect, filter, treat, and direct all site 
drainage and runoff in a manner intended to protect and enhance coastal resources as 
much as possible; to prevent pollutants, including increased sediments, from entering 
coastal waters as much as possible; to filter and treat all collected drainage and runoff to 
minimize pollutants as much as possible prior to infiltration or discharge from the site; to 
retain runoff from roofs, driveways, decks, and other impervious surfaces onsite as much 
as possible; to use low impact development (LID) best management practices (BMPs) as 
much as possible; to be sized and designed to accommodate drainage and runoff for 
storm events up to and including at least the 85th percentile 24-hour runoff event 
(allowing for drainage and runoff above that level to be likewise retained and/or 
conveyed in as non-erosive a manner as feasible); to direct all drainage and runoff not 
infiltrated on site per the approved system to inland infrastructure able to handle the 
flows; and to include ongoing maintenance and management procedures (including at the 
least provisions for annual pre-storm season and post-storm event evaluation and 
repair/maintenance) that meet professional standards for maintenance of such systems, 
and that will apply the life of the project.  

(i) Foundations and Retaining Walls. Foundation and retaining wall plans shall be 
prepared in consultation with a licensed civil and structural engineer (or engineers as 
appropriate), and such structures shall be sited and designed consistent with standard 
engineering and construction practices in such a way as to best meet the objectives and 
performance standards of these conditions (including to facilitate removal as required). 
The building foundation shall consist of a mat foundation system and shall not be 
designed or engineered to address ocean-related forces (e.g., wave attack, ocean flooding, 
erosion, etc.) except to the extent that such design may facilitate removal of the 
foundation and associated structures, given that ocean-related forces will be addressed 
through appropriate development setbacks and removal of foundations and associated 
structures over time (see below and see Special Conditions 6 and 7). The use of deep 
caisson piers shall be prohibited. All foundation elements shall be sited and designed to 
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be removable, including in terms of limiting extent of excavation or disturbance beyond 
the immediate development footprint, and including providing for modularity to the 
extent that it may facilitate removal of the foundation and associated structural 
development in response to an eroding shoreline (see also Special Condition 7). 

(j) Geotechnical Signoff. The Revised Plans shall be submitted with evidence that they 
have been reviewed and approved by a licensed geotechnical and/or structural engineer 
(or engineers, as appropriate) as meeting applicable regulations for site stability (i.e., 
seismic and liquefaction) and the requirements of these conditions, including in terms of 
foundations and retaining walls (see above).  

The Permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved Revised Plans. 
All requirements above and all requirements of the approved Revised Plans shall be 
enforceable components of this CDP. 

2. Construction Plan. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE CDP, the Permittee shall submit two 
copies of a Construction Plan to the Executive Director for review and approval. The 
Construction Plan shall, at a minimum, include the following: 

a. Construction Areas. The Construction Plan shall identify the specific location of all 
construction areas, all staging areas, and all construction access corridors in site plan 
view. All such areas within which construction activities and/or staging are to take place 
shall be minimized to the maximum extent feasible in order to have the least impact on 
public access and ocean resources, including by using inland areas for staging and storing 
construction equipment and materials as feasible. 

b. Construction Methods. The Construction Plan shall identify the specific location of all 
construction areas, all staging areas, and all construction access corridors in site plan 
view. Construction and staging zones shall be limited to the minimum area required to 
implement the approved project, and the Construction Plan shall ensure that construction 
activities do not encroach onto the public beach area, by, among other means, using 
inland areas for staging and storing construction equipment and materials. The Plans shall 
limit construction activities to avoid coastal resource impacts as much as possible, 
including verification that equipment operation and equipment and material storage will 
not significantly degrade public views during construction to the maximum extent 
feasible. 

c. Construction BMPs. The Construction Plan shall also identify the type and location of 
erosion control/water quality best management practices that will be implemented during 
construction to protect coastal resources, including the following: 

1. Runoff Protection. Silt fences, or equivalent apparatus, shall be installed at the 
perimeter of the construction site to prevent construction-related runoff and/or 
sediment from discharging onto the beach.  

2. Storage. All construction materials and equipment shall be removed in their entirety 
from the beach area by sunset each day that work occurs. The only exception shall be 
for approved temporary erosion and sediment controls.  
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3. Beach Grading Prohibited. Grading or alteration of the beach outside of the 
approved construction zone is prohibited, except for required cleanup and restoration 
activities post-construction.  

4. Equipment BMPs. Equipment washing, refueling, and/or servicing shall not take 
place on the beach. All construction equipment shall be inspected and maintained at 
an off-site location to prevent leaks and spills of hazardous materials at the project 
site. 

5. Good Housekeeping. The construction site shall maintain good construction 
housekeeping controls and procedures (e.g., clean up all leaks, drips, and other spills 
immediately; keep materials covered and out of the rain (including covering exposed 
piles of soil and wastes); dispose of all wastes properly, place trash receptacles on site 
for that purpose, and cover open trash receptacles during wet weather; remove all 
construction debris from the beach; etc.).  

6. Erosion and sediment Controls. All erosion and sediment controls shall be in place 
prior to the commencement of construction as well as at the end of each work day. 

7. Post-Construction Cleanup and Restoration. All public recreational use areas and 
all beach access points impacted by construction activities shall be restored to their 
pre-construction condition or better within three days of completion of construction. 
Any native materials impacted shall be filtered as necessary to remove all 
construction debris. 

d. Construction Site Documents. The Construction Plan shall provide that copies of the 
signed CDP and the approved Construction Plan be maintained in a conspicuous location 
at the construction job site at all times, and that such copies are available for public 
review on request. All persons involved with the construction shall be briefed on the 
content and meaning of the CDP and the approved Construction Plan, and the public 
review requirements applicable to them, prior to commencement of construction. 

e. Construction Coordinator. The Construction Plan shall provide that a construction 
coordinator be designated to be contacted during construction should questions arise 
regarding the construction (in case of both regular inquiries and emergencies), and that 
their contact information (i.e., address, phone numbers, email address, etc.) including, at 
a minimum, a telephone number and an email that will be made available 24 hours a day 
for the duration of construction, is conspicuously posted at the entrance to the job site 
where such contact information is readily visible from public viewing areas while still 
protecting public views as much as possible, along with indication that the construction 
coordinator should be contacted in the case of questions regarding the construction (in 
case of both regular inquiries and emergencies). The construction coordinator shall record 
the contact information (address, email, phone number, etc.) and nature of all complaints 
received regarding the construction, and shall investigate complaints and take remedial 
action, if necessary, within 24 hours of receipt of the complaint or inquiry.  
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f. Notification. The Permittee shall notify planning staff of the Coastal Commission’s 
Central Coast District Office at least 3 working days in advance of commencement of 
construction, and immediately upon completion of construction. 

g. Daylight Work Only. All work shall take place during daylight hours (i.e., from one 
hour before sunrise to one hour after sunset). Nighttime work and lighting of the work 
area are prohibited. 

Minor adjustments to the above construction requirements may be allowed by the Executive 
Director in the approved Construction Plan if such adjustments: (1) are deemed reasonable 
and necessary; and (2) do not adversely impact coastal resources. The Permittee shall 
undertake construction in accordance with the approved Construction Plan. All requirements 
above and all requirements of the approved Construction Plan shall be enforceable 
components of this CDP. 

3. Cultural Resources. PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION, the Permittee 
shall retain a qualified archaeologist and/or Native American monitor to act as the project’s 
Archaeological Monitor(s). The Archaeological Monitor(s) shall monitor all project-related 
earth-disturbing activities, including trenching and excavation necessary to construct footings 
and foundations. Should human remains or archaeological or cultural resources be 
encountered during construction, work shall be immediately halted within 50 feet of the find, 
and appropriate mitigation measures and a mitigation plan shall be formulated and submitted 
for Executive Director review and approval. The mitigation plan shall be prepared at the 
Permittee’s expense by an archaeologist with local expertise, and shall contain preservation 
measures including, but not limited to, full data recovery by a qualified archaeologist or 
Native American, in accordance with the guidelines of the State Office of Historic 
Preservation and the State of California Native American Heritage Commission. Work shall 
not recommence in this area until the approved mitigation plan is implemented.  

4. Water Supply and Offsets. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE CDP, the Permittee shall 
submit, for the review and approval of the Executive Director, evidence that adequate long-
term and sustainable water and sewer services are available to serve the development, and 
that the City of Pismo Beach will serve the property with such water and sewer services. The 
Permittee shall also submit for Executive Director review and approval two copies of a Water 
Offset Reduction Plan (Offset Plan), the purpose for which is to offset the project’s water 
usage by at least 125%. The Offset Plan shall include the following:  

a. Water Usage. A quantification of the approved project’s projected water usage in gallons 
per day, including a list of all water fixtures to be installed, including for outside 
landscaping, and their associated water flow. The hotel facility shall make maximum use 
of water conservation fixtures and equipment (including but not limited to high-
efficiency low-flow toilets, high-efficiency washing machines and dishwashers, 
recirculating pumps, low-flow showerheads, shower shut-off valves, faucet aerators, drip 
and/or micro-spray irrigation, etc.). 

b. Retrofits. A list of all retrofits that will be undertaken by the Permittee to offset water 
usage by at least 125%, including a breakdown of the number and type of fixtures and/or 
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appliances to be retrofitted, and the amount of water savings achieved as a result. The 
retrofits must occur in the same water service area as the approved project. 

c. Water Savings. A quantification of the estimated water usage savings from the retrofits 
identified in subsection (b) of this special condition, including specifying water usage 
before and after the retrofit. The water savings must total at least 125% of the total 
specified in subsection (a) of this special condition. 

ONE YEAR AFTER OCCUPANCY, the Permittee shall submit to the Executive Director 
evidence of the project’s actual water usage and evidence that the actual water savings from 
performed retrofits equals or exceeds 125% of the project’s actual water usage. If the total is 
less than 125%, the report shall describe the additional measures necessary to meet the 
required water reduction target. Annual reporting shall continue for at least three years or 
until the project’s water usage is offset by at least 125% as documented in two consecutive 
annual reports, whichever is later.  

5. Public Access Management Plan. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE CDP, the Permittee 
shall submit a Public Access Management Plan (Access Plan) to the Executive Director for 
review and approval. The Access Plan shall at a minimum include and provide for the 
following: 

a. General Parameters. The Access Plan shall clearly describe the manner in which 
general public access associated with the approved project is to be provided and 
managed, with the objective of maximizing public access and recreational use of all 
public access areas associated with the approved project (including but not limited to the 
public outdoor courtyard area, Boardwalk connection, Boardwalk enhancements, and the 
beach) and all related areas and public access amenities (e.g., bench seating, bike parking, 
signs, etc.) as described in this special condition. All public access areas and amenities of 
the approved project shall be constructed and available for public use prior to occupancy 
of the approved development.  

b. Identification. All public access areas and amenities, including all of the areas and 
amenities described above in this condition, shall be clearly identified as such on the 
Access Plan (including with hatching and closed polygons so that it is clear what areas 
are available for public access use).  

c. Signage. The Access Plan shall identify all signs and any other project elements that will 
be used to facilitate, manage, and provide public access to the approved project, including 
identification of all public education/interpretation features that will be provided on the 
site (i.e., educational displays, interpretive signage, etc.). Sign details showing the 
location, materials, design, and text of all public access signs shall be provided. The signs 
shall be designed so as to provide clear information without impacting public views and 
site character. At a minimum, public access directional signs shall be placed at all 
Boardwalk connections with the project (including at Stimson and Hinds Avenues), along 
Stimson and Hinds Avenues, and within the designated public access areas. At a 
minimum, at least one public access interpretive sign (appropriate to City of Pismo Beach 
shoreline issues, information, and/or history) shall be located at an appropriate location at 
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the site. Signs shall include the California Coastal Trail and California Coastal 
Commission emblems and recognition of the Coastal Commission’s role in providing 
public access at this location.  

d. Courtyard Public Access Use Hours. At a minimum, public access and recreational use 
of the outdoor courtyard area (and the boardwalk and other connections to it from public 
areas) shall be open and available for free public access and recreational use from one 
hour before sunrise until 10pm, 365 days a year, for the life of the development, except 
where limited private events are allowed in accordance with the approved Access Plan. 
Such private events may occupy up to 50% of the outdoor courtyard area at the most, and 
shall be limited to no more than 50 events (limited to a maximum of a single day) per 
year, where not more than 20 events are allowed between the Saturday of Memorial Day 
weekend and Labor Day inclusive.  

e. All Other Public Access Use Hours. All public access areas and amenities other than 
those associated with the outdoor courtyard area (detailed in subsection d of this special 
condition) shall be available to the general public free of charge 24 hours per day. 

f. No Disruption of Public Access. No development or use of the property governed by 
this CDP may disrupt and/or degrade public access or recreational use of any public 
access areas and amenities associated with the approved project, such as by setting aside 
areas for private uses or installing barriers to public access (e.g., furniture, planters, 
temporary structures, private use signs, fences, barriers, ropes, etc.). Any development, as 
defined in Section 30106 of the Coastal Act, that diminishes public access and 
recreational use of the access areas and amenities required by this CDP shall be 
prohibited. 

g. Public Access Areas and Amenities Maintained. All project public access areas and 
amenities shall be maintained in their approved state in perpetuity consistent with the 
terms and conditions of this CDP. 

The Permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved Access Plan, 
which shall govern all general public access to the site pursuant to this CDP. All 
requirements above and all requirements of the approved Access Plan shall be enforceable 
components of this CDP. 

6. Coastal Hazards Risk. By acceptance of this CDP, the Permittee acknowledges and agrees, 
on behalf of itself and all successors and assigns, to all of the following: 

a. Coastal Hazards. That the site is subject to coastal hazards including but not limited to 
episodic and long-term shoreline retreat and coastal erosion, high seas, ocean waves, 
tsunami, tidal scour, coastal flooding, liquefaction and the interaction of same.  

b. Assume Risks. To assume the risks to the Permittee and the property that is the subject 
of this CDP of injury and damage from such coastal hazards in connection with this 
permitted development. 
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c. Waive Liability. To unconditionally waive any claim of damage or liability against the 
Commission, its officers, agents, and employees for injury or damage from such coastal 
hazards. 

d. Indemnification. To indemnify and hold harmless the Coastal Commission, its officers, 
agents, and employees with respect to the Commission’s approval of the development 
against any and all liability, claims, demands, damages, costs (including costs and fees 
incurred in defense of such claims), expenses, and amounts paid in settlement arising 
from any injury or damage due to such coastal hazards. 

e. Property Owners Responsible. That any adverse effects to property caused by the 
permitted development shall be fully the responsibility of the property owners.  

7. Coastal Hazards Response. By acceptance of this CDP, the Permittee acknowledges and 
agrees, on behalf of itself and all successors and assigns, that: 

a. CDP Intent. The intent of this CDP is to allow for the approved development to be 
constructed and used consistent with the terms and conditions of this permit for only as 
long as it remains safe for occupancy and use without additional measures beyond 
ordinary repair and/or maintenance (all as articulated in this condition below) to protect it 
from coastal hazards. The intent is also to ensure that development is removed and the 
affected area restored under certain circumstances (including as further described and 
required in this condition), including that development is required to be removed, 
consistent with the Removal and Restoration Plan required in subsection (d) of this 
special condition. 

b. Shoreline Protective Structures Prohibited. Shoreline protective structures (including 
but not limited to seawalls, revetments, retaining walls, tie backs, piers, groins, etc.) that 
protect the approved development shall be prohibited. 

c. Shoreline Protective Structure Waiver. Any rights to construct such shoreline 
protective structures, including rights that may exist under the Pismo Beach Local 
Coastal Program, or any other applicable law, are waived. 

d. Removal and Restoration Plan. The Permittee shall immediately submit two copies of a 
Removal and Restoration Plan (RRP) to the Executive Director for review and approval 
when any of the following criteria are met, which RRP shall also be implemented subject 
to all of the following: 

1. Unsafe Conditions. If any portion of the approved development (including but not 
limited to buildings, roads, utility infrastructure, subsurface elements, etc.) is 
damaged by coastal hazards (as defined by Special Condition 6(a)), and if a 
government agency has ordered that the damaged portion of the approved 
development is not to be occupied or used, and if such government agency concerns 
cannot be abated by ordinary repair and/or maintenance, the RRP shall provide that 
all development meeting the “do not occupy or use” criteria is removed to the degree 
necessary to allow for such government agency to allow occupancy to the remainder 
of the development, after implementation of the approved RRP. For purposes of this 
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special condition, “ordinary repair and/or maintenance” shall include sealing and 
waterproofing and repair and/or maintenance that does not involve significant 
alteration to the building’s major structural components, including exterior walls, 
floor and roof structures, and foundation (as those terms are defined in Special 
Condition 7(e)(2), below).  

2. Major Structural Components. If any portion of the approved development’s major 
structural components (including exterior walls, floor and roof structures, and 
foundation) are subject to coastal hazards and must be significantly altered (including 
renovation and/or replacement) to abate those coastal hazards, then the RRP shall 
provide that such structural components be removed. For purposes of this special 
condition, “exterior wall major structural components” shall include exterior cladding 
and/or framing, beams, sheer walls, and studs; “floor and roof structure major 
structural components” shall include trusses, joists, and rafters; and “foundation 
major structural components” shall include any portion of the mat foundation, 
retaining walls, columns, and grade beams. 

3. Daylighting. If any portion of the approved foundation and/or subsurface elements 
(including but not limited to mat foundations, grade beams, retaining walls, etc.) 
becomes visible at or below 8 feet above MLLW, then the RRP shall provide that all 
development supported by these foundation elements, as well as the foundation 
elements themselves, be immediately removed. 

In cases where one or more of the above criteria is met, the RRP shall be required to meet 
all requirements for all triggered criteria. In all cases, the RRP shall also ensure that: (a) 
all non-building development necessary for the functioning of the approved development 
(including but not limited to emergency access roads and utilities) is relocated as part of 
the removal episode; (b) all removal areas are restored as natural areas consistent with 
adjacent natural areas; and (c) all modifications necessary to maintain compliance with 
the terms and conditions of this CDP, including the objectives and performance standards 
of these conditions, are implemented as part of the RRP.  

If the Executive Director determines that an amendment to this CDP or a separate CDP is 
legally required to implement the approved RRP, then the Permittee shall submit and 
complete the required application within 30 days. The RRP shall be implemented 
immediately upon Executive Director approval of the RRP, unless the Executive Director 
has identified that a CDP or CDP amendment is required for implementation. The 
Permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved RRP.  

8. Hotel Overnight Units. By acceptance of this CDP, the Permittee acknowledges and agrees, 
on behalf of itself and all successors and assigns, that:  

a. Hotel Length of Stay Provisions. All hotel rooms (including suites) shall be open and 
available to the general public. Rooms shall not be rented to any individual, family, or 
group for more than 29 consecutive days, and not for more than 14 days between the 
Friday of Memorial Day weekend and Labor Day inclusive. No individual ownership or 
long-term occupancy of hotel rooms shall be allowed. 
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b. Conversion Prohibited. The conversion of any of the hotel overnight rooms (including 
suites) to limited use overnight visitor accommodation units (e.g., timeshare, fractional 
ownership, etc.) or to full-time occupancy condominium units or to any other units with 
use arrangements that differ from the approved project shall be prohibited.  

9. Lower Cost Visitor Serving Accommodations Mitigation. The Permittee shall provide 
mitigation for lower cost visitor serving accommodations as described below in Special 
Condition 9(a), unless the Executive Director deems that compliance with Special Condition 
9(a) is infeasible, in which case the Permittee shall instead comply Special Condition 9(b). 

(a) Offsite Lower Cost Hotel and In-Lieu Fee.  

1. Offsite Hotel. PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION, the Permittee shall provide evidence 
to the Executive Director, in a form and content acceptable to the Executive Director, 
that the Applicant’s proposed offsite lower cost hotel (as described in the proposal 
titled Pismo Beach Low Cost Accommodation Overview and dated received in the 
Coastal Commission’s Central Coast District Office on October 7, 2015, see also 
Exhibit 9) has been purchased, modified as directed in this special condition, and will 
be opened for general public visitor use substantially in conformance with the 
Applicant’s proposal as modified herein at the least prior to occupancy of the Pismo 
Beach Hotel. 

2. Offsite Hotel Improvements. PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION, the Permittee shall 
provide, for Executive Director review and approval, two copies of an improvement 
plan that shows all improvements to be undertaken to the offsite hotel to meet the 
terms and conditions of this CDP. 

3. Relocation Assistance. PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION, the Permittee shall provide 
evidence that the Permittee has provided relocation assistance for all existing 
residential renters at the offsite hotel site, including with respect to affordable housing 
parameters, consistent with the City of Pismo Beach’s affordable housing and 
relocation parameters, and shall provide evidence of the City’s approval of same.  

4. Deed Restrictions. PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION, the Permittee shall provide 
evidence to the Executive Director, in a form and content acceptable to the Executive 
Director, that the Permittee has executed and recorded against both the offsite hotel 
property and the Pismo Beach Hotel property deed restrictions, in a form and content 
acceptable to the Executive Director, that requires subsections (a) through (g), below, 
to be recorded against the offsite hotel property, and subsection (g) to be recorded 
against the Pismo Beach Hotel property, all of which shall constitute covenants, 
conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment of the respective properties: 

a. Nine Lower Cost Units. At least nine offsite lower cost hotel units shall be made 
available continuously for as long as a hotel is operating in any way at the Pismo 
Beach Hotel property.  
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b. Lower Cost Units Maintained. All offsite hotel units shall be maintained in a 
state of good repair, including, at a minimum, in a physical condition comparable 
to an American Automobile Association (AAA)-rated 1 or 2 diamond rating.  

c. Occupancy Maintained. Offsite hotel occupancy shall be maintained at an 
annual average of no less than 50%. 

d. Lower Cost Requirements. The rates as proposed by the Applicant (as described 
in the proposal titled Pismo Beach Low Cost Accommodation Overview and 
dated received in the Coastal Commission’s Central Coast District Office on 
October 7, 2015, see also Exhibit 9) shall apply to the offsite hotel units as 
follows (which shall be allowed to increase at no more than the annual Consumer 
Price Index each year): 

1. January. Average daily rate (ADR) of no more than $58.50 

2. February. ADR of no more than $63.50. 

3. March. ADR of no more than $67.70. 

4. April. ADR of no more than $77.06. 

5. May. ADR of no more than $87.11. 

6. June. ADR of no more than $95.70. 

7. July. ADR of no more than $104.26. 

8. August. ADR of no more than $96.78. 

9. September. ADR of no more than $70.82. 

10. October. ADR of no more than $72.45. 

11. November. ADR of no more than $69.89. 

12. December. ADR of no more than $63.76. 

e. Length of Stay Provisions. All hotel units shall be open and available to the 
general public, and shall not be rented to any individual, family, or group for 
more than 29 consecutive days, and not for more than 14 days between the Friday 
of Memorial Day weekend and Labor Day inclusive. 

f. Conversion Prohibited. The conversion of any of the hotel units to limited use 
overnight visitor accommodation units (e.g., timeshare, fractional ownership, etc.) 
or to full-time occupancy condominium units or to any other units with use 
arrangements that differ from the approved project shall be prohibited. 
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g. On-Site Lower Cost Units at the Pismo Beach Hotel. If, for whatever reason, 
the offsite lower cost hotel required under Special Condition 9(a) is not in 
compliance with the provisions therein, the owner of the Pismo Beach Hotel shall 
provide at least nine lower cost hotel units at the Pismo Beach Hotel site that meet 
all of the requirements for the offsite hotel units identified in Special Condition 
9(a)(4)(a-f). 

The deed restrictions shall include legal descriptions of all of the legal parcels 
associated with the offsite hotel and the Pismo Beach Hotel sites; shall be recorded 
free of prior liens and encumbrances, except for tax liens, which the Executive 
Director determines may affect the enforceability of the restrictions; shall run with the 
land, binding the Permittee and all successors and assigns of the Permittee; and shall 
indicate that the deed restrictions shall not be removed or changed without a 
Commission approved amendment to this CDP. 

5. Offsite Hotel Operations. PRIOR TO OPERATION OF THE OFFSITE HOTEL, 
the Permittee (or its affiliated designee) shall provide, for Executive Director review 
and approval, two copies of an operations plan for the offsite hotel that will describe 
all ways in which the hotel units are to be made available to the general public 
(including but not limited to in terms of managing bookings and reservations, check-
in and check-out parameters, obtaining keys, “front desk” function, 24-hour response, 
etc.). The offsite hotel shall be made available to the general public consistent with 
the approved operations plan and this CDP. 

6. Offsite Hotel CDP. PRIOR TO OCCUPANCY OF THE PISMO BEACH HOTEL, 
the Permittee shall provide evidence to the Executive Director, in a form and content 
acceptable to the Executive Director, that the Permittee (or its affiliated designee) has 
obtained a CDP from the City of Pismo Beach authorizing the conversion of the 
offsite hotel property to lower cost hotel as described in this Special Condition. 

7. Offsite Hotel Units Available. PRIOR TO OCCUPANCY OF THE PISMO BEACH 
HOTEL, the Permittee (or its affiliated designee) shall open and begin operating the 
offsite hotel offering lower-cost overnight visitor accommodations to the general 
public in accordance with Special Condition 9(a). The offsite hotel shall be operated 
and maintained in good condition and consistent with the terms and conditions of this 
CDP for as long as a hotel is operating at the site of the Pismo Beach Hotel.  

8. Monitoring Reports. The Permittee (or its affiliated designee) shall annually 
provide, for Executive Director review and approval, two copies of a monitoring 
report, beginning one year after occupancy of the offsite hotel, and annually 
thereafter. The monitoring reports shall include, at a minimum, a description of the 
average daily rate charged each month during the preceding year, the occupancy rate 
for each month, a description of the physical state of the facility, including a 
description of needed repair and maintenance work to maintain at least a AAA 1 or 2 
diamond rating, a description of proposed rates for the upcoming year (which shall be 
allowed to increase at no more than the annual Consumer Price Index each year), and 
an assessment of compliance with the terms and conditions of this CDP. The 
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Permittee (or its affiliated designee) shall be required to make changes as identified in 
any approved monitoring report as required by the Executive Director to maintain 
consistency with the terms and conditions of this CDP. 

9. In-Lieu Fee. PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION, the Permittee shall provide evidence to 
the Executive Director, in a form and content acceptable to the Executive Director, 
that a payment of $1,161,5401 has been paid in lieu of providing 23 lower cost units 
on the Pismo Beach Hotel site. The required payment shall be deposited into an 
interest bearing account, to be established and managed by one of the following 
entities as approved by the Executive Director: the City of Pismo Beach, San Luis 
Obispo County, the California Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR), Hostelling 
International, or similar entity, with an initial preference that the account be 
established with DPR to facilitate the Big Sur Lodge Cabins Project. The purpose of 
the account shall be to establish new lower cost overnight visitor-serving 
accommodations (such as hostel beds, tent campsites, cabins, or campground units) at 
appropriate locations within the coastal zone portions of San Luis Obispo County, 
Monterey County, or Santa Cruz County, including the coastal zones of all 
incorporated cities therein, with an initial preference that the account be utilized to 
develop cabins associated with DPR’s Big Sur Lodge Cabins Project. The entire 
mitigation payment and any accrued interest shall be used for the above-stated 
purpose, in consultation with the Executive Director, within ten years of it being 
deposited into the account. If any portion of the fee remains ten years after it is 
deposited into the interest-bearing account required by this condition, the Executive 
Director may require that the funds be transferred to another entity to provide lower 
cost visitor amenities in the coastal zone. 

PRIOR TO EXPENDITURE OF ANY FUNDS CONTAINED IN THIS ACCOUNT, 
the Executive Director must review and approve the proposed use of the funds as 
being consistent with the intent and purpose of this condition. In addition, the entity 
accepting the funds required by this condition shall be required to enter into a 
memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the Commission, which shall include, 
but not be limited to, the following: (1) a requirement that the entity accepting the 
funds must preserve the newly created accommodations as lower cost 
accommodations in perpetuity, and a mechanism to do so; and (2) an agreement that 
the entity accepting the funds will obtain all necessary permits and approvals, 
including but not limited to a CDP, for development of the lower cost 
accommodations. Subject to Executive Director review of approval of information 
from the accepting entity documenting necessary administrative overhead to 
successfully develop projects that meet the stated purpose of the fund, the Permittee 
shall be required to provide an additional payment to the fund account not to exceed 
10% of the fund amount (i.e., $116,154), where the additional payment amount shall 
be established by the Executive Director based on the information provided by the 
accepting entity. The Permittee shall provide evidence to the Executive Director, in a 
form and content acceptable to the Executive Director, that such additional payment 

                                                 
1  $54,720 per each of the 23 units minus a $97,020 credit for the amount already paid to the City of Pismo Beach as a lower-cost 

accommodation in-lieu fee as a condition of approval for CDP A-3-PSB-06-001. 
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has been deposited into the fund within 30 days of being informed that such a 
payment is necessary by the Executive Director.  

(b) In-Lieu Fee. If the Executive Director deems that compliance with Special Condition 
9(a) is infeasible, then PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION, the Permittee shall provide 
evidence to the Executive Director, in a form and content acceptable to the Executive 
Director, that a payment of $1,654,0202 has been paid in lieu of providing 32 lower cost 
units on Pismo Beach Hotel site. The required payment shall be deposited into an interest 
bearing account, to be established and managed by one of the following entities as 
approved by the Executive Director: the City of Pismo Beach, San Luis Obispo County, 
the California Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR), Hostelling International, or 
similar entity, with an initial preference that the account be established with DPR to 
facilitate the Big Sur Lodge Cabins Project. The purpose of the account shall be to 
establish new lower cost overnight visitor-serving accommodations (such as hostel beds, 
tent campsites, cabins, or campground units) at appropriate locations within the coastal 
zone portions of San Luis Obispo County, Monterey County, or Santa Cruz County, 
including the coastal zones of all incorporated cities therein, with an initial preference 
that the account be utilized to develop cabins associated with DPR’s Big Sur Lodge 
Cabins Project. The entire mitigation payment and any accrued interest shall be used for 
the above-stated purpose, in consultation with the Executive Director, within ten years of 
it being deposited into the account. If any portion of the fee remains ten years after it is 
deposited into the interest-bearing account required by this condition, the Executive 
Director may require that the funds be transferred to another entity to provide lower cost 
visitor amenities in the coastal zone. 

PRIOR TO EXPENDITURE OF ANY FUNDS CONTAINED IN THIS ACCOUNT, the 
Executive Director must review and approve the proposed use of the funds as being 
consistent with the intent and purpose of this condition. In addition, the entity accepting 
the funds required by this condition shall be required to enter into a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) with the Executive Director, which shall include, but not be 
limited to, the following: (1) a requirement that the entity accepting the funds must 
preserve the newly created accommodations as lower cost accommodations in perpetuity, 
and a mechanism to do so; and (2) an agreement that the entity accepting the funds will 
obtain all necessary permits and approvals, including but not limited to a CDP, for 
development of the lower cost accommodations. Subject to Executive Director review of 
approval of information from the accepting entity documenting necessary administrative 
overhead to successfully develop projects that meet the stated purpose of the fund, the 
Permittee shall be required to provide an additional payment to the fund account not to 
exceed 10% of the fund amount (i.e., $165,402), where the additional payment amount 
shall be established by the Executive Director based on the information provided by the 
accepting entity. The Permittee shall provide evidence to the Executive Director, in a 
form and content acceptable to the Executive Director, that such additional payment has 
been deposited into the fund within 30 days of being informed that such a payment is 
necessary by the Executive Director. 

                                                 
2  $54,720 per each of the 32 units minus a $97,020 credit for the amount already paid to the City of Pismo Beach as a lower-cost 

accommodation in-lieu fee as a condition of approval for CDP A-3-PSB-06-001. 
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10. Public Access and Recreation Mitigation Fees. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE CDP, the 
Permittee shall submit evidence to the Executive Director, in a form and content acceptable 
to the Executive Director, that all the following have been done: 

a. Public Parking Space Improvements. The Permittee shall deposit into an interest 
bearing account, managed by the City of Pismo Beach, $48,000 to construct at least five 
new free public parking spaces within Planning Area K as mapped in the certified LCP.  

b. Public Plaza and Parking Lot Improvements. The Permittee shall deposit into an 
interest bearing account, managed by the City of Pismo Beach, $300,000 for future public 
plaza and parking improvements at the base of the Pismo Beach Pier, including the 
portion of the City’s public parking lot.  

c. Public Street Improvements. The Permittee shall deposit into an interest bearing 
account, managed by the City of Pismo Beach, $300,000 for street improvements within 
Planning Area K as mapped in the certified LCP. The improvements may include, but not 
be limited to, the construction of a cul-de-sac at the end of Hinds Avenue, streetscape 
improvements, bicycle lanes, undergrounding of offsite utilities, widening of sidewalks, 
additional access points to Pismo State Beach, plaza and walkway improvements, etc., 
but in no case shall the funds be spent on sidewalk and streetscape improvements 
required by Engineering Condition 11 of Pismo Beach’s Conditional Use Permit and 
Architectural Review Permit P14-000192.  

PRIOR TO EXPENDITURE OF ANY FUNDS CONTAINED IN THE ABOVE-
DESCRIBED ACCOUNTS, the Executive Director shall review and approve the proposed 
use of the funds as being consistent with the intent and purpose of this condition. The use of 
these funds does not obviate the need for a CDP consistent with the LCP and, if applicable, 
the Coastal Act. 

11. City of Pismo Beach Conditions. The proposed development was approved by the City of 
Pismo Beach through its action on the City of Pismo Beach Conditional Use Permit and 
Architectural Review Permit Number P14-000192. Any City conditions associated with that 
action that are imposed pursuant to an authority other than the Coastal Act remain in effect. 
In the event of conflict between any such conditions imposed by the City and the terms and 
conditions of this CDP, the terms and conditions of this CDP shall prevail. 

12. Indemnification by Permittee/Liability for Costs and Attorneys’ Fees. By acceptance of 
this CDP, the Permittee agrees to reimburse the Coastal Commission in full for all Coastal 
Commission costs and attorneys’ fees (including (1) those charged by the Office of the 
Attorney General, and (2) any court costs and attorneys’ fees that the Coastal Commission 
may be required by a court to pay) that the Coastal Commission incurs in connection with the 
defense of any action brought by a party other than the Permittee against the Coastal 
Commission, its officers, employees, agents, successors and assigns challenging the approval 
or issuance of this CDP. The Coastal Commission retains complete authority to conduct and 
direct the Commission’s defense of any such action against the Coastal Commission. 
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13. Deed Restriction. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE CDP, the Permittee shall submit to the 
Executive Director for review and approval documentation demonstrating that the Permittee 
has executed and recorded against the properties governed by this CDP (including the offsite 
hotel property and the Pismo Beach Hotel property; see also Special Condition 9) a deed 
restriction, in a form and content acceptable to the Executive Director: (1) indicating that, 
pursuant to this CDP, the California Coastal Commission has authorized development on the 
subject property, subject to terms and conditions that restrict the use and enjoyment of that 
property; and (2) imposing the special conditions of this CDP as covenants, conditions and 
restrictions on the use and enjoyment of the property. The deed restriction shall include a 
legal description of the legal parcels governed by this CDP. The deed restriction shall also 
indicate that, in the event of an extinguishment or termination of the deed restriction for any 
reason, the terms and conditions of this CDP shall continue to restrict the use and enjoyment 
of the property so long as either this CDP or the development it authorizes, or any part, 
modification, or amendment thereof, remains in existence on or with respect to the property.  
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IV. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 
The Commission finds and declares as follows: 

A. PROJECT LOCATION 
The proposed project is located on three parcels comprised of 18 individual lots that total 1.43 
acres immediately fronting Pismo State Beach and the Pismo State Beach Boardwalk at 147 
Stimson Avenue and 150 Hinds Avenue within downtown Pismo Beach. Upcoast is a City-
owned public parking lot serving the Pismo Beach Pier, downcoast is a three-story hotel, and 
immediately inland are higher-density mixed-use residential and commercial structures. The 
surrounding area within which the project is located, identified as Planning Area K-Downtown 
Core in the LCPs Land Use Plan (LUP), is improved with hotel/motels, restaurants, beach access 
and parking, and a swath of other urban development built directly adjacent to the sandy beach. 

The downcoast portion of the project site, 147 Stimson Avenue, consists of two assessor’s parcel 
numbers (APNs 005-152-027 and -032) comprised of ten lots totaling 34,582 square feet. 
Upcoast and immediately adjacent is the 150 Hinds Avenue parcel (APN 005-152-033), which 
consists of eight lots totaling 28,475 square feet. All three parcels are designated “Central 
Commercial” in the certified LUP. The purpose of the “Central Commercial” land use 
designation is to foster pedestrian-oriented commercial, recreational, and cultural uses. The 147 
Stimson Avenue parcels are zoned Hotel and Motel Visitor Serving (R-4) in the certified LCP 
Implementation Plan (IP). The R-4 zoning allows for hotels and other uses designed to 
accommodate and cater to the needs of tourists. The 150 Hinds Avenue parcel is zoned Retail 
Commercial (C-1), which allows for hotels and retail uses for the convenience of the public. 

The parcels are located within Pismo Beach’s highly-visited visitor-serving mixed-use 
downtown core. The two parcels that comprise the 147 Stimson Avenue site are currently vacant, 
but most recently housed a thirteen-unit residence on the parcels’ inland side, which was recently 
demolished per a previous CDP authorizing such removal (CDP A-3-PSB-06-001, see “Project 
Background” discussion below). The demolished structure’s concrete foundation remains on the 
eastern/inland side of these parcels. The inland portion of the singular parcel at 150 Hinds 
Avenue currently contains five small, single-story buildings with both residential and 
commercial uses. The western/oceanfront portions of all three parcels do not have any structural 
development but instead are comprised mainly of sand and ice plant and are partly covered by 
unpermitted rock and debris. See Exhibit 1 for location maps and site photos. 

B. PROJECT BACKGROUND 
In 2007, the Commission approved CDP A-3-PSB-06-001, which authorized the demolition of 
thirteen then-existing small residential cabins and a 7,000-square-foot commercial warehouse 
structure, and construction of a three-story, 67-room hotel with conference rooms, fitness center, 
underground parking, and public access courtyard on the 147 Stimson Avenue site (APNs 005-
152-027 and -032).3 Among other requirements, the CDP was conditioned to include 25-foot 
height limits on the parcels’ seaward side, stepping up to a maximum height of 35 feet on the 

                                                 
3  The project did not propose, and the CDP did not authorize, any development on the 150 Hinds parcel (APN 005-152-033). 
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inland side; removal of the unpermitted rock and debris located landward of the Pismo Beach 
Boardwalk immediately fronting the project site; preparation and subsequent approval of a 
Public Access Management Plan to detail public access parameters within the project’s interior 
courtyard; and the payment of a $97,020 Lower Cost Overnight Accommodations in-lieu fee for 
the establishment of new lower-cost visitor-serving overnight accommodations in the San Luis 
Obispo County coastal zone. That CDP expiration was extended four times, most recently in 
November 2012. Since the last permit extension, the Permittee demolished the existing 
residential structures and paid the required lower cost accommodations in-lieu fee to the City. 
Thus, CDP A-3-PSB-06-001 has been exercised. However, the City conditioned its approval of 
CDP P14-000192 to prohibit the Applicant from “activating both permits on the property” (see 
“Project Description” section below). 

C. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The City-approved project replaces4 the Commission’s previously approved project in its 
entirety with a new project that encompasses both the 147 Stimson Avenue site and the adjacent 
upcoast 150 Hinds Avenue site. The approval authorizes the demolition of the existing structures 
located on the 150 Hinds Avenue site, which include multiple single-story residences and a 
commercial bike rental facility, and construction of a 128-room hotel resort with conference 
rooms, fitness center, restaurant/bar, publicly-accessible interior courtyard, a 166-space 
underground parking structure, and related improvements. The hotel would be located on three 
separate parcels comprised of eighteen lots. The City’s approval authorized the merger of the 
eight lots comprising Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) 005-152-033 (the 150 Hinds Avenue 
parcel) into two lots, and a lot line adjustment moving the boundary between those two lots 59 
feet seaward.5 The hotel would rise 25 feet above existing natural grade on the ocean-fronting 
lots, and 35 feet above existing natural grade on the inland lots. The facility would be underlain 
by a 24-inch thick mat slab foundation reaching to an elevation of 8 feet above mean lower low 
water (MLLW), or roughly 12 feet deep from existing grade. The underground parking 
structure’s oceanfront side will consist of a wave-porous louvered wall meant to open and close 
to accommodate potential flood waters. The City placed numerous conditions on its approval, 
including requirements to restore the adjacent beach; the preparation and approval of a Public 
Access Management Plan detailing required public access parameters in the interior courtyard; 
and the preparation and approval of a Landscape Plan requiring the use of native, drought-
tolerant plants in the hotel’s landscaping. The City’s approval also requires improvements to the 
adjacent Boardwalk; water usage offsets in an amount equal to 125% of the project’s estimated 
anticipated water consumption; payment of $300,000 to the City for future public access 
improvements at the adjacent City-owned parking lot; payment of $200,000 to the City for the 
development of low-cost accommodations; and a prohibition on future shoreline protection, all 
as described in more detail subsequently in this report.  

See Exhibit 2 for the City-approved project plans and Exhibit 4 for the City’s conditions of 
approval. 
                                                 
4  Planning Division Condition 6 of the City’s CDP requires that CDP A-3-PSB-06-001 be withdrawn and considered null and 

void prior to obtaining any Building Permits for the City-approved project that is the subject of this appeal. The Condition 
reads, in part: “The applicant is prohibited from activating both permits on the subject property.” 

5  The resultant two lots will still be under one parcel: APN 005-152-033. 
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D. CITY OF PISMO BEACH APPROVAL  
On April 28, 2015, the City of Pismo Beach Planning Commission approved CDP P14-000192. 
The Planning Commission’s approval was appealed to the City Council by seven appellants who 
contended that the approved project was inconsistent with the LCP with respect to design, visual 
resource protection, parking/public access, water availability, and hazards/flooding. On June 2, 
2015, the City Council voted 4-1 to deny the appeals and approve the CDP. Notice of the City’s 
action on the CDP was received in the Coastal Commission’s Central Coast District Office on 
June 5, 2015. The Coastal Commission’s ten-working day appeal period for this action began on 
June 8, 2015 and concluded at 5 p.m. on June 19, 2015. Five valid appeals were received during 
the appeal period.  

E. APPEAL PROCEDURES 
Coastal Act Section 30603 provides for the appeal to the Coastal Commission of certain CDP 
decisions in jurisdictions with certified LCPs. The following categories of local CDP decisions 
are appealable: (a) approval of CDPs for development that is located (1) between the sea and the 
first public road paralleling the sea or within 300 feet of the inland extent of any beach or of the 
mean high tide line of the sea where there is no beach, whichever is the greater distance, (2) on 
tidelands, submerged lands, public trust lands, within 100 feet of any wetland, estuary, or stream, 
or within 300 feet of the top of the seaward face of any coastal bluff, and (3) in a sensitive 
coastal resource area; or (b) for counties, approval of CDPs for development that is not 
designated as the principal permitted use under the LCP. In addition, any local action (approval 
or denial) on a CDP for a major public works project (including a publicly financed recreational 
facility and/or a special district development) or an energy facility is appealable to the 
Commission. The City’s approval of this project is appealable because it is located between the 
sea and first public road paralleling the sea (Cypress Street), and it is within 300 feet of the 
beach.  

The grounds for appeal under Section 30603 are limited to allegations that the development does 
not conform to the certified LCP or to the public access policies of the Coastal Act. Section 
30625(b) of the Coastal Act requires the Commission to conduct the de novo portion of the 
hearing on an appealed project unless a majority of the Commission finds that “no substantial 
issue” is raised by such allegations. Under Section 30604(b), if the Commission considers the 
CDP de novo and ultimately approves a CDP for a project, the Commission must find that the 
proposed development is in conformity with the certified LCP. If a CDP is approved for a project 
that is located between the nearest public road and the sea or the shoreline of any body of water 
located within the coastal zone, Section 30604(c) also requires an additional specific finding that 
the development is in conformity with the public access and recreation policies of Chapter 3 of 
the Coastal Act. This project is located between the nearest public road and the sea, and thus this 
additional finding would need to be made if the Commission approves the project following a de 
novo hearing. 

The only persons qualified to testify before the Commission on the substantial issue question is 
the Applicant (or its representatives), persons opposed to the project who made their views 
known before the local government (or their representatives), and the local government. 
Testimony from other persons regarding substantial issue must be submitted in writing. Any 
person may testify during the de novo CDP determination stage of an appeal. 
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F. SUMMARY OF APPEAL CONTENTIONS 
The Appellants contend that the City’s action is inconsistent with the Pismo Beach LCP and the 
public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act because: 1) the project’s siting and 
design does not complement the area’s surrounding architecture, including that the approved 
project lacks LCP-required building articulation and pedestrian orientation, does not protect 
existing views of the ocean and surrounding upcoast bluffs from the ends of Stimson and Hinds 
Avenues, and is of a bulky design that will dominate the surrounding downtown when viewed 
from the beach, Boardwalk, and pier; 2) the City cannot ensure that there is a guaranteed supply 
of water to serve the development, particularly in light of the City’s recent drought declaration; 
3) the project does not provide for lower-cost visitor serving accommodations and does not cater 
to visitors of all income levels; 4) the project does not maximize public access, including by 
reducing existing on-street public parking due to a City-required condition to construct a new 
cul-de-sac at the terminus of Hinds Avenue; and 5) the project will not withstand natural and 
man-made hazards, including flood hazards from storm surges and long-term sea-level rise, to an 
acceptable level of risk. See Exhibit 5 for the full text of the appeals. 

G.  SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE DETERMINATION 
The term substantial issue is not defined in the Coastal Act. The Commission’s regulations 
simply indicate that the Commission will hear an appeal unless it “finds that the appeal raises no 
significant question” (California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Section 13115(b)). In previous 
decisions on appeals, the Commission has been guided by the following factors in making such 
determinations: (1) the degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision 
that the development is consistent or inconsistent with the certified LCP and with the public 
access policies of the Coastal Act; (2) the extent and scope of the development as approved 
or denied by the local government; (3) the significance of the coastal resources affected by the 
decision; (4) the precedential value of the local government’s decision for future interpretation 
of its LCP; and (5) whether the appeal raises only local issues, or those of regional or 
statewide significance. Even where the Commission chooses not to hear an appeal, Appellants 
nevertheless may obtain judicial review of the local government's coastal permit decision by 
filing a petition for a writ of mandate pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure, Section 1094.5 

In this case, for the reasons discussed further below, the Commission determines that the City’s 
approval of a CDP for the project presents a substantial issue. 

1. Visual Resources 
Applicable LCP Policies 
The Pismo Beach LCP contains numerous policies aimed at protecting views of the ocean, 
bluffs, and foothills throughout the coastal zone, with particular prescriptions for such view 
protection within the City’s downtown commercial core. Specifically, LUP Design Element 
Policy D-2 sets forth the general criteria by which development within the coastal zone must be 
sited and designed, including requirements: 1) to prevent monolithic buildings by encouraging 
building articulation to promote visual interest; 2) that larger structures, such as hotels, be 
contained within several smaller massed buildings to promote the City’s small-scale image and 
be of a pedestrian scale; and 3) to preserve and enhance views to the ocean and surrounding hills 
whenever possible. Other LCP policies articulate these overarching view and design 
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considerations for particular neighborhoods and for particular locations. For example, Design 
Element Policies D-40 and D-41 describe particular requirements for the preservation of ocean 
views from street ends, including that streets perpendicular to the ocean should be open at their 
ocean terminus and not blocked with landscaping or buildings. These policies also require that 
new structures at identified street ends (including the ends of Stimson and Hinds Avenues as 
shown in Design Element Figure D-3 (see Exhibit 6)) shall be sited and designed so as not to 
block views or shall minimize view impairment when no feasible siting alternative exists. 
Finally, the LCP has additional requirements for ocean-fronting parcels, including both 
quantitative metrics: a maximum height allowance of 25 feet (the rest of Planning Area K (the 
Downtown Core neighborhood in which the approved project is located) has a 35-foot height 
limit); required building story setbacks from the City’s public beach Boardwalk (i.e. 
progressively wider setbacks from the Boardwalk for each successive building story); and 
qualitative performance standards, including IP Section 17.102.010(G)’s requirement that “all 
development fronting coastal bluffs and beach be sited and designed so as to reduce the impact 
of bulk and scale.” See Exhibit 6 for the above-cited LCP policies and standards. 
 
Appellants’ Contentions 
The Appellants contend that the approved project is inconsistent with the aforementioned LCP 
policies and standards because the project’s bulk and scale, consisting of a large “U”-shaped 
structure with the eastern rear of the building rising 35 feet and two wings protruding along 
Stimson and Hinds Avenues at 25 feet, is too large for the surrounding area and will dominate 
the landscape, particularly from public viewing points at the beach, Boardwalk, and Pier. 
Specifically, they claim that the entire structure should be subject to the LCP’s 25-foot height 
limit for development on ocean-fronting lots because the project is located upon three oceanfront 
parcels. They claim that the approved project does not respect the LCP’s explicit prescription for 
development at street ends abutting the shoreline, including the requirement that development be 
set back from the end of the street in order to not block existing public views of the ocean and 
foothills. The Appellants claim that the two hotel wings will extend far beyond the edge of the 
existing cul-de-sac along Stimson Avenue and the proposed cul-de-sac along Hinds Avenue (see 
additional discussion on the Hinds Avenue cul-de-sac in the “Parking and Public Access” section 
below), thereby substantially blocking existing expansive ocean and bluff views from these areas 
with 25-foot tall structures. Finally, the Appellants contend that the hotel’s design doesn’t 
contain enough building articulation and visual interest, including as evidenced by the eastern 
wall’s flat 35-foot tall facade. 
 
Analysis 
The City-approved project is located in a high-density, active, mixed-use downtown core, where 
visitor-serving hotel accommodations are envisioned and encouraged. The approved project is an 
allowable use in both the C-1 and R-4 zoning districts, which are intended to accommodate uses 
that serve and cater to the needs of tourists and the general public. In order to shape the siting 
and design of this particular use, the LCP describes the visual resource and design parameters 
that the development must meet. In other words, the LCP states that visitor-serving 
accommodations are encouraged uses within the downtown beachfront core, and then describes 
the particular manner in which such development is to be built, including directives on its design, 
limits on height, and requirements for building setbacks, all with the goal of protecting public 
views and ensuring that development reflects the area’s aesthetic character.  
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Specifically, with respect to building height, all development within the Downtown Core 
planning area (Planning Area K) is required to have a maximum building height of 35 feet per 
Design Element Policy D-2(a). IP Section 17.102.010(I)(3) (see Exhibit 6) further limits all 
structures on ocean-fronting parcels within this area to 25 feet in height. The purpose of these 
standards is to provide quantitative metrics to ensure that allowed development contains 
appropriate massing and scale, including so that development gradually steps up in height farther 
away from the beach so that the beachfront is not walled off by large domineering structures. 
The City-approved project allows for 25-foot heights on the hotel’s two seaward wings that 
project along Stimson and Hinds Avenues, stepping up to 35 feet in height on its inland side6 
(see page 7 of Exhibit 2 for project elevations). The City’s approval7 also authorizes a merger of 
the eight lots that comprise the 150 Hinds Avenue parcel into two lots, and authorizes a lot line 
adjustment of those two lots 59 feet westward (see Exhibit 2). The purpose of the lot line 
adjustment is to allow the two 35-foot tall wings be symmetrical on both the northern and 
southern ends. The Appellants claim that the entire structure should be limited to 25 feet because 
it is located on three assessor’s parcels that each abut Pismo State Beach; therefore, those parcels 
would all be considered “beachfront” and subject to the IP’s 25-foot limit.  
 
However, while the Applicants are correct in that the project is located on three assessor’s 
parcels, those three parcels contain multiple lots within them. In the current lot configuration, 
there are 18 lots, 10 lots fronting the beach and 8 lots located inland of that (see Exhibit 2). The 
City approved a lot line adjustment that changes those 18 lots into 12 lots. The effect of this 
change in lot configuration is to allow taller building elements (up to 35 feet tall) to be moved 
closer to the beach by some 50 feet on the Hinds Avenue side of the property by virtue of 
“shrinking” the ocean fronting lots in this part of the site, leading to additional mass and bulk 
being allowed closer to the ocean under the adjusted lot lines.  
 
The fact that the City did not evaluate the effect of this change on allowable heights is 
problematic. However, the result of the change is a structure with heights that are consistent with 
existing structures adjacent to the project site (see Exhibit 3), including at 160 Hinds Avenue 
(located immediately inland from the approved project on Hinds Avenue), 100 Stimson Avenue 
(the Sandcastle Inn, located immediately across Stimson Avenue), and the recently-approved 
hotel facility8 to be constructed on the adjacent open lot bounded by Hinds Avenue, Cypress 
Street, Pomeroy Avenue, and the City’s public parking lot. Therefore, the City-approved 
project’s heights are similar to the heights of surrounding development and are consistent with 
the LCP’s height limits. And, given that after the lot line adjustment the project is located on 12 
lots9 with the six oceanfront lots all conditioned for a 25-foot maximum, and the six landward 
                                                 
6  IP Section 17.102.010(E) (Exhibit 6) allows for building appurtenances, including elevator shafts and tower features, to exceed 

applicable height limits by fifteen percent. The City’s approval allows for this height exceedance. 
7  Some of the Appellants contend that the City approved a subdivision of the 150 Hinds Avenue parcel (APN 005-152-033) in 

order to have one “inland” parcel and one “oceanfront” parcel, and thus increased heights compared to what is currently 
allowed. However, as discussed in the report, the parcel was comprised of eight lots of record, five of which were oceanfront 
and three of which were inland. The City’s approval merged those eights lots into two. The resultant configuration is one 
parcel, APN 005-152-033, which consists of two legal lots of record, one oceanfront and one inland.  

8  City of Pismo Beach CDP P13-000032, approved by the City in 2014, authorized The Inn at the Pier, including construction of 
a 104-unit hotel and related amenities. 

9  For tax purposes only, these 12 lots are contained within three APNs: 005-152-027, -032, and -033. 
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lots conditioned for a 35-foot height limit, the resultant project meets all height limits in this 
respect. In other words, although the City’s lack of analysis associated with the lot line 
adjustment raises an issue, the fact that it provides for substantially similar scale and massing in 
relation to the surrounding area implies that, in this case, the lot line adjustment issues don’t raise 
a substantial LCP conformance issue.  
 
Thus, the appeal contentions do not raise a substantial LCP conformance issue with respect to 
allowable building height.  
 
With respect to setbacks, the LCP has specific requirements to ensure adequate separation 
between structures and the City’s public Boardwalk, all with the goal of ensuring that 
development does not detract from the Boardwalk’s scenic qualities, as well ensure that 
development is set back a minimum distance from the Boardwalk so as to not obstruct ocean 
views. IP Section 17.081.030(C) (Exhibit 6) requires oceanfront development located within the 
City’s Commercial Core to be set back specific distances from the Boardwalk. The standard 
states that first floors are allowed to be built directly abutting the Boardwalk (i.e., with a zero 
setback), but each successive floor must be set back a minimum of seven to ten feet from the 
Boardwalk (i.e., the second floor must be set back at least seven feet from the Boardwalk, and 
the third floor must be set back at least 14 feet from the Boardwalk). It is important to note that 
the standard requires the “minimum setbacks from the inland extent of the public Boardwalk;” it 
does not require setbacks from the floor below. For example, the provision does not require a 
structure’s third floor to be set back seven feet from its second floor. It simply requires that the 
third floor be at least 14 feet from the Boardwalk, and the second floor to be a minimum of seven 
feet from the Boardwalk; therefore, the second and third floors could both be set back 14 feet. 
Again, this IP standard is meant to ensure that development protects public coastal views by 
setting a minimum structural setback distance from the Boardwalk pedestrian promenade; the 
aforementioned standards for varied building heights (i.e., 25 feet for oceanfront parcels and 35 
feet for inland parcels) help to implement LUP policies that encourage building articulation and 
limit building massing. 

The City-approved project meets all applicable Boardwalk setback requirements. The City’s 
approval requires the structure to be set back 15 feet from the property line (see page 7 of Exhibit 
2). The property line varies from about five feet from the landward edge of the Boardwalk near 
Stimson Avenue to about 20 feet from the Boardwalk along Hinds Avenue. Therefore, the 
structure will be set back roughly 20-35 feet from the Boardwalk, and no development will be 
located in this area.10 This required 15-foot property line setback alone would meet the IP’s 
required minimum Boardwalk setback of seven feet. However, the City’s approval requires even 
greater setbacks from the Boardwalk (see Exhibit 4 for the City’s approved conditions). Along 
its Stimson Avenue portion, the City-approved project requires a 34-foot setback from the 
Boardwalk for the first floor and 35 feet for the second floor (or roughly 20 feet from the 
property line). Along Hinds Avenue, the first floor is conditioned to be set back 36 feet from the 
Boardwalk, or roughly 16 feet from the property line, and the second floor is conditioned to be 

                                                 
10  Planning Condition 15 requires this area to be restored.  
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set back 42 feet.11 These City-required Boardwalk setbacks exceed the minimum required per the 
IP, offering adequate separation between the Boardwalk and the approved hotel facility. In 
addition, the setbacks are actually greater than that required per the Commission’s previous hotel 
approval along Stimson Avenue in A-3-PSB-06-001.12  
 
While the City-approved project exceeds the IP’s minimum required setbacks, the Appellants 
assert the project must be set back farther, citing the project’s inconsistency with Design Element 
Policies D-40 and D-41. These policies describe particular requirements for the preservation of 
ocean views from street ends, including that streets perpendicular to the ocean should be open at 
their ocean terminus and not blocked with landscaping or buildings (as shown in Design Element 
Figure D-4, see Exhibit 6), and requiring that new structures at identified street ends (including 
the ends of Stimson and Hinds Avenues as shown in Design Element Figure D-3) be sited and 
designed so as not to block views, or to minimize view impairment when no feasible siting 
alternative exists. The Appellants argue that Figure D-4 shows the encouraged layout 
configuration of buildings’ relationship with street ends, including that any structures should be 
sited landward of a cul-de-sac. In other words, according to the Appellants, Figure D-4 
encourages buildings to not extend adjacent to a cul-de-sac so as to ensure consistency with the 
above-cited policies’ overarching goal of maintaining open street ends for unobstructed ocean 
views.  
 
It is true that Figures D-3 and D-4 identify preferred outcomes with respect to the location of 
buildings in relation to cul-de-sacs, but they do not require same. In this case, the proposal 
maintains expansive views where the public street ends meet the Boardwalk. This is consistent 
with the approach in the Commission’s prior action in A-3-PSB-06-001.13 Here, the City’s 
approval for this project pulls the structure landward an additional distance of 13 feet (from the 
previously approved hotel’s 21-foot setback) for a 34-foot Boardwalk setback, thereby providing 
enhanced view protection as compared to the previously approved project in that respect. This 
setback distance is also consistent with the building patterns of other development located at 
street ends in the downtown core, including the Sandcastle Inn hotel facility located immediately 
adjacent to the project site on the downcoast side of Stimson Avenue (see Exhibit 1).  
 
The Appellants’ assertions that the project should be pulled back even farther landward so as to 
not extend beyond the beginning of the cul-de-sac is not inconsistent with the LCP’s view 
protection policies. On the contrary, doing so would offer additional views of the ocean, Pier, 
and upcoast coastal bluffs from Stimson Avenue. However, the cited policies and figures do not 

                                                 
11  IP Sections 17.081.030(C) and 17.102.150 (Exhibit 6) allow for open and uncovered balconies and decks that are elevated 30 

inches or more above existing grade to encroach up to 20 percent into a required setback. The City’s approval authorized this 
allowance.  

12  In that approval, the Commission required the first floor to be set back 21 feet from the Boardwalk and the second floor to be 
set back 35 feet from the Boardwalk, compared with the City’s requirement in this approval for 34- and 35-foot setbacks for 
the first and second floors, respectively. In its approval of A-3-PSB-06-001, the Commission found that by setting back the 
first floor 21 feet and allowing the oceanfront portion of the first floor to extend 25 feet in height (with the inland portion of 
the hotel rising to 35 feet), the resultant configuration would break up the hotel’s mass, reduce shadowing of the Boardwalk, 
and improve views of the coast from Stimson Avenue, thereby meeting LCP requirements in these respects. 

13  Where the Commission found that the primary view corridors necessitating protection from view blockage were those from the 
Boardwalk located near the end of the Stimson Avenue cul-de-sac. The Commission required a 21-foot setback from the 
Boardwalk. 
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require the structure to be set back landward of the cul-de-sac. In this case, it appears that the 
approved project offers adequate setback from the City’s public Boardwalk to allow 
unobstructed upcoast and downcoast views at the Boardwalk, and that it generally conforms to 
the existing pattern of development in this respect. For these reasons, the City-approved project 
does not raise a substantial LCP compliance issue with respect to its setbacks from the 
Boardwalk and street. 
 
Finally, with respect to the project’s design, the LCP does not specify a preferred architectural 
style. Rather, the LCP describes general requirements for building articulation and massing, 
setbacks, height, and view protection, as has been described previously. The City-approved 
project uses architectural elements including balconies, verandas, shingle roofs, and wood and 
stone siding materials so as to meet LCP requirements for building articulation and visual texture 
and to provide architectural interest (see Exhibit 3 for visual simulations of the project). The 
downtown area includes numerous examples of different types of architectural aesthetics, 
including Spanish-style with shingled roofs at the adjacent 1600 Hinds Avenue building, and 
modern contemporary style at the recently-approved Inn at the Pier. Therefore, there is no single 
design aesthetic in downtown Pismo Beach, and thus the approved project will blend into the 
area’s urban fabric.  
 
Finally, the Appellants contend that the project’s eastern wall has a flat 35-foot facade that is not 
consistent with LCP design policies that call for visual articulation and interest, even for portions 
of a structure not visible from public vantage points (the eastern wall will abuts adjacent 
development and therefore will not be readily visible from adjacent streets). However, the City 
Council added Planning Division Condition 23, which required a redesign of said wall to provide 
additional building articulation. To satisfy the condition, the Applicant prepared a revised eastern 
wall design that includes additional landscaping and stone finishes, pulled the building facade 
back 12 feet at the elevator locations to break up building lines, and added additional window 
overhangs (see Exhibit 3). The approved project represents a building that employs a variety of 
architectural elements to ensure visual interest, and it appears that it will fit in with the eclectic 
design character found in the City’s downtown urban core. Thus, the approved project does not 
raise a substantial LCP conformance issue with respect to architectural design. 
 
In conclusion, the City-approved project meets applicable LCP requirements for building heights 
and the protection of public ocean views, including the LCP’s requirements for siting 
development at the end of ocean fronting streets. The project is set back from the Boardwalk a 
distance that exceeds that which the LCP requires, thereby ensuring appropriate separation 
between the Boardwalk and the hotel facility. Finally, the hotel’s architectural facade employs 
details such as the use of decks and balconies, as well as height and setback differentiation, so as 
to ensure consistency with LCP requirements for building articulation and avoidance of 
architectural monotony. Thus, the City’s approval does not raise a substantial LCP conformance 
issue with respect to visual resources. 

2. Coastal Hazards 
Applicable LCP Policies 
The Pismo Beach LCP requires new development to be located outside of areas subject to coastal 
hazards, particularly areas that may require future shoreline protection. First, LUP Safety 
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Element Policy S-6 states that protective devices, such as seawalls, revetments, groins, 
breakwaters, and riprap, shall be permitted only when necessary to protect existing principal 
structures, coastal dependent uses, and public beaches in danger of erosion. Since only existing 
development is allowed structural protection against erosion and other flood hazard impacts, new 
development must therefore be sited and designed in a manner that the need for such protective 
devices. The LUP contains additional policies targeted towards development proposed in low-
lying areas, namely the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA’s) mapped 100-year 
floodplain. For development proposed in this specifically-demarcated zone, Policy S-9 prohibits 
development unless the finished floor elevation is at least one foot above the projected 100-year 
flood elevation level, the project will not obstruct passing floodwaters, and the project will not 
contribute to or increase flood hazards.  
 
The IP further refines these policies, including establishing two zoning overlay districts that 
apply to specifically mapped areas of the coastal zone: the Floodplain Overlay Zone and the 
Hazard Protection Overlay Zone. The Floodplain Overlay Zone applies to those portions of the 
City located within FEMA’s 100-year flood area, and generally requires conformance with 
building standards promulgated by FEMA for development within such low-lying areas. The 
Hazards and Protection Overlay Zone applies to a broader swath of the City’s coastal zone, 
including nearly the entire area located seaward of the first public road, as well as all blufftop 
and shoreline parcels. IP Section 17.078 describes the Zone’s overarching goals, including: 1) to 
prevent unsafe development in hazardous areas; 2) to minimize damage to public and private 
property; 3) to minimize social and economic dislocations resulting from injuries, loss of life, 
and property damage; and 4) to ensure that allowed development protects and enhances the 
City’s beaches from both visual as well as physical deterioration and erosion. IP Section 
17.078.060(E) states that new development shall not be permitted where it is determined that 
shoreline protection will be necessary for structural protection now or in the future based on a 
100-year geologic projection.  
 
In sum, the LCP sets up a structure by which new development must be located outside of 
hazardous areas based upon a 100-year projection, and cannot rely on shoreline armoring to do 
so. The IP then includes additional parameters for specifically mapped portions of the coastal 
zone, including those areas mapped within the 100-year floodplain and all areas along the City’s 
bluffs and beaches. See Exhibit 6 for the relevant LCP policies and IP standards. 
 
Appellants’ Contentions 
The Appellants claim the project is inconsistent with the LCP’s hazards avoidance policies, 
including Policy S-2 (which requires new development to avoid sites with high hazard levels), 
Policy S-6 (which only allows shoreline protection for existing structures in danger from 
erosion), Policy S-9 (which prohibits new development within the FEMA 100-year floodplain 
unless it is built consistent with FEMA building regulations), and Coastal Act Section 30253,14 
which requires new development to minimize risks in high hazard areas and be built without 
shoreline protective devices. They state that the project site is located in a high hazard area that is 

                                                 
14  Although the Appellants cite Coastal Act Section 30253, the grounds for an appeal are limited to an allegation that the 

development does not conform to the standards set forth in the certified City of Pismo Beach LCP or the public access policies 
of the Coastal Act. Section 30253 is not a public access policy, and, thus, is not a proper ground for the appeal. That said, the 
City LCP policies identified implement Section 30253, and thus these contentions are addressed via that analysis.  
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periodically subject to wave attack, wave runup, and inundation by tsunami. These hazards were 
identified in the Applicant’s geotechnical and wave runup analyses, which concluded that the 
project’s underground parking structure may be flooded in the future. 
 
Analysis  
The project site is located immediately landward of the Pismo Beach public Boardwalk and 
Pismo State Beach. The site is located within Pismo Beach’s urbanized downtown core and is 
surrounded by development on three sides, including a three-story hotel facility on its downcoast 
side, a single-story structure on its landward side along Stimson Avenue, a three-story structure 
on its Hinds Avenue landward side, and the City’s public parking lot on its upcoast boundary 
along Hinds Avenue. The approved project is set back roughly 500-600 feet from the current 
mean tide level15 (see Exhibit 1 for photos of the project site and the surrounding area) and the 
finished floor elevation of the first floor would be located at an elevation of 19.75 feet above 
today’s mean lower low water (MLLW). Because of the wide nature of the sandy beach, the site 
is not mapped as being within FEMA’s 100-year floodplain in the IP’s Floodplain Overlay Zone 
Map, nor in FEMA’s updated 2012 100-year floodplain map. Those maps, however, reflect past 
hazards conditions and do not take into account future changes in flood hazard areas, particularly 
as a product of future sea level rise. 
 
To understand the potential future hazards at this site due to sea-level rise and storm surges, the 
Applicant prepared a wave runup and sea level rise analysis (see Exhibit 7). The analysis 
reviewed historic flooding impacts, as well as long-term potential flood impacts due to 
accelerated sea-level rise, storm surges, and wave uprush. The analysis included assumptions 
consistent with the recommendations specified in the Commission’s Sea-Level Rise Policy 
Guidance, including understanding future storm surges and flood impacts using conservative 
hazards scenarios such as a 100-year projected sea level increase of 5.48 feet16 (the highest sea 
level projection per the Commission’s Guidance) on top of today’s 100-year storm event. Using 
the 5.48 feet sea level rise projection, and based on future beach scour of three feet (i.e., the 
beach would erode three feet from today’s elevation because the shoreline would be subject to 
additional wave energy forces caused by the increase in sea level), the analysis estimated the 
mean tide line would move inland by 274 feet on the project’s upcoast side near Hinds Avenue, 
and by 295 feet on its south side near Stimson Avenue. Therefore, under “normal” tide 
conditions, the analysis concluded that the mean tide line in 100 years would be roughly 260 feet 
from the proposed building envelope. To calculate the maximum potential extent of wave runup 
during a 100-year storm event, the analysis then added the sea level during a January 18, 1973 El 
Nino storm event, which was used as a proxy for the 100-year storm. The water level during this 
                                                 
15  A proxy for identifying the beach’s edge in this case, and an average of the mean high and low tides. 
16  The Sea-Level Rise Policy Guidance states that the best available science with respect to future sea levels is the National 

Research Council’s 2012 report Sea-Level Rise for the Coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington: Past, Present, and 
Future. That report and the Commission’s Guidance document state that by 2100 sea levels south of Cape Mendocino may rise 
66 inches, or 5.5 feet, over sea levels in the year 2000. The approved-project’s analysis assumed a 5.48 feet sea level increase, 
or 65.76 inches, projected to the year 2115. The authors stated that this number was appropriate because it is the highest 
projection listed in the NRC report and Commission Guidance document, and therefore was consistent with the inherent 
uncertainty for any sea-level rise projections after the year 2050. In other words, the analysis concluded that using 2100’s 
highest level of projected sea-level rise was appropriate to use to estimate 2115’s estimated future sea levels. However, at the 
Commission’s Senior Engineer’s request, the Applicant also prepared a revised analysis using 6.9 feet of sea level rise, 
extrapolating sea levels to the year 2115. That analysis, shown in Exhibit 7, similarly concluded that the approved structure 
would be located landward of ocean waves in 2115 by up to 30 feet. 
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storm was determined to be 7.65 feet above today’s MLLW, which is the highest historically 
observed water level in the project area. Adding a 5.48-foot sea level rise increase to the 7.65-
foot 100-year storm event yields a 100-year stillwater elevation (i.e., the water level’s projected 
height absent any waves) of 13.13 feet in the year 2115. The analysis then added wave heights 
from a January 1983 storm event. When added to the 100-year stillwater elevation, the analysis 
estimated the highest wave runup from a 100-year storm event on top of 5.48 feet in sea level 
rise to be an elevation of 14.08 feet above today’s MLLW. The approved project’s finished floor 
elevation of the first floor will be located at an elevation of 19.75 feet MLLW. Thus, the analysis 
found that under a scenario in which there is a 100-year storm event along with a 5.48-foot 
increase in sea level, ocean waves would reach nine feet seaward of the approved project’s 
northern side and 34 feet seaward on its south side. Nevertheless, because of the inherent 
uncertainty with sea level rise and storm surge projections, particularly for a timeframe as long 
as 100 years, the analysis concludes: “Despite this analysis, recognizing the overall lack of 
precision in the analytical method, particularly in the years later than 2050, in our opinion there 
is a potential for relatively small waves to impact the parking level of the structure in the future.” 
Thus, the analysis concludes that the mostly below-grade parking level may become subject to 
wave energy in the future.  
 
To address potential flooding and hazards concerns, and to ensure consistency with LCP policies 
that only allow existing development to use shoreline protective devices to abate those hazards, 
the structure is designed with a conventionally reinforced mat foundation.17 The foundation will 
lie at eight feet above MLLW, or roughly twelve feet below existing grade elevation, and consist 
of 24-inch thick concrete surrounded by 12-foot tall perimeter concrete retaining walls. The 
retaining walls would be supplemented by columns rising from the foundation to help support 
the structure’s three floors. The parking structure’s seaward facing side includes a set of louvers 
that, during potential flood events, would allow for ocean waters to enter the basement level.  
 
While the Appellants cite the project’s inconsistency with numerous LCP policies, some of the 
listed policies are not applicable to this particular project. For example, Safety Element Policy S-
2, which requires new development to avoid sites with high hazard levels, is not part of the 
LCP.18 Policy S-9, which addresses development proposed within FEMA’s mapped 100-year 
floodplain, is also not applicable due the project’s location outside of such a mapped flood area. 
Finally, Appellants cite inconsistency with Coastal Act Section 30253, which is the Act’s 
primary policy requiring hazards avoidance for new development. However, because Pismo 
Beach has a Commission-certified LCP, the applicable standard of review is not the Coastal 
Act’s hazards avoidance policies, but rather the LCP’s certified hazards policies that implement 
those policies within the City. The LCP standards applicable for this project are Safety Element 
Policy S-6, which allows the construction of shoreline protective devices only for existing 
development in danger from erosion, and the IP’s Hazardous and Protection Overlay Zone 
requirements, which seek to prevent unsafe development in hazardous areas, due to the project 
site being located within this mapped Zone area (see Exhibit 6).  
                                                 
17  Mat foundations are common in areas with loose, moist soils because they ensure stability and structural integrity in the face of 

liquefaction, slumping, and other hazards that may compromise the relatively weak underlying land. 
18  Pismo Beach maintains a combined General Plan/Land Use Plan that includes some General Plan policies that are not 

applicable standards of review for the review and issuance of CDPs. Policy S-2 is a General Plan policy that is not part of the 
LCP. 
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The first applicable LCP test is whether the project site should be deemed a “hazardous area” 
that is unsafe for development. The LCP doesn’t include a specific definition for what does and 
does not qualify a site to be deemed hazardous. However, per IP Section 17.078.060(E), since 
new development is prohibited in areas where shoreline protection is needed for structural 
protection now or in 100 years, a location that necessitates this type of LCP inconsistent 
protection would logically be deemed “hazardous.” Therefore, if a site was located in an area 
that was subject to flooding and wave energy at a magnitude and/or a frequency at which 
structural integrity would be compromised without some type of shoreline armoring apparatus, 
the site would be deemed hazardous and unsafe for development.  
 
As described above, the project is located on beachfront parcels within the City’s urban core, 
surrounded by development on three sides and set back 500-600 feet from the mean tide line. 
The Applicant’s sea-level rise and wave runup study concluded that, based upon conservative 
scenarios including a 100-year storm event on top of 5.48 feet of sea-level rise, waves would still 
be seaward of the approved project’s building footprint. However, because of the uncertainty 
with such projections, the analysis concedes that it is possible that flood impacts could occur in 
the future. The Commission’s Senior Coastal Engineer, Dr. Lesley Ewing, has reviewed the 
project materials and concurs with the analysis’ conclusions. Specifically, Dr. Ewing found that 
the approved hotel could experience infrequent flooding of its basement over the 100-year 
timeframe, similar to what was identified for the Commission-approved hotel facility at 147 
Stimson Avenue in A-3-PSB-06-001.19 The Applicant’s sea level rise and wave runup analysis 
and the Commission’s Senior Coastal Engineer conclude that this site is no different: the area is 
subject to some potential flood risk, but that risk does not rise to a level of the site being deemed 
unsafe to be developed under the LCP. In other words, the site is suitable for development absent 
any shoreline protection device, and approval of such development will not subject life and 
property to impending danger. The site is therefore not deemed “hazardous” as that term is 
understood in the LCP.  
 
The next test is whether the proposed project meets LCP requirements prohibiting new 
development from using shoreline protective devices, both now and in the future. To meet this 
requirement, the project must be consistent with two requirements: it must not include shoreline 
armoring in its approved design and configuration, and it must include appropriate restrictions 
prohibiting armoring in the future. With respect to the former, in addition to more traditional 
armoring measures such as rock revetments and seawalls, the Commission has seen proposals for 
foundations and other structural elements designed to withstand hazards in a manner that the 
structural elements themselves would constitute shoreline protection. Typically, these 
“superstructures” are made up of deep pier/caisson foundations. This type of support is 
commonly required by FEMA requirements when building within flood hazard areas, whereby 
components of structures are required to be elevated in such a way that habitable space is kept 
some distance above expected maximum flood elevations, and areas below that are not allowed 

                                                 
19  That approval found that the degree of flood potential did not rise to a determination of the site being deemed hazardous and 

unsafe for development. Rather, the site is located in an area that is subject to potential risk, as is inherently the situation for all 
development located at or near the ocean-sand interface. All development along California’s immediate shoreline is subject to 
some level of hazard risk, including episodic and long-term shoreline retreat and coastal erosion, high seas, ocean waves, 
tsunami, tidal scour, flooding, liquefaction, and the interaction of same, all potentially exacerbated by sea level rise. 
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to be habitable. For purposes of the Pismo Beach LCP, which does not allow shoreline protection 
for new development, when piers/caissons or any other type of structure serve to elevate a new 
structure above ocean waters and protect against erosion risks, this type of elevation allowance 
serves shoreline protection, inconsistent with LCP Policy S-6. In other words, elevation can be a 
type of shoreline protection, and elevation strategies aimed at protecting new development from 
erosion and hazards would therefore be inconsistent with LCP requirements that do not allow 
such protection for new development and that prevent new development in hazardous locations.  
 
In this case, the approved project uses a mat foundation. The project’s mat foundation was 
selected due to its ability to address stability and structural integrity on the site’s moist sandy 
soils, including with respect to liquefaction and dynamic settlement. This type of foundation is 
commonly used when building on sandy, loose surfaces, and is an alternative to a foundation 
consisting of deep piers and caissons that anchor a structure to the ground by tying into 
subsurface bedrock. As discussed above, the proposed development is located inland from 
current erosion and hazards threat. The proposed mat foundation is located 12 feet below grade, 
and the first habitable floor is at grade. Thus, as proposed, there is no structural element serving 
to elevate the hotel facility above erosion and hazard risk. Furthermore, there is no proposed 
seawall or other armoring device meant to protect against wave energy. In sum, the approved 
project does not include any form of impermissible shoreline protection in its design and 
engineering, and is consistent with LCP requirements in this respect. 
 
With respect to whether the approved project includes appropriate restrictions against future 
armoring, the City’s CDP prohibits the use of shoreline armoring. Specifically, Planning 
Condition 22 (see Exhibit 4) prohibits shoreline armoring from protecting the approved 
development, and waives any potential entitlement to such armoring that may otherwise be 
allowed per the Pismo Beach LCP, Coastal Act Section 30235, and any other law or regulation. 
In lieu of armoring, the condition states that if an appropriate government agency determines that 
any portion of the approved development is not to be occupied or used due to any coastal 
hazards, and such hazard concerns cannot be abated by ordinary repair and/or maintenance, that 
portion of the development must be relocated and/or removed outside of the area subject to 
coastal hazards. Prior to removal/restoration, the Applicant must prepare a Removal and 
Restoration Plan for City review and approval, which must describe the manner in which the 
development is to be relocated and/or removed and the affected area restored so as to best protect 
coastal resources. The condition language is very similar to that which the Commission has 
placed on development for other CDP approvals.20 However, those approvals also contained 
detailed defined trigger points that articulated when the structures were considered hazardous 
and when the structure may function as shoreline armoring (in the manner described above) and 
therefore when the Removal and Restoration Plan would need to be prepared. Clear and 
unambiguous language defining these trigger points is particularly important for determining 
when a structure is at risk, particularly when it implicates the removal of portions, or even all, of 
a 128-room hotel resort facility. The condition must define the specific trigger points to 
determine when the site is deemed hazardous, what the allowable repair and maintenance actions 
are to address any potential damage from coastal hazards, and when the facility’s structural 
elements serve as shoreline armoring. In essence, while the City’s condition meets LCP tests so 
                                                 
20  Including for recent CDPs A-3-SNC-98-114 (Monterey Bay Shores Resort) and A-3-SCO-09-001 and A-3-SCO-09-002 

(Frank et al SFDs). 
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as to ensure that the development does not include shoreline armoring for hazards abatement 
now or in the future, the condition does not go into sufficient detail to ensure that its 
requirements will be actually carried out. Again, when the structure in question is a major 
visitor-serving facility, it is imperative that the conditions be written in a manner that contains 
sufficient detail so as to ensure that terms and trigger points are unambiguously defined. Thus, 
the approved project raises a substantial LCP conformance issue in this respect. 
 
In sum, the approved project is located in an area that is currently appropriate for development. 
The site may be subject to coastal hazards due to the inherent nature of its beachfront location. 
Due to storm surges, future sea-level rise, and other potential uncertainties, the site may be 
vulnerable to infrequent flood episodes. However, such flooding potential does not mean that the 
site comprises a level of risk that would put life and property in imminent danger necessitating a 
determination that the site be deemed hazardous and therefore unsafe for development. The 
project site meets LCP requirements with respect to siting new development outside of 
hazardous areas. Furthermore, the approved project is consistent with LCP requirements 
prohibiting the use of shoreline armoring for the protection of new development against coastal 
hazards. However, the City’s approval does not contain sufficient detail to implement its 
armoring prohibition, including defining when the structure is deemed hazardous, when it 
functions as shoreline protection, and the allowed repair/maintenance or removal and restoration 
parameters. In essence, the City’s approval is not fundamentally inconsistent with the LCP’s 
hazards policies. On the contrary, the approval is LCP compliant with respect to the project’s 
siting and design, and instead only requires additional detail to further articulate the steps to be 
taken if and when the hotel structure or portions of it become threatened. For this reason, the 
City’s approval raises a substantial LCP conformance issue with respect to coastal hazards. 

3. Parking and Public Access 
Applicable Coastal Act and LCP Policies 
The LCP requires new development to provide an adequate supply of parking for both residents 
and visitors, including potentially requiring additional parking spaces for beach access for 
oceanfront hotels. The LCP also requires new development within a quarter mile of the beach to 
evaluate the impact on beach parking availability, and states that additional public access parking 
spaces may be required if the project may reduce existing parking opportunities. In the Central 
Commercial downtown area, the LCP encourages in-lieu fees for hotel and other commercial 
uses rather than on-site parking, encouraging parking to be located at the north or south end of 
downtown rather than at the Pier. With respect to the Coastal Act’s public access policies, they 
require development to provide maximum access and recreational opportunities, including public 
parking opportunities, and prohibit development from interfering with the public’s right of 
access to the sea. Furthermore, the Coastal Act requires new development located between the 
nearest public roadway and the shoreline to provide public access to and along the shoreline. See 
Exhibit 6 for the applicable LCP and Coastal Act policies and standards. 
 
Appellants’ Contentions 
The Appellants contend that the approved project is inconsistent with LCP beach parking and 
access policies because it will reduce existing public parking opportunities, including spaces 
along Stimson Avenue due to construction of new hotel garage access entries, and also along 
Hinds Avenue due to a required City CDP condition to construct a new cul-de-sac at the end of 
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Hinds Avenue. The cul-de-sac would extend into the adjacent City-owned public parking lot, 
resulting in the loss of five existing public parking spaces. The Appellants contend that the cul-
de-sac should be located on the Applicant’s property, not on public property. Additionally, the 
Appellants state that the approved project will generate a level of traffic beyond which the site’s 
roads can handle, thereby increasing traffic congestion and adversely impacting public access.  
 
Analysis 
The primary vehicular access route to the hotel and its 166-space parking structure will be from 
Stimson Avenue, a two-way, two-lane street running perpendicular to the ocean on the project’s 
southern, downcoast side. Egress is offered on both Stimson Avenue and also along Hinds 
Avenue, a one-way road along the project’s northern, upcoast border that also runs perpendicular 
to the ocean. See Exhibit 1 for road configurations. 
 
The Applicant prepared a traffic analysis to determine the project’s potential traffic impacts. The 
analysis assumed a daily trip rate of 8.92 vehicular trips per hotel room per day,21 for a total of 
1,142 daily vehicular trips, 86 of which would take place during morning peak hour and 90 
during afternoon peak hour. Since Stimson Avenue offers both access and egress (as opposed to 
Hinds Avenue providing only egress due to its one-way configuration), the analysis assumed that 
all trips accessing the project site would come via Stimson Avenue, and three-quarters would 
exit the site via Stimson Avenue and the remaining one-quarter via Hinds Avenue. Based on 
these trip generation numbers and assumptions, the analysis found that the project would add an 
estimated 79 vehicle trips to Stimson Avenue during the afternoon peak period (44 inbound and 
35 outbound), and 11 outbound trips via Hinds. The 90 peak period trips represent only eight 
percent of the total average daily traffic (ADT) that these two roads handle. Furthermore, even 
with the project’s estimated traffic, the two intersections closest to the project site (Stimson 
Avenue at Cypress Street, and Hinds Avenue at Cypress Street) are estimated to remain at Level 
of Service (LOS) A and B (i.e. 15 seconds or less delay per vehicle to get through the 
intersection). The analysis concludes that because the project is located within downtown Pismo 
Beach, which is a dense, urbanized community that already handles a large amount of vehicular 
traffic, the approved project will have a negligible impact on the area’s overall traffic patterns. 
The approved hotel is located in a mixed-use area where most patrons’ needs and destinations, 
including the beach, Boardwalk, Pier, and visitor-serving attractions (including restaurants and 
shops) are located within walking distance. Recognizing this, City Engineering Condition 11 
(Exhibit 4) requires the Applicant to construct street improvements along Stimson and Hinds 
Avenues, including six-foot-wide sidewalks along Stimson Avenue and ten-foot-wide sidewalks 
along Hinds, with new curbs, gutters, street trees, and lighting, all with the goal of improving 
pedestrian infrastructure and maximizing hotel patrons’ “park and walk” travel behavior (i.e., 
parking once upon checking into the hotel, and then walking to most destinations during their 
length of stay). In short, the approved project constitutes infill development within an active, 
mixed-use area that offers multi-modal transportation options. The project introduces a relatively 
small number of additional vehicles onto already highly-used public streets, and therefore should 
not have a significant cumulative impact on traffic congestion in the area. The City’s approval 
does not raise a significant LCP conformance issue with respect to traffic. 
 

                                                 
21  From the Institute of Transportation Engineers “Trip Generation Manual” 9th Edition, 2012. 
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With respect to the new Hinds Avenue cul-de-sac and the resultant loss of public parking 
opportunities, Engineering Condition 12 of the City’s approved CDP requires the Applicant to 
construct a cul-de-sac at the seaward end of Hinds Avenue if the City determines, within three 
years after the issuance of the certificate of occupancy, that such a cul-de-sac is necessary for 
public safety and traffic circulation. Currently, Hinds Avenue is a one-way street that primarily 
serves vehicles exiting the adjacent City-owned public parking lot. Where the road meets the 
beach is an emergency vehicle ramp that offers access onto the sand. The City is currently 
developing the Downtown Strategic Plan, a long-range planning document that seeks to guide 
the area’s future growth and development in a way that reflects the community’s history and 
values. A major study component of the Strategic Plan is the future of the City’s public parking 
lot. The lot is currently a surface lot located in perhaps the premiere location in all of Pismo 
Beach: a focal point located at the intersection of the Pier, beach, and downtown. The study 
currently envisions the lot transforming into an active public plaza with underground parking. 
While still conceptual at this time, the Plan calls for creating a performance stage, public seating, 
lawn areas, public art displays, a Ferris wheel, and additional public recreational amenities 
including restrooms, showers, and enhanced beach access points. The Plan also calls for 
Pomeroy Avenue, currently the only vehicular accessway into the parking lot, to be turned into a 
pedestrian-only promenade, with Hinds Avenue transformed into a two-way street offering 
ingress and egress, as well as the construction of a new cul-de-sac adjacent to the existing 
emergency beach access ramp. City CDP Engineering Condition 12 requires the Applicant to pay 
for the construction of this potentially envisioned cul-de-sac. In addition, Engineering Condition 
10 requires the Applicant to pay $300,000 to the City for future public improvements at the 
parking lot to help implement the Downtown Plan’s envisioned improvements. 
 
The Appellants claim that construction of the cul-de-sac will encroach into the public parking 
lot, and therefore will result in the loss of five existing public parking spaces. However, the 
condition does not specify the exact location and configuration of the cul-de-sac; instead, the 
condition simply requires the Applicant to pay for its cost should the City deem it necessary in 
the future. The City ultimately would be the Applicant for this project and would be the entity 
proposing a specific configuration at that time. The cul-de-sac’s construction would require 
separate CDP approval (i.e., the CDP for the hotel facility does not authorize the construction of 
the cul-de-sac), where potential impacts to public access and parking will be evaluated and 
addressed. Furthermore, as explained above, the cul-de-sac’s construction is part of a master plan 
for the redevelopment of the entire parking lot, including potentially placing all parking 
underground, whereby no parking spaces would be removed because they would all be relocated 
in an entirely new configuration. Thus, it is premature to claim that the City’s approval will 
result in the loss of public parking, as well as claim that it will encroach into the parking lot at all 
because both the road and the parking lot itself are the subject of a substantial future public 
works project that will potentially dramatically change the area’s design and configuration. In 
short, the City’s approval requires the Applicant to contribute money to pay for construction of a 
future cul-de-sac and to help fund the City’s future public improvements of City-owned property, 
but those public improvements are still being formulated and refined and will themselves be 
subject to future CDP review and approval. Thus, the appeal contentions do not raise a 
substantial LCP conformance issue with respect to the future cul-de-sac’s parking impacts. 
 
However, while the City’s approval contains numerous public access and recreation 
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requirements, including the aforementioned $300,000 payment to the City for its future 
improvements at the public parking lot, all of which are meant to ensure consistency with the 
LCP’s and Coastal Act’s public access and recreation policies, some of the City’s conditions lack 
specificity with respect to how they will be effectively implemented to ensure that public access 
is maximized. For example, while the Applicant is required to pay for the cul-de-sac’s 
construction,22 the condition does not specify what mitigations would be required should the City 
decide against the cul-de-sac’s construction, or what will happen if the condition’s prescribed 
three-year time limit lapses before the City has made a determination of the cul-de-sac’s 
necessity. In other words, it is unclear what, if anything, would replace this required public 
improvement. Furthermore, while Planning Condition 24 (see Exhibit 4) requires the payment of 
an in-lieu parking fee for five visitor parking spaces, the condition does not specify the amount 
to be paid, the location of the spaces, or whether there would be any requirement for the City to 
actually construct the five spaces. The City-approved project is located in a prime location at the 
intersection of the City’s downtown core, municipal pier, Boardwalk, and Pismo State Beach. 
Therefore, ensuring that the project maximizes public access and recreational opportunities, 
including through clearly articulated standards for required infrastructure improvements and 
access requirements, is of paramount concern. The City’s conditions attempt to address critical 
public access and recreation impacts, but do not adequately ensure that such improvements will 
be effectively carried out. Addressing the conditions’ lack of specificity can be as simple as 
clearer implementing language that further refines the conditions’ requirements. In other words, 
the City’s approval on this issue does not appear to require a fundamental overhaul of its basic 
access/recreation condition tenets, but rather a more clear elaboration and expansion on core 
concepts the City’s CDP already requires. However, because of these deficiencies, the City’s 
approval raises substantial LCP and Coastal Act conformance issues with respect to public 
access and recreation.  

4. Lower-Cost Visitor Accommodations 
Applicable LCP and Coastal Act Policies 
The Pismo Beach LCP requires new development located within the Resort Commercial land use 
designation to provide activities that cater to visitors of all income levels (LUP Land Use 
Element Policy LU-4(a)). In addition, because the approved project is located between the sea 
and first public road, the project must be found in conformity with the public access and 
recreation policies of the Coastal Act, including Coastal Act Section 30213, which requires the 
protection, encouragement, and, where feasible, provision of lower-cost visitor and recreational 
facilities, including lower-cost visitor accommodations.  
 
In implementing Coastal Act Section 30213, although the provision of lower cost 
accommodations in conjunction with a specific project is preferable, including directly providing 
lower cost units on the same site as a proposed accommodations facility, in past action the 
Commission has also found that when this approach is infeasible, the requirement to provide 
funds to construct new lower cost accommodations off-site constitutes adequate mitigation for 
the loss, reduction, and/or lack of provision of affordable overnight accommodations. For high-
cost overnight visitor accommodations where low-cost alternatives are not included onsite, the 
                                                 
22  The cul-de-sac’s construction is estimated to be $300,000. This money is in addition to the $300,000 required for the public 

plaza improvements at the Pier parking lot. 
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Commission in past actions has required a mitigation fee to cover the cost of constructing one 
hostel bed per room for twenty-five percent (25%) of the high-cost rooms constructed.23 The 
funds are paid into an account managed by an appropriate entity, including the local government, 
California State Parks, Hostelling International, or similar agency familiar with low cost 
accommodations management to ensure that such funds are spent on new lower cost units, 
including new campground and hostel facilities. Most recently on the Monterey Peninsula, the 
Commission required, using this formula, a $1.8 million mitigation payment from the Pebble 
Beach Company as mitigation for lack of lower-cost options in the development of a new high-
end resort hotel and additional rooms at the existing Inn at Spanish Bay and Lodge at Pebble 
Beach.24  
 
In order to ensure that mitigation payments are commensurate with the actual cost to construct a 
lower cost unit, thereby ensuring that the monies levied on project applicants are adequate to 
fully mitigate for a project’s lack of onsite lower cost units, the Commission has sought guidance 
from those most familiar with these accommodation types’ construction and/or operation. The 
$30,000 per high cost hotel room in-lieu mitigation fee amount was established based on figures 
identified by a 2007 study provided for the Commission by Hostelling International. The figures 
were based on two models for the construction of a 100-bed, 15,000-square-foot hostel facility in 
the coastal zone, and utilized experience from the existing 153-bed Hostelling International San 
Diego Downtown Hostel. Both models included construction costs for the rehabilitation of an 
existing hostel structure and factored in both direct and “soft” construction and startup costs, but 
did not include costs associated with ongoing operations.25 Based on these figures, the total cost 
per hostel bed ranged from $18,300 for a leased facility to $44,989 for a facility on purchased 
land. However, the models were not based on an actual project, and therefore the actual cost of 
the land/building could vary significantly. In order to take this into account, the Commission 
found that a cost per bed located between the two model results was most supportable and 
conservative, and used the $30,000 per hostel bed estimate for this purpose. Thus, the 
Commission mitigated for the lack of onsite lower cost hotel rooms by requiring a payment 
equivalent to the construction of new hostel beds.  

More recently, in 2014 the construction cost estimate was updated to provide additional support 
to ascertain the current cost of establishing hostels as a form of lower cost overnight 
accommodations in the coastal zone. Again, Hostelling International provided the Commission 
with the estimate, which assumed the construction of a new 100-bed, two-story, reinforced 
masonry hostel facility built on a 12,000 square foot vacant parcel in southern California. 
Construction costs (including assuming prevailing wages) were estimated at $4,212,000, or 
$42,212 per bed, while land costs were estimated at $1,200,000, or $12,000 per bed. The 
combined cost estimate totaled $5,412,000, or $54,120 per bed. The analysis concluded that the 
$54,120 per bed estimate fairly reflected new hostel construction costs and provided a reasonable 
estimate with respect to potential mitigation payments so as to ensure that fees were sufficient to 

                                                 
23  See, for example, CDP amendment 5-98-156-A17 and LCP amendment LOB-MAJ-1-10. 
24  Monterey County LCP Amendment MCO-1-12 Part 1 (Del Monte Forest Update and Pebble Beach Company Concept Plan), 

approved by the Commission in May 2012. 
25  Where “hard” costs include, among other things, the costs of purchasing the building and land and construction costs, and 

“soft” costs include closing costs, architectural and engineering contracts, construction management, permitting fees, legal 
fees, furniture and other equipment costs. 
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actually construct the number of beds required to be built per the condition of approval. 
However, the analysis did warn that costs per bed can vary substantially, including because the 
analysis’s assumption of a land purchase price of $1,200,000 for the 12,000 square foot parcel, 
or $100 per square foot, can vary depending on the location in question.  
 
In 2015, the Commission hired a consultant with expertise in the hotel resort development field 
to again review the hostel cost estimate so as to better understand the variables present in 
determining the price to develop a hostel bed. The consultant reviewed Hostelling International’s 
2014 report, and concluded that the report’s cost estimates to construct the actual hostel structure 
are well developed. The consultant concluded that the 2014 analysis’s $42,120 per bed building 
cost estimate would be appropriate throughout the coastal zone, as the assumed construction 
costs would be relatively uniform statewide. However, the consultant also indicated that the land 
cost component is tremendously variable across the State. Therefore, the consultant’s 
recommendation was that for each application, a search for vacant land sales should be done to 
derive an estimate of the cost for an appropriately sized parcel of land in the subject area. The 
land cost at the particular location would then be added to the fixed $42,120 construction cost. In 
other words, the consultant recommended that the cost to develop a hostel bed should be $42,120 
plus land costs, with land costs defined as the price per square foot times 120 square feet (the 
assumed size of a hostel bed). This methodology would most accurately reflect the price to 
develop a hostel bed in a particular location, and would therefore be the most accurate mitigation 
fee to ensure the fees were sufficient to pay for lower cost units’ construction. Thus, the 
Commission has consistently addressed lower cost visitor accommodations under Coastal Act 
Section 30213 using a variety of tools, including the methodologies described above. 
 
Appellants’ Contentions 
The Appellants contend that the City-approved project is inconsistent with these aforementioned 
lower-cost visitor accommodations policies. Specifically, they contend that the project 
constitutes a luxury hotel that does not provide any on-site lower-cost accommodations. 
Additionally, the Appellants contend that the project will result in the displacement of thirteen 
existing lower-cost motel units on the Stimson Avenue side, as well as five existing motel rooms 
on the Hinds Avenue side.  
 
Analysis 
With respect to the project’s conformance with LUP Policy LU-4(a), the project is located in an 
area with a land use designation of Central Commercial; therefore, that particular policy’s 
requirements for development within Resort Commercial land use designations to provide for 
activities catering to various income levels is inapplicable for this project and does not raise a 
substantial LCP conformance issue. Furthermore, contrary to the Appellants’ claim, the project 
will not remove eighteen existing lower-cost motel units. The cited thirteen motel cabins along 
Stimson Avenue were not motel units meant for transient use, but instead were permanent 
residential uses. In addition, those units’ demolition was legally authorized by the Commission’s 
approval in CDP A-3-PSB-06-001; thus, the site is currently vacant and the City-approved 
project will not eliminate any existing lower-cost accommodations. Similarly, along Hinds 
Avenue, the City-approved project will result in the demolition of five residences, not motel 
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units.26 The City-approved project will not result in the loss of existing low-cost overnight units, 
and thus the Appellants’ contentions on this point do not raise LCP conformance issues in that 
regard.  
 
With respect to the Appellants’ assertions that the project is inconsistent with Coastal Act 
Section 30213, while the City-approved project will not provide any lower cost units onsite, the 
City conditioned its approval to require a $200,000 payment into a City account for the 
development of low-cost accommodations in southern San Luis Obispo County (Planning 
Division Condition 25). This in-lieu fee is meant to ensure that new lower cost units are built in 
the Pismo Beach area as mitigation for the approved project’s lack of onsite affordable units.  
 
The approved project allows for 128 hotel units. While no specific room rates have been 
identified, the Applicants have stated that no lower cost units will be accommodated on site, and 
that the rates for all 128 units will be higher cost and commensurate to those charged at similar 
full service beachfront resorts within Pismo Beach.27 Per the Commission’s typical approach, 
described above, the 128 hotel rooms would necessitate at least 32 (25%) of them being reserved 
as lower cost. The Applicant did not provide the information necessary to evaluate whether it 
was feasible in this case to provide 32 units at the subject site, and the City did not evaluate this 
question either. This lack of information and analysis means that the primary feasibility question 
was not resolved in the City’s action, and represents a substantial issue.  
 
If determined to be infeasible to provide 32 lower cost units onsite, then an offsite mitigation fee 
could be levied, based on the cost to build 32 hostel beds. Relying on Hostelling International’s 
cost estimate, a standard amount could be used of $42,120 per hostel bed to estimate all 
construction costs, excepting out land costs. To estimate the cost of land for a commercial parcel 
with similar amenities as the approved project (to most accurately reflect what the land cost 
would be for providing lower cost units onsite), the Applicant provided an assessment of land 
costs in the vicinity. That assessment indicated that commercial land averages roughly $40 per 
square foot. However, that assessment relied on land well away from the beach and visitor 
attractions, including several sites located outside of the coastal zone altogether.  
 
The Applicant also noted that the 2015 purchase price for APN 005-152-033, the 28,475 square 
foot Hinds Avenue parcel, was $3,000,000, equating to $105 per square foot.28 Given the 
primary objective is to provide lower cost options at that very site, it seems an appropriate land 
value to use in this case. Multiplying $105/square foot by 120 square feet per hostel bed (the 
standard size provided for each hostel bed) yields a land cost of $12,600 per hostel bed. Adding 
this land cost to the building cost yields a grand total of $54,720 per hostel bed ($42,120 
construction cost plus $12,600 land cost). Therefore, a lower cost accommodations in-lieu 
mitigation fee based on the Commission’s methodology and these figures would total $1,751,040 
                                                 
26  As a condition of approval in order to demolish the existing residential units, the City required the payment of an affordable 

housing in-lieu fee, per the requirements of Pismo Beach Municipal Code Section 17.26 (Inclusionary Housing Requirements 
and Affordable Housing Incentives – not a component of the City’s certified LCP). Furthermore, the City required relocation 
assistance for existing tenants and replacement housing for all lost affordable units. 

27  The estimated 2014 average daily room rates (ADRs) at comparable Pismo Beach beachfront resort hotels ranged from $208 to 
$375, with monthly ADRs at these same hotels ranging from a low of $156 in January to $489 in July.  

28  Note that the 2009 purchase price for the same property was $6,500,000, resulting in a $228 per square foot value. 
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(128 proposed hotel rooms x 0.25 = 32 lower cost rooms x $54,720 = $1,751,040). 
 
While the City’s approval does represent a good faith effort to ensure that the project provides 
lower cost accommodations, the required $200,000 fee is not adequate. While the fee is certainly 
a significant sum of money and could be used to support lower cost accommodations to 
accommodate a broader segment of society to access the City’s coastal zone, it is not enough to 
sufficiently mitigate for a project of this size and magnitude. The City’s fee would be a sufficient 
amount to construct a maximum of five hostel beds based upon the cost of $42,120 to construct 
one hostel bed if there were no land costs implicated, or four beds using the $54,720 per bed 
number with land included, well below the 32 beds that represent 25% of the new units. 
Furthermore, it is not clear how the City came to the $200,000 fee amount, or what those funds 
could be used for.  
 
In conclusion, the City did not determine whether lower cost units could feasibly be provided at 
this location. In addition, even if it is presumed that such units on site would be infeasible, the 
City’s mitigation fee is inadequate to offset impacts. While the City-approved project does 
require a lower cost mitigation fee to pay for new units, the fee is insufficient mitigation to 
address the approved project’s lack of onsite affordable, low cost accommodations units. The 
approved project raises a substantial issue with respect to the provision of lower-cost visitor 
accommodations. 
 

5. Water Availability 
Appellants’ Contentions and Applicable LCP Policies 
The Appellants contend that the approved project is inconsistent with Pismo Beach LCP water 
supply policies because it cannot be served by a guaranteed water supply in perpetuity, 
particularly in light of the City’s current drought declaration. The LCP requires new 
development to be served by an adequate and available supply of water, establishes specific 
quantities to be reserved, prioritizes certain types of development when specific water 
availability thresholds are met, and requires all development to conserve water. Specifically, the 
LUP’s Facilities and Services Element requires all new development to have water conserving 
features, including drought tolerant landscaping and low-flow fixtures, and prohibits new 
development when such development would individually or cumulatively exceed the capacity of 
the City’s water supply. The LUP requires the City to maintain water reserves at 5% over 
average daily demand at all times and maintain a summer peaking supply of 130% over average 
weekly demand. Finally, when total annual water use reaches 90% of projected available 
supplies, the LCP requires that approval of developments that increase water usage shall be 
limited to essential public services, public recreation, commercial recreation, and visitor-serving 
land uses. See Exhibit 6 for the applicable LCP policies and standards. 
 
Analysis 
The City receives its drinking water supply from a complex mix of sources, including local 
groundwater from the Arroyo Grande Groundwater Basin, surface water from Lake Lopez 
reservoir, and imported water from the State Water Project (SWP). The City has a contractual 
SWP allocation of 1,100 acre-feet (AF) of water per year as its base allocation, and purchases an 
additional 1,240 AF/year as a drought buffer. The drought buffer is additional purchased State 
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water that can only be used when the City’s primary base allocation falls below 100% (i.e., when 
the State does not deliver the City with all 1,100 AF of its base allocation). The total amount of 
delivered drought buffer water cannot exceed the base allocation; it is purely meant as insurance 
water to make up for any base allocation shortfalls. Additionally, San Luis Obispo County 
receives 25,000 AF/year (AFY) of State water, 15,273 AF of which is unallocated. The County 
traditionally has allocated this excess water to other water providers in years of drought and/or 
when the State is not providing those providers with 100% of their yearly base allotment. Pismo 
Beach is currently receiving 772 AF from the County to help augment its water supply. Finally, 
the City has an allocation of 892 AFY of water from Lake Lopez, and 700 AFY of groundwater. 
Therefore, the City is has a total water allocation of 3,932 AF of water per year;29 however, since 
the amount of drought buffer water cannot exceed that which is authorized via the base 
allocation, the amount of water the City can actually use each year is 2,692 AF. These numbers 
do not, however, include the additional water the City receives from the County, or any unused 
carryover water stored in reserves from previous years’ allocations.   
 
According to the City’s Public Works Department, the City’s 2015 water supply and usage 
calculations showed that supply totaled 3,228 AF. The City is currently only receiving 20% of 
both its base SWP allocation of 1,100 AF (220 AF) and its drought buffer allocation (248 AF), as 
well as 90% of its allocated water from Lake Lopez (803 AF). The City is receiving 772 AF of 
water from San Luis Obispo County’s unallocated excess State water, and also has 1,477 AF of 
unused reserves from previous years’ Lake Lopez and State water deliveries. The City’s typical 
water demand is 1,950 AF, and its required water usage due to the State Water Resources 
Control Board’s mandatory 24% water curtailment requirement to address the current drought 
situation is 1,482 AF.30 Based on these numbers, the City is currently consuming roughly 46% of 
its available water supply. 
 
The proposed project is estimated to use 17.1 AFY of water, based on assumptions including 128 
hotel rooms, two guests per room, and a 75% average yearly occupancy rate. These assumptions 
result in an anticipated water usage of roughly 0.134 AF per hotel room.31 The facility’s 192 
guests are estimated to each use 53 gallons of water per day, and its 25 employees are estimated 
to each use eight gallons/day, for a total indoor water usage of 10,376 gallons/day, or 11.6 AFY. 
Hotel landscaping and restaurant usage adds a projected additional 1.2 and 4.3 AFY, 
respectively, for the grand total of 17.1 AF. In order to address the project’s water consumption, 
the City placed numerous conditions on the approved CDP, including requirements for drip and 
low-water-using irrigation (Planning Division Condition 3) and drought-tolerant landscaping 
(Planning Division Condition 14) (see Exhibit 4). Furthermore, Engineering Condition 9 requires 
the Applicant to offset the project’s anticipated water usage in an amount equal to 125% of its 
estimated water demand. In other words, the Applicant must offset 21.375 AFY of water within 

                                                 
29  1,100 AF of State Water, 1,240 AF of State Water Drought Buffer, 892 AF from Lopez Lake, and 700 AF of groundwater. 
30  According to the City, in June 2015 the City reduced water consumption by 24%, and in July 2015 reduced consumption by 

29%. 
31  The City estimates that historically City hotels have consumed an average of 0.2 AFY. However, that number is based off of 

hotels without any water conservation requirements. With required conservation measures, the City estimated the proposed 
project would consume roughly 33% less water, and therefore estimated the approved project’s water consumption at 0.134 
AFY.  
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the City, including through such potential measures as retrofitting existing water fixtures and 
appliances, and ensure that such offsetting remains in perpetuity.    
  
As described above, the City currently consumes 1,482 AF out of its available total water supply 
of 3,228 AF. Even conservatively using the City’s typical usage metric of 1,950 AF, adding the 
78.84 AF that is estimated to be consumed by already approved development,32 and disregarding 
the 772 AF interim supply from San Luis Obispo County for drought buffer augmentation, the 
City’s water usage would still be below its available supply (2,029 AF demand and 2,456 
available supply). The City-approved project is estimated to use 17.1 AFY; however, as 
conditioned, the approved project would reduce water consumption in Pismo Beach by 21.375 
AFY through required water offsets. In areas with water supply limitations, the Commission 
finds that simply offsetting a proposed development’s estimated water usage is not an 
appropriate means to find that it can meet LCP or Coastal Act water availability requirements 
(e.g., if a project is proposed in an over-drafted groundwater basin where the demand is already 
greater than its supply, it is not appropriate for the reviewing authority to find that public 
services are available to serve the development just because the project is required to offset, or 
even reduce, its water usage). Instead, a reviewing authority must affirmatively show that long-
term and sustainable water supplies are ready and available to serve the proposed development.  
 
In this case, the City has shown that its water demand, inclusive of the approved project’s 
estimated usage, is well below its available supply, thereby ensuring consistency with LCP 
policies that only allow development when such development’s water usage won’t individually 
or cumulatively exceed the City’s available supply. Furthermore, the project’s water offset 
requirement represents a proactive measure to ensure that the City’s water supply remains 
available over time. In other words, City Engineering Condition 9 represents a proactive, water 
conserving measure to prolong and economize the City’s existing water supplies, as opposed to a 
tool meant to overcome known existing water deficiencies.  
 
Therefore, because the City appears to have an adequate and available supply of water, including 
because its supply currently exceeds its demand even under conservative scenarios, and because 
the City appropriately conditioned the approved project to require water conservation measures 
(including drought-tolerant landscaping, drip irrigation, and onsite water-saving fixtures), and to 
offset and reduce its water consumption in perpetuity so as to ensure that the project does not 
usurp and overwhelm scarce supplies in the future, the Commission finds that the approved 
project is consistent with LCP water availability requirements, and that the appeal contentions do 
not raise a substantial LCP conformance issue with respect to water supply availability. 
 

Substantial Issue Conclusion 
The City-approved project raises substantial LCP conformance issues in terms of lower-cost 
visitor accommodations, coastal hazards, and public access and recreation. Therefore, the 
Commission finds that a substantial issue exists with respect to the City-approved project’s 
conformance with the certified City of Pismo Beach LCP and the public access and recreation 

                                                 
32  The approved projects include 128 multifamily residential units, 119 single-family residential units, 232 hotel rooms, and two 

commercial facilities. These approved projects’ estimated water usage does not include conservation measures. 
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policies of the Coastal Act, and takes jurisdiction over the CDP application for the proposed 
project. 

H. COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT DETERMINATION 
The standard of review for this CDP determination is the City of Pismo Beach certified LCP and, 
because the proposed project is located between the first public road and the sea, the access and 
recreation policies of the Coastal Act. All Substantial Issue Determination findings above are 
incorporated herein by reference. 

1. Land Use and Visual Resources 
Applicable Policies 
 

Land Use Plan Design Element Policy D-2 Building and Site Design Criteria (in 
relevant part)  
a. Small Scale  
New development should be designed to reflect the small-scale image of the city rather 
than create large monolithic buildings. Apartment, condominium and hotel buildings 
should preferably be contained in several smaller massed buildings rather than one large 
building. Building mass and building surfaces such as roofs and exterior walls shall be 
highly articulated to maintain a rich visual texture and an intimate building scale. 
Maximum height, setback, and site coverage standards to achieve the desired small-scale 
character will be regulated by City ordinance. Except where specified otherwise by this 
Plan or further limited by the implementing ordinance, the maximum height standard for 
new buildings shall not be more than 25 feet above existing natural grade in 
Neighborhood Planning Areas A through J, and Q; and not more than 35 feet above 
existing natural grade in the remaining portions of the Coastal Zone. 
… 
c. Views  
Views to the ocean, creeks, marsh, and surrounding hills should be preserved and 
enhanced whenever possible. The feeling of being near the sea should be emphasized, 
even when it is not visible.  
d. All Facades 
Architectural features shall be consistent throughout a development, even when a portion 
of the development is hidden from public view. 

  
Policy D-40 Street Layouts  
New streets shall be laid out so as to emphasize views. In many cases this means streets 
should be perpendicular to the view as shown in Figure D-4. For example, streets 
perpendicular to the ocean should be open at the end toward the ocean and not blocked 
with landscaping or buildings.  

 
Figure D-4: 
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Policy D-41 Special Design Concerns (in relevant part) 
Figure D-3 maps areas of the city where special concern for urban design is necessary. 
These sites and features shall be included in the Zoning Ordinance, Architectural Review 
Overlay Zone. Categories of concern include: 
… 
c. Street Ends  
New buildings or structures on parcels at these street ends shall be sited so as to not  
block views, or to minimize view impairment when no feasible siting alternative exists. 

 
Figure D-3: 

 
 

Implementation Plan Section 17.102.010(I)(3) (in relevant part)  
Special Height Limitations--Ocean Fronting Parcels. Special height limitations for ocean 
fronting parcels in the following planning areas shall be as described below: 
… 
3. Commercial Core Planning Area. All structures on ocean fronting parcels shall be 
limited to twenty-five feet in height above site grade. 
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Implementation Plan Section 17.081.030(C) Special Height Limits—Ocean Fronting 
Parcels (in relevant part) 
C. Commercial Core Planning Area. Beginning at the inland extent of the public 
boardwalk identified in the city’s local coastal program, one story facades no higher than 
twelve feet in height above site grade (including roofs) shall be permitted immediately 
adjacent to the boardwalk. Additional story facades beyond the first level shall maintain 
the following minimum setbacks from the inland extent of the public boardwalk: 
  

Level  Setback from Boardwalk  

1st level  None required  

2nd level  7’ - 10’ minimum setback  

3rd level  14’ - 20’ minimum setback  

4th level  21’ - 30’ minimum setback  
  

 
As described in the Substantial Issue portion of this report, the Pismo Beach LCP contains 
numerous policies requiring development to be sited and designed in a manner that protect views 
of the ocean, bluffs, beaches, and foothills throughout the coastal zone, with particular 
prescriptions for such view protection within the City’s downtown commercial core. LUP 
Design Element Policy D-2 sets forth the general criteria by which development within the 
coastal zone must be sited and designed, including requirements: 1) to prevent monolithic 
buildings by encouraging building articulation to promote visual interest; 2) that larger 
structures, such as hotels, be contained within several smaller massed buildings to promote the 
City’s small-scale image and be of a pedestrian scale, and; 3) to preserve and enhance views to 
the ocean and surrounding hills whenever possible. These overarching view protection objectives 
are met through policies that dictate allowable building height, bulk, and setbacks. With respect 
to building height, all development within the Downtown Core planning area (Planning Area K) 
is required to have a maximum building height of 35 feet per Design Element Policy D-2(a). IP 
Section 17.102.010(I)(3) further limits all structures on ocean-fronting parcels within this area to 
25 feet in height. The purpose of these standards is to provide quantitative metrics to ensure that 
allowed development contains appropriate massing and scale, including so that development 
gradually steps up in height farther away from the beach so that the beachfront is not walled off 
by large domineering structures. In terms of required setbacks, Design Element Policies D-40 
and D-41 describe particular requirements for the preservation of ocean views from street ends, 
including that streets perpendicular to the ocean should be open at their ocean terminus and not 
blocked with landscaping or buildings. These policies also require that new structures at 
identified street ends (including the ends of Stimson and Hinds Avenues as shown in Design 
Element Figure D-3) be sited and designed so as not to block views or shall minimize view 
impairment when no feasible siting alternative exists. Finally, in terms of required building story 
setbacks from the City’s public beach Boardwalk, IP Section 17.081.030(C) requires oceanfront 
development located within the City’s Commercial Core to be set back specific distances from 
the Boardwalk. The standard states that first floors are allowed to be built directly abutting the 
Boardwalk (i.e., zero setback), but each successive floor must be set back a minimum of seven to 
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ten feet from the Boardwalk (i.e., the second floor must be set back at least seven feet from the 
Boardwalk, and the third floor must be set back at least 14 feet from the Boardwalk).  
 
Analysis 
As previously described, the proposed project is consistent with LCP policies that address the 
use, siting, and design of development in this particular location, including policies protecting 
public coastal views, building heights, setbacks from the City’s public Boardwalk, and 
architectural design. To memorialize the Applicant’s proposals, Special Condition 1 requires 
final site plans showing full consistency with all applicable LCP policies relating to building 
heights, setbacks, articulation, lot coverage, floor area, and landscaping area. In addition, the 
Plans must also show other project components proposed and/or required for other reasons, 
including that the Plans are also required to show, in both elevation and site plan view, all public 
access amenities associated with the project (see also see discussion of public access and 
recreation requirements subsequently in this report); all landscaped areas, including using 
drought-resistant native and non-invasive plant species; the location of utilities, and requiring 
them to be placed underground; the siting and design of all stormwater and drainage 
infrastructure so as to ensure water quality protection (see also see discussion of water quality 
protection subsequently in this report); and, finally, the configuration of the mat foundation.  
 
With respect to construction activities, Special Condition 2 requires submission and 
maintenance of a Construction Plan to ensure Best Management Practices (BMPs) are 
implemented during construction to avoid water quality and other coastal resource impacts 
during construction, to minimize construction encroachment on the beach, and to require a 
construction coordinator to be available to respond to any inquiries that arise during construction. 
Finally, after construction, Special Condition 1 requires all beach and public access areas 
impacted by construction be restored, as well as removal of all ice plant, rock, and debris located 
between the Boardwalk and the hotel facility. 
 
As conditioned, the proposed project can be found consistent with all applicable LCP policies 
and standards with respect to land use and visual resources. 

2. Coastal Hazards 
Applicable Policies 

Land Use Plan Safety Element Policy S-6 Shoreline Protective Devices  
Shoreline protective devices, such as seawalls, revetments, groins, breakwaters, and 
riprap shall be permitted only when necessary to protect existing principal structures, 
coastal dependent uses, and public beaches in danger of erosion. If no feasible 
alternative is available, shoreline protection structures shall be designed and constructed 
in conformance with Section 30235 of the Coastal Act and all other policies and 
standards of the City's Local Coastal Program. Devices must be designed to eliminate or 
mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline sand supply, and to maintain public access to 
and along the shoreline. Design and construction of protective devices shall minimize 
alteration of natural landforms, and shall be constructed to minimize visual impacts. The 
city shall develop detailed standards for the construction of new and repair of existing 
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shoreline protective structures and devices. As funding is available, the city will 
inventory all existing shoreline protective structures within its boundaries. 
 
Implementation Plan Section 17.078.010 Purpose of Zone. 
The hazards and protection (H) overlay zone is intended to prevent unsafe development 
of hazardous areas; to minimize damages to public and private property; and to minimize 
social and economic dislocations resulting from injuries, loss of life, and property 
damage. This overlay zone includes those area unsafe for development which are (1) 
prone to downslope movement or severe land slippage (i.e. slump, landslide areas); (2) in 
direct contact with known active or potentially active faults or fault zones; and (3) 
located in areas of high liquefaction potential, unstable slopes, retreating ocean bluffs or 
easily erodible areas. This overlay zone is intended to maintain and enhance land and 
watershed management, control storm drainage and erosion and control the water 
quality of both urban runoff and natural water bodies by regulating development within 
those areas with slopes of ten percent or greater. Also included in this overlay zone is the 
city's hillside regulations. This overlay zone is intended to also protect and enhance the 
shoreline bluffs and beaches of the city from visual as well as physical deterioration or 
erosion. 
 
IP Section 17.078.060(E) Shoreline protection criteria and standards (in relevant part) 
New development shall not be permitted where it is determined that shoreline protection 
will be necessary for protection of the new structures now or in the future based on a one 
hundred year geologic projection. 

 
The Pismo Beach LCP requires new development to be located outside of areas subject to coastal 
hazards, particularly areas that may require future shoreline protection. First, LUP Safety 
Element Policy S-6 states that protective devices, such as seawalls, revetments, groins, 
breakwaters, and riprap shall be permitted only when necessary to protect existing principal 
structures, coastal dependent uses, and public beaches in danger of erosion. Since only existing 
development is allowed protective devices, new development must therefore be built without the 
use of protective devices. The Implementation Plan (IP) further refines these policies, including 
establishing the Hazard Protection Overlay Zone (Zone) to a broad swath of the City’s coastal 
zone, including nearly the entire area located seaward of the first public road, as well as all bluff-
top and shoreline parcels. IP Section 17.078.010 describes the Zone’s overarching goals, 
including to: 1) prevent unsafe development in hazardous areas; 2) minimize damages to public 
and private property; 3) minimize social and economic dislocations resulting from injuries, loss 
of life, and property damage; and 4) ensure that allowed development protects and enhances the 
City’s beaches from both visual as well as physical deterioration and erosion. IP Section 
17.078.060(E) states that new development shall not be permitted where it is determined that 
shoreline protection will be necessary for structural protection now or in the future based on a 
100-year geologic projection. In sum, the LCP sets up a structure by which new development 
must be located outside of hazardous areas based upon a 100-year projection, and cannot rely on 
shoreline armoring to do so. The IP then includes additional parameters for specifically mapped 
portions of the coastal zone, including those areas along the City’s bluffs and beaches.   
 
Analysis 
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As described previously, the site33 meets LCP requirements with respect to siting new 
development outside of hazardous areas. However, that does not mean the site is not without 
hazards risk. The proposed project is located in an area that is subject to coastal hazards due to 
the inherent nature of its beachfront location. Due to storm surges, future sea-level rise, and other 
potential uncertainties, the site may be vulnerable to infrequent flood episodes. In terms of 
recognizing and assuming the hazard risks for shoreline development, the Commission’s 
experience in evaluating proposed developments in areas subject to hazards has been that 
development has continued to occur despite periodic episodes of heavy storm damage and other 
such occurrences. Development in such dynamic environments is susceptible to damage due to 
such long-term and episodic processes. Past occurrences statewide have resulted in public costs 
(through low interest loans, grants, subsidies, direct assistance, etc.) in the millions of dollars. As 
a means of allowing continued development in areas subject to these hazards while avoiding 
placing the economic burden for damages onto the people of the State of California, Applicants 
are regularly required to acknowledge site hazards and agree to waive any claims of liability on 
the part of the Commission for allowing the development to proceed. Accordingly, this approval 
is conditioned for the Applicant to assume all risks for developing at this location (see Special 
Condition 6).  

Furthermore, the proposed project is consistent with LCP requirements prohibiting the use of 
shoreline armoring for the protection of new development against coastal hazards. The proposed 
project utilizes a mat foundation due to its ability to address stability and structural integrity on 
the site’s moist sandy soils, including with respect to liquefaction and dynamic settlement. The 
proposed development is located inland from current erosion and hazards threat. The proposed 
mat foundation is located 12 feet below grade, and the first habitable floor is at grade. Thus, as 
proposed, there is no structural element serving to elevate the hotel facility above erosion and 
hazard risk. Furthermore, there is no proposed seawall or other armoring device meant to deflect 
potential wave energy. In sum, the approved project does not include any form of impermissible 
shoreline protection in its design and engineering, and is consistent with LCP requirements in 
this respect. Special Condition 1(i) thus authorizes the construction of a mat foundation, and 
prohibits the use of piers and caissons and any other foundation elements that are designed or 
engineered to address ocean and related forces, including wave attack, ocean flooding, or 
erosion. Instead these ocean-related forces are to be addressed through the project’s setbacks and 
removal over time, as described below.  
 
In order to ensure that the proposed development maintains its prohibition on shoreline armoring 
in the future, Special Conditions 7(b) and (c) prohibit all shoreline protective structures, 
including but not limited to seawalls, revetments, and groins in the event the development is 
threatened. The condition extinguishes any rights that may exist to construct such shoreline 
protective devices, including any rights under LCP LUP Policy S-6 and IP Section 
17.078.060(E). Special Condition 7(a) articulates that the intent of the CDP is to ensure that 

                                                 
33  The Commission’s ecologists, Dr. Laurie Koteen and Dr. John Dixon, have reviewed the project materials and concluded that 

the site was most likely part of a former dune field. However, due to existing development on the site’s eastern/inland side, and 
the development patterns surrounding the site that isolate the property from the natural wind and wave processes that 
characterize dune habitat formation, they conclude that the site should not be considered dune ESHA. While the Commission 
ordinarily considers dune, even degraded dune habitat, to be ESHA, because of the unique circumstances at this project site, 
including its location within the urban core of Pismo Beach that precludes any possible natural dune formation, the 
Commission finds that this particular location should not be considered dune ESHA. 
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development does not use structural armoring as a mechanism to cope with any potential coastal 
hazards, and that, in lieu of armoring, the response to abate such hazards is through removal and 
restoration over time. Special Condition 7(d) ensures that the development will only be allowed 
to remain onsite if it is safe for occupancy and use without additional measures beyond ordinary 
repair and maintenance and without shoreline protection. The condition is meant to precisely 
define when the project (or a portion of the project) is impermissibly located within a hazardous 
location necessitating shoreline protection and when the project (or a portion of the project) itself 
is impermissibly functioning as shoreline armoring. When either or both of these situations arise, 
the project will then be inconsistent with LCP requirements that prevent development within 
hazardous locations (IP Sections 17.078.010 and 17.078.060) and that do not allow new 
development from using shoreline protective devices to abate any coastal hazards (IP Section 
17.078.060 and LUP Policy S-6). Specifically, the condition requires the Applicant to submit a 
plan for removal of development if any of three triggers is met: (1) if a government agency has 
ordered that any portion of the approved development (including but not limited to buildings, 
roads, utility infrastructure, subsurface elements, etc.) are not to be occupied or used due to one 
or more coastal hazards, and such government agency concerns cannot be abated by ordinary 
repair and/or maintenance;34 (2) if any portions of the facility’s major structural components, 
including exterior walls, floor and roof structures, and foundation, must be significantly altered 
(including renovation and/or replacement) to abate coastal hazards35; or (3) if any portion of the 
approved foundation and/or subsurface elements (including but not limited to mat foundations, 
grade beams, retaining walls, etc.) become visible at or below +8 feet MLLW (the elevation at 
which the facility’s mat foundation will be located).  
 
Special Condition 7(d) emanates from recent Commission actions for large shoreline resort hotel 
facilities36 that seek to define when a development is located in a hazardous location and would 
need armoring, and/or when the structure itself is impermissibly acting as shoreline armoring. 
For example, in this case, if the beach has receded to elevation +8 feet MLLW, the erosion will 
have been so deep that it will expose the foundation and cause the first floor’s habitable space to 
be 12 feet above grade, and thus the foundation and its open louver system will serve to elevate 
the structure above ocean waters and protect against erosion risk. As previously discussed, 
elevation is a form of shoreline protection when it functions in this way; that is, when it is meant 
to protect against erosion and other coastal hazards. Therefore, Special Condition 7(d)(3) 
articulates the trigger point for when the structure is acting as impermissible shoreline armoring, 
ensuring that if this situation arises, that portion of the structure functioning as such must be 
removed and the site restored. Furthermore, Special Conditions 7(d)(1) and (2) define when the 
project site is subject to hazards at a frequency and/or magnitude at which the site would be 
deemed hazardous and therefore when it would require shoreline protection. The condition 
defines the point at which this determination would be made by the extent of damage, and the 

                                                 
34  The condition defines “ordinary repair and maintenance” as including sealing and waterproofing repair, and/or maintenance 

that does not involve significant alteration to the building’s major structural components, including exterior walls, floor and 
roof structures, and foundation. 

35  The condition defines “exterior wall major structural components” as including exterior cladding and/or framing, beams, sheer 
walls, and studs; “floor and roof structure major structural components” as including trusses, joists, and rafters; and 
“foundation major structural components” as including any portion of the mat foundation, retaining walls, columns, and grade 
beams. 

36  Including for A-3-SNC-98-114 (Monterey Bay Shores Resort), approved by the Commission in April 2014. 
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resultant type of necessary repair work, caused by coastal hazards. The condition specifies that 
ordinary repair work, including waterproofing and alterations to non-structural components, 
would be authorized. Thus, if high seas and waves from a large storm caused some minor 
damage to the facility, but that damage was very minimal and addressed by simple repair work, 
then such a situation does not rise to the threshold for deeming the site hazardous and unsafe for 
continued use and/or requiring shoreline protection. However, when the hazard causes enough 
damage that significant alteration, including replacement, of the hotel facility’s major structural 
components is necessary, then the site is subject to hazards at a level unsafe for continued human 
use and occupancy without some type of shoreline protection. Essentially, the repair work 
defines the point at which the site is deemed hazardous. When hazards are infrequent and/or 
weak enough to where simple repair work is needed, such work is allowed. Conversely, if such 
hazards are strong and/or frequent enough in which major repair work to fix damaged structural 
elements is necessary, the trigger point for determining that the development is located in an 
LCP impermissible hazardous site has been reached, and therefore removal of the affected 
portion of the development must take place. Allowing for repair work from a coastal hazard 
event(s) that is strong/frequent enough in which the facility’s major structural elements, 
including its foundation and/or wall studs, are damaged to an extent at which such elements 
would need to be replaced is a trigger point that defines when allowing such work would 
inappropriately perpetuate structural development and human occupancy within a hazardous 
location absent some type of shoreline protection. With respect to what defines and differentiates 
ordinary repair and/or maintenance versus major structural alteration, the condition is modelled 
after language approved in recent LCP updates, including for both Marin County and Solana 
Beach,37 that differentiated between these two types of repair work, including by specifying the 
types of building components that would be considered structural. Therefore, Special Condition 
7(d) relies on recent Commission actions on both LCPs and CDPs to define when the site is 
hazardous and would need structural protection, and/or when the structure itself is acting as 
impermissible shoreline protection, and thus, in either case, when the structure must be removed 
and the site restored.  

Finally, to ensure that future property owners are properly informed regarding the terms and 
conditions of this approval, this approval is also conditioned for a deed restriction to be recorded 
against the property involved in the application (see Special Condition 13). This deed restriction 
will record the conditions of this permit as covenants, conditions and restrictions on the use and 
enjoyment of the property. 

With these conditions, the development will not utilize shoreline protection now or in future, and 
will instead abate potential future hazards through removal and site restoration when defined 
trigger points are reached. Therefore, with respect to shoreline erosion and related coastal 
hazards, the project, as conditioned, can be found consistent with applicable LCP hazard 
policies. 

3. Lower Cost Visitor Serving Facilities  
Applicable Policies 
                                                 
37  Marin County LCP Amendment LCP-2-MAR-13-0224-1 Part A (Marin LUP Update), approved by the Commission in May 

2014; City of Solana Beach Land Use Plan, approved by the Commission in March 2012; and City of Solana Beach LCP 
Amendment SOL-MAJ-1-13, approved by the Commission in January 2014. 
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The Pismo Beach LCP does not explicitly include specific policies aimed at protecting existing, 
or requiring new, lower cost visitor serving facilities in this area. However, because the proposed 
project is located seaward of the first through public road and the sea, the Coastal Act’s access 
and recreation policies also apply to any proposed development at this location. Section 30213 of 
the Coastal Act protects lower cost visitor-serving facilities and states: 

Section 30213. Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, 
encouraged, and, where feasible, provided. Developments providing public recreational 
opportunities are preferred. 

The commission shall not: (1) require that overnight room rentals be fixed at an amount 
certain for any privately owned and operated hotel, motel, or other similar visitor-
serving facility located on either public or private lands;… 

Coastal Act Section 30213, which protects lower cost visitor-serving recreational land uses and 
facilities, has its genesis in the 1975 California Coastal Plan. Based on extensive public input in 
the early 1970s, the Coastal Plan found that few tourist facilities for persons of low and moderate 
income were being built in many parts of the coastal zone, and that many such low and moderate 
cost facilities were being replaced by facilities that had higher costs, including particularly in 
terms of overnight accommodations. The Coastal Act addressed these findings in part by 
including the specific Section 30213 mandate to protect, encourage, and where feasible provide 
lower cost visitor and recreational facilities.  

Over the years, the low-cost facilities issue has been primarily focused on overnight 
accommodations because permit applicants have typically requested that the Coastal 
Commission and LCP-certified local governments approve higher-end overnight 
accommodations on land zoned for visitor-serving uses, and in some cases on land already 
containing lower cost accommodations, rather than pursuing lower cost accommodations. Other 
applicants have proposed non-visitor-serving accommodation uses on sites of existing lower cost 
accommodations. Additionally, applications for the conversion of hotels and motels to, or the 
construction of hotels and motels as, time shares, condominium ownership, and similar 
ownership frameworks and combinations have generally increased. Often such facilities are more 
akin to residential uses – sometimes they are categorized as “quasi-visitor-serving” or “quasi-
residential” or “limited use overnight visitor accommodation” or “visitor serving residential” – 
and thus these types of developments can reduce opportunities for publicly available overnight 
accommodations, especially lower cost facilities. Overall, the Commission’s permit experience 
confirms the need to guard against the loss or preclusion of lower cost overnight 
accommodations along the coast.  

The Commission has also addressed the changing marketplace for visitor-serving and residential 
land uses. By the 2000s, the concern for the impact of condominium hotels and hotel conversions 
was growing. On August 9, 2006 the Commission held a workshop on condo-hotel construction 
and conversion that encompassed the topic of overnight visitor affordability. Background 
research for the workshop showed that only 7.9% of the overnight accommodations in nine 
popular coastal counties were considered lower cost, affirming the ongoing need for more 
effective implementation of Coastal Act Section 30213.  
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The Commission has implemented Section 30213 by requiring that lower cost accommodations 
be provided onsite as part of a project or by requiring funds to be paid for new lower cost 
accommodations to be constructed elsewhere.38 With respect to the provision of onsite lower 
cost accommodations, the first step is to identify and define what constitutes a lower cost unit. In 
a constantly changing market, it can be difficult to define what price point constitutes low-cost 
and high-cost accommodations for a given area. In its previous actions, the Commission has 
addressed what are appropriate terms for defining low-cost and high-cost hotels, including 
applying a quantitative methodology for determining what is considered “lower cost” in the 
geographic area in question.39 More recent Commission actions have used a formula to 
determine low and high-cost overnight accommodations for a specific part of the coast.40 The 
formula is based on California hotel and motel accommodations (single room up to double 
occupancy), and does not incorporate hostels, RV parks, campgrounds or other alternative 
accommodations into the equation, as these facilities do not typically provide the same level of 
accommodation as hotels and motels. Rather, hostels and campgrounds are generally inherently 
lower cost, and are the type of facilities that a mitigation charge for the loss of affordable 
overnight accommodations would generally support.  

The formula compares the average daily peak rate (generally July and August) of lower cost 
hotels and motels in a specific coastal zone area (e.g., a city or defined urban area) with the 
average daily rates of hotels and motels across the entire State of California. Under this formula, 
low-cost is defined as the average daily room rate for all hotels within a specific area that have a 
room rate less than the statewide average daily room rate. To obtain data inputs for the formula, 
statewide average daily room rates are collected monthly by Smith Travel Research (STR),41 and 
are available on the California Travel and Tourism Commission’s website under the heading 
“California Lodging Reports”.42 To be most meaningful, peak season (summer) rates are utilized 
for the formula, and to ensure that the lower cost hotels and motels surveyed meet an acceptable 
level of quality, including safety and cleanliness, the formula recommends only AAA Auto Club 
rated properties to be included in any search. According to the AAA website, “to apply for 
(AAA) evaluation, properties must first meet 27 essential requirements based on member 
expectations – cleanliness, comfort, security and safety.” AAA assigns hotels ratings of one 
through five diamonds.  

Thus, the Commission has implemented Coastal Act 30213 by defining what is and is not a 
lower cost unit, determining how many units per a given proposed project should be reserved as 
lower cost, ensuring that such units are provided onsite where feasible, and, if not feasible, 
providing ways to mitigate for the lack of onsite lower cost units by paying specified in-lieu fees 
for those units construction elsewhere. 
                                                 
38  See the discussion of the Commission’s past actions in determining the required lower cost accommodations in-lieu fees in the 

Substantial Issue Determination section of this report. As discussed therein, the Commission has generally required that 25% 
of new hotel units be reserved as lower cost units onsite, or, if not feasible to do so, to pay an in-lieu fee sufficient to pay for 
the construction of the same number units offsite. 

39  Including CDPs 5-04-291, 5-88-062, 5-84-866, 5-81-554, 5-94-172, 5-06-328, A-253-80, A-69-76, A-6-IMB-07-131, 3-07-
002, and 3-07-003. 

40  Including LCP amendment SBV-MAJ-2-08 and CDP amendment 5-98-156-A17. 
41  Smith Travel Research data is widely used by public and private organizations. 
42  See http://www.visitcalifornia.com. 
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Proposed Project 
As part of this permit application, the Applicant determined lower cost accommodations units 
within the Pismo Beach area to charge no more than $130 per night in the July peak season. This 
number was derived from a slight variation on the Commission’s typical methodology, including 
by reviewing the five-year average California statewide peak July rate and the average rate of all 
hotel rooms in the Pismo Beach area that are below that five-year California statewide rate. Their 
analysis identified the five year average statewide July rate (2011-2015) at $142.95.43 The 
Applicant then searched for hotel rooms in Pismo Beach and surrounding areas whose average 
daily rates were below $142.95. Based on a review of seventeen properties totaling 927 hotel 
rooms located within five miles of the coast in Pismo Beach, Morro Bay, Cambria, Arroyo 
Grande, and Grover Beach, six properties, totaling 357 rooms, had average rates below $142.95. 
The average price of these hotel units was $130.32. See Exhibit 8 for the Applicant’s analysis in 
determining lower cost accommodations rates.  

The proposed project provides for 128 hotel units. While no specific room rates have been 
identified, the Applicant has stated that no lower cost units will be accommodated on site, and 
that the rates for all 128 units will be commensurate to those charged at similar full service 
beachfront resorts within Pismo Beach.44 Because those resorts’ July average daily rates range 
from $271 to $489, all above the area’s $130/night lower cost threshold, and given that the 
project will be a full-service beachfront resort hotel including a spa, fitness center, valet parking, 
etc., the Commission understands that all 128 rooms will be high cost. Therefore, no lower cost 
accommodations units are proposed onsite.  

However, in lieu of onsite hotel accommodations, and in lieu of paying offsite hostel mitigation 
fees, the Applicant proposes to provide low cost hotel units in an offsite location. Specifically, 
the Applicant proposes purchasing and operating a hotel within Pismo Beach and placing a deed 
restriction on the property requiring the rates to be lower cost in perpetuity. The Applicant 
proposes one of three identified properties, two of which are existing hotels and one that is 
currently a residential property. One of the existing hotel properties is located in Pismo Beach’s 
Shell Beach neighborhood, upcoast of the proposed project site, and includes 13 rooms plus a 
manager’s unit. The facility is single-story, and the rooms all have small kitchenettes. The 
hotel’s existing average daily rate is $105, ranging from a low of $76 in January to a high of 
$136 in July. Because these units essentially are already lower cost (based on the defined 
$130/night threshold), the Applicant proposes to reduce these existing rates by 20%, ensuring 
that all 13 units would be priced at a maximum July rate of $109.  

The second existing hotel is also located in Shell Beach, consisting of 10 rooms plus an on-site 
manager’s unit. It too is a single-story facility with small kitchenettes, and currently charges an 
average daily room rate of $100, ranging from a low of $73 in January to a high of $130 in July. 
As such, these 10 units would also be considered existing lower cost units, and the Applicant 

                                                 
43  The Applicant reviewed the five year average in order to be more representative of longer term hotel rate averages. According 

to STR, the California statewide average daily room rate in July 2015 was $164.05 (see http://industry.visitcalifornia.com/ 
media/uploads/files/editor/VisitCalifornia_201507.pdf). The five-year average rate is $142.95. Thus, the five-year rate is lower 
than the 2015 rate, reflective of the yearly fluctuations in hotel rates.  

44  The estimated 2014 average daily room rates (ADRs) at comparable Pismo Beach beachfront resort hotels ranged from $208 to 
$375, with monthly ADRs at these same hotels ranging from a low of $156 in January to $489 in July.  
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similarly proposes to reduce the existing rates 20%, to a July maximum of $104/night.  

Finally, the third site is an existing 10-unit residential property located within downtown Pismo 
Beach and a few blocks away from the proposed hotel site. The property was built in 1965 and 
has been operating with month-to-month residential leases for the past 25 years. All units have 
small kitchens, and all but one unit is single-story. The Applicant proposes to convert nine of the 
units as new hotel units, and convert the two-story unit to a manager’s unit. The Applicant 
proposes to charge monthly rates at 20% lower than what is currently charged at one of the 
existing hotel sites, with a defined July cap rate of $104 and a January cap of $58. Again, in all 
three sites, the Applicant proposes to purchase the property, perform all necessary 
repair/maintenance work,45 and operate the hotel with deed restricted lower cost rates (increasing 
at no more than the Consumer Price Index (CPI) yearly) for the life of the Pismo Beach Hotel. 
See Exhibit 9 for the Applicant’s offsite lower cost hotel proposal. 

Analysis 
As described previously, in implementing Coastal Act Section 30213, past Commission actions 
have either ensured that lower cost units are provided onsite, or required an in-lieu fee for an 
equivalent number of lower cost units to be built offsite. The Commission has typically required 
at least 25% of new proposed higher cost accommodations units to be lower cost, and, if found to 
be infeasible to provide those units onsite, has required mitigation payments for the construction 
of an equivalent number of lower cost units (including hostel beds) offsite.  

In this case, the Applicants did not provide information, including the proposed hotel’s revenue 
and operating proforma assumptions, indicating that reserving 32 of the hotel’s 128 proposed 
units as lower cost (e.g., charging no more than $130 per night for 32 rooms, or including other 
onsite lower cost accommodations such as small cabins or shared/group facilities) is infeasible. 
Thus, there is no evidence to conclude the infeasibility of providing onsite lower cost 
accommodations. As such, it is possible that it is feasible to provide such units onsite.  

Bracketing that question, when onsite lower cost units are not provided, the Commission has 
typically required an in-lieu fee based on the cost to build an equivalent number of hostel beds. 
In this case, the required fee to pay for the construction of 32 offsite hostel beds would be 
$1,751,040.46 This money generally would go to California State Parks, Hostelling International, 
or another reputable organization to be used to build and operate lower cost accommodations 
within the coastal zone. However, in lieu of this typical mitigation approach, the Applicant 
proposes to provide lower cost hotel units in one of three offsite locations by deed restricting 
those units as lower cost in perpetuity. The proposal represents a mechanism for the provision of 
lower cost accommodations different from that which the Commission has traditionally seen and 
has traditionally been part of the Commission’s lower cost accommodations provision arsenal. 
As with any novel approach, the proposal contains some elements that might be able to meet 
Coastal Act requirements, and some elements that are more questionable in this respect. 

First, one of the Commission’s overarching objectives in Coastal Act Section 30213 
implementation is to provide new lower cost accommodations units. Two of the Applicant’s 
                                                 
45  Including CDP approval from the City of Pismo Beach for any associated development. 
46  Again, see the Substantial Issue Determination section of this report for a discussion of the in-lieu fee’s calculation. 
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proposed sites already provide lower cost hotel units. While the Applicant proposes to reduce 
those units’ rates even further, it is unclear how this would mitigate for impacts to lower cost 
visitor serving resources when these units are already lower cost. In addition, the Commission’s 
goal is to provide new lower cost units, and, while there is some public benefit in making 
existing lower cost units even more lower cost, it is difficult to analytically compare this 
approach with the more traditional framework that calls for the provision of new units. That is 
not to say that there may not be utility in this approach,47 rather, the approach does not comport 
with the Commission’s objective of providing new lower cost units, and in this case, the benefit 
to lower cost visitor serving resources appears minor. Thus, the Applicant’s proposal to mitigate 
for the project’s impacts to lower cost visitor serving resources by deed restricting existing lower 
cost hotel units to 20% below that which those units already charge is not adequate to achieve 
consistency with Coastal Act Section 30213, and is not considered an appropriate mitigation 
strategy for this proposed project.  

The Applicant’s identified third potential site is the existing 10-unit residential property. This 
proposal overcomes the existing hotel sites’ inherent flaw because it would provide nine new 
units (plus one manager’s unit), as opposed to retaining existing lower cost units. The next test, 
however, is whether it would provide a number of units sufficient to mitigate for the 128 new 
high cost rooms available at the proposed Pismo Beach Hotel site (i.e., 32 onsite hotel units or 
the payment of an in-lieu fee sufficient to create 32 new hostel beds). Again, the proposal 
represents a difficultly in simple comparison, including because it mixes aspects of both of the 
Commission’s traditional practices: as opposed to either hotel units onsite or hostel beds offsite, 
this proposal is for hotel units in an offsite location. When comparing solely based on the number 
of hotel units and disregarding their location (onsite vs. offsite), the proposal’s hotel units are 
fewer than the 32 that would ordinarily be required. Thus, when solely based on this metric, the 
proposed mitigation insufficiently mitigates for the Pismo Beach Hotel’s 128 high cost rooms.  

The next evaluation is comparing the proposed nine offsite lower cost hotel units with 32 offsite 
hostel beds. This comparison is even more difficult to analyze, including because hotel units and 
hostel beds are much different accommodations commodities. A hostel bed can vary from a 
single bed in group quarters with shared bathroom facilities, to a bed in a private room, 
sometimes with private bathrooms. Generally, however, a hostel bed serves one person, has 
shared bathrooms, and requires an average of 120 square feet of land area to accommodate all 
necessary amenities and infrastructure (hence the 120 square feet metric used in the 
Commission’s in-lieu fee calculation). Hotel rooms, conversely, generally are larger and more 
private. The Applicant’s proposed offsite hotel rooms average 337 square feet in size, and all 
currently have kitchens and private bathrooms. Because these units are larger in size than 
standard hostel beds, and because of the additional privacy and amenities they provide, it could 
be reasoned that a hotel unit in the offsite facility can contain two beds and serve two people. 

                                                 
47  Indeed, the Commission has previously found that in some parts of the coastal zone the few remaining low to moderately 

priced hotel and motel accommodations tend to be older structures that become less economically viable as time passes. As 
more redevelopment occurs, including upgrades to those lower cost hotels, the stock of low-cost overnight accommodations 
tends to be reduced, since it is generally not economically feasible to replace these structures with accommodations that will 
maintain the same lower rates. However, in this case, the Applicant did not provide analysis documenting such a conversion 
threat within Pismo Beach, including for the two proposed existing hotel facilities. In order to prove that retaining existing 
lower cost units is equivalent to providing new units, at a minimum, the Applicant must demonstrate that the high cost 
conversion threat is acute and imminent.  
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However, even under this assumption, the 18 beds in the nine offsite hotel rooms would still be 
lower than the 32 hostel beds required of the Commission’s methodology, and thus is insufficient 
mitigation in this regard. Further, hostels in the coastal zone typically have higher occupancy 
than hotels, and therefore, the offsite hotel rooms would likely be less used than a typical hostel 
bed. 

Finally, beyond the insufficient number of units, there are other concerns with the Applicant’s 
proposal. Ensuring that the charged rates remain within their proposed cap is a difficult 
endeavor, including because hotel room rates change daily reflecting market conditions. Thus, 
enforceability over time may be problematic. While enforcement is difficult in any lower cost 
accommodation project, traditionally those units are owned and managed by a public agency, 
such as California State Parks, or a nonprofit entity, such as Hostelling International. These 
entities are familiar with lower cost accommodations operations and management, and their 
missions are to provide public benefits in terms of lower cost accommodations, thereby ensuring 
that such units remain viable and occupied over time. In this case, the hotel would be owned and 
operated by a private, for-profit entity, which elicits potential issues that ordinarily aren’t 
concerns when dealing with an entity whose business model to provide for lower cost 
accommodations. For example, it is unclear how the offsite hotel would remain viable over time, 
including if the property is sold to another hotel operator, or if the revenues are insufficient to 
cover necessary maintenance and upkeep to keep the units in an operable/occupied state when 
the rates are deed restricted to a specified below market rate. That is not to say that such an entity 
can’t and wouldn’t ensure the units remain lower cost, in a state of good repair, and available for 
occupancy over time. Rather, it is more an acknowledgement that the Commission doesn’t have 
the same experience with such an entity as it does with more traditional lower cost 
accommodations providers, and thus the proposed project contains a new paradigm of 
enforceability issues. Finally, while the Pismo Beach LCP zones this property R-R—Resort 
Residential Zone, which envisions and prioritizes lodging and other commercial uses, these units 
are still currently serving as affordable48 residences for nine households. Thus, at a minimum, 
there is a logistical concern with removing and relocating nine households.  

However, that is not to say that the proposed offsite mitigation is without merit and benefit. As 
opposed to paying an in-lieu fee that, in some cases, is not earmarked for a specific project (or, 
even if it is, that project may be many years from actually being built) and therefore remains in 
an account without any public benefit being provided, the Applicant’s proposal is a known, 
tangible, on-the-ground mitigation project that will provide bona fide lower cost hotel rooms. As 
proposed, the rates will be 20% lower than those charged at comparable lower cost hotels in 
Pismo Beach, and will remain so for the life of the Pismo Beach Hotel. The proposal also 
mitigates high cost hotels with low cost hotels, thereby mitigating in-kind, as opposed to the 
standard mitigation of high cost hotels with low cost hostel beds. Although the Commission has 
previously mitigated the lack of onsite lower cost hotel rooms with an in-lieu fee equivalent to 
the construction of the same number of hostel beds, this approach may not adequately offset the 
project’s impacts. For all of the reasons described above (e.g. privacy, space, amenities), while 
some visitors may be willing to stay in the type of shared accommodations provided by hostels, 
some may choose not to stay in such an environment. The Applicant’s proposal thus represents 
an opportunity to build new lower cost hotel rooms, and keep those rooms lower cost into the 
                                                 
48  The Applicant indicates that the rents charged for the nine units range from $725 to $1,350 per month. 
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future. As discussed above, since the hotel units are larger and more private than a standard 
hostel bed, including their in-unit kitchens and bathrooms, these units may function to serve as a 
low cost option for an entire family to access Pismo Beach’s amenities. Finally, the proposed 
offsite units represent mitigation that is within walking distance of the Pismo Beach Hotel, the 
project being mitigated. Thus, as opposed to building new lower cost units in a more distant 
locale, such as a State Park, this mitigation is more directly linked with the project being 
mitigated.  

Clearly, as articulated above, there are positives and negatives of the Applicant’s offsite lower 
cost hotel proposal. The units represent an innovative, identifiable, mitigation in-kind project. 
However, the nine units fall short of the 32 that are required. There is also difficulty in 
comparing the efficacy of nine offsite hotel units with 32 offsite hostel beds or 32 onsite hotel 
units. Indeed, determining what constitutes a lower cost “unit” has proven difficult. While the 
primary goal of the Commission’s approach has been to ensure that 25% of the total number of 
proposed high cost units are lower cost, there have been multiple iterations of the Commission’s 
definition what constitutes a “unit”, including onsite hotels, offsite campgrounds, and offsite 
hostels. In the Commission’s 2007 approval of A-3-PSB-06-001, the required $97,020 in-lieu fee 
was based on mitigating 25% of the approved project’s 69 high cost units (13 units) by charging 
$7,463 per unit, which was based on the cost to build a camping unit in the Pismo Beach area. 
Thus, in that approval, the Commission required mitigation for the lack of onsite lower cost hotel 
units by charging a fee equivalent to the cost to build the same number of camping units. At this 
point in time, based upon a better understanding of the need for a broader range of lower cost 
accommodations that serve the public, the Commission focuses first on provided onsite lower 
cost hotel units, thereby mitigating in-kind. When that is not feasible, then the methodology 
allows for an in-lieu fee equivalent to build the same number of hostel beds. The Commission 
has sought the expertise from those most familiar with hostel construction and operation to 
ascertain the in-lieu fee that is most representative of the true cost to build and operate a hostel, 
thereby ensuring that the requisite in-lieu fees are proportional to the impact. This is where this 
project’s $54,720/hostel bed calculation emerged, which reflects the most up-to-date 
understanding of this issue. However, that is not to say that this approach is without limitation, 
including for the reasons previously articulated, in that it does not mitigate in-kind. Mitigation 
in-kind would require an in-lieu fee sufficient to create 32 offsite hotel units. Estimates place the 
cost of building new low cost hotel/motel rooms at a construction cost of $100,000 per room, 
with each room requiring 250 square feet of land area. Based on this project’s $105 per square 
foot land cost, the total cost per room would be $126,250 ($26,250 land cost [$105 x 250 square 
feet] + $100,000 construction cost). With 32 units required, the total in-lieu fee would be 
$4,040,000. Thus, a potential mitigation fee, mitigating hotel room with hotel room, would be 
$4,040,000.  

Thus, in essence, the Commission’s approach at this point in time is based on the premise of this 
proposed project providing 32 units of lower cost accommodations. The Applicant is proposing 
nine lower cost hotel rooms and, due to their larger size and amenities as compared with a 
standard hostel room, believes that such a proposal adequately mitigates for the proposed hotel’s 
32 high cost rooms. In essence, the Applicant argues that providing nine offsite hotel rooms is 
equivalent to 32 onsite hotel rooms or 32 offsite hostel beds. However, as described previously, 
comparing different types of accommodations units is inherently complicated and unequal, 
including because a hotel, campground, hostel, yurt, and cabin are all different accommodations 
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types, with different construction costs, different locations, different clientele, different 
amenities, and thus different experiences provided. The common denominator in the 
Commission’s approach over time has been the requirement to ensure that 25% of the proposed 
units are lower cost. The Commission has defined a “unit” to be multiple accommodations types 
(e.g. hotel room, hostel bed, camping unit, etc.), but has not considered different 
accommodations types to hold different weight. In other words the Commission has not found 
one hotel room to count as four hostel beds, or one hostel bed to count as five campgrounds. 
Instead, the Commission has considered a lower cost unit not necessarily to be equal cost 
(providing a new hotel room is generally more expensive than providing a new hostel bed), but 
to be a unit nonetheless. In this case, the Applicant is providing nine offsite hotel units. Thus, at 
its core, the Applicant’s proposal does not provide 32 units. Therefore, the proposal alone 
represents insufficient mitigation. In order to make it sufficient mitigation, the Applicant must 
also pay an offsite in-lieu fee sufficient to create 23 hostel beds.     

Thus, in order to approve the Applicant’s novel nine unit offsite lower cost hotel proposal, but 
also in recognition of its identified inadequacies, including the need to provide 23 additional 
units, Special Condition 9 is imposed which mitigates for lower cost visitor serving 
accommodations as described in Special Condition 9(a), described below, unless the Executive 
Director deems that compliance with Special Condition 9(a) is infeasible (including if the 
Permittee is unable to secure necessary CDPs for conversion of the offsite facility from 
residential to hotel), in which case the Permittee shall instead comply with Special Condition 
9(b). Special Condition 9(a) authorizes the Applicant’s proposal to convert the existing 
residential property to visitor accommodations, thus providing nine units of off-site lower-cost 
hotel units within the Pismo Beach coastal zone. The units are to be deed restricted to the 
monthly rates proposed by the Applicant and shown in Exhibit 9, with annual increases allowed 
at no more than the CPI annually, and made available to the general public prior to occupancy of 
the Pismo Beach Hotel. To clearly understand the parameters for how the offsite hotel will 
operate and function, Special Condition 9(a)(5) requires an offsite hotel operations plan detailing 
all ways in which the hotel units will be made available to the general public (including but not 
limited to in terms of managing bookings and reservations, check-in and check-out parameters, 
obtaining  keys, “front desk” function, 24-hour response, etc.). To ensure that all improvements 
and necessary repairs are undertaken, including understanding the current physical condition of 
the property and requisite improvements to convert it to hotel use, Special Condition 9(a)(2) 
requires an improvement plan to show all necessary improvements. In order to assist any existing 
residents in finding replacement housing, Special Condition 9(a)(3) requires evidence that the 
Permittee has provided relocation assistance for all existing renters at the property, including 
compliance with all City of Pismo Beach affordable housing and relocation parameters. Finally, 
Special Condition 9(a)(4) requires the offsite hotel property to be deed restricted to ensure that 
the nine units will always be made available to the public for as long as a hotel is operating at the 
Pismo Beach Hotel site; that all offsite units shall be maintained in a state of good repair, 
including at a minimum, in a physical condition comparable to an American Automobile 
Association (AAA)-rated 1 or 2 diamond rating; that hotel occupancy shall be maintained at an 
annual average of no less than 50%; and that all hotel units shall be open and available to the 
general public. Finally,  to ensure that lower cost units are continuously provided, if, for 
whatever reason, they are not being provided at the offsite facility, Special Condition 9(a)(4)(g) 
requires the owner of the Pismo Beach Hotel to provide at least nine lower cost hotel units at the 
Pismo Beach Hotel site. Finally, to ensure that all of the above requirements are effectively being 
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implemented over time, Special Condition 9(a)(8) requires annual monitoring reports, beginning 
one year after occupancy and annually thereafter. The monitoring reports shall include, at a 
minimum, a description of the average daily rate charged each month during the preceding year, 
the occupancy rate for each month, a description of the physical state of the facility, including a 
description of needed repair and maintenance work to maintain at least a AAA 1 or 2 diamond 
rating, a description of proposed rates for the upcoming year (which shall be allowed to increase 
at no more than the annual Consumer Price Index each year), and an assessment of compliance 
with the terms and conditions of this CDP. The Permittee (or its affiliated designee) shall be 
required to make changes as identified in any approved monitoring report as required by the 
Executive Director to maintain consistency with the terms and conditions of this CDP. 

Finally, to mitigate for the remaining 23 lower cost units not being provided (i.e., 32 required, 
but only 9 being provided in the offsite hotel), Special Condition 9(a) requires an in-lieu fee in 
amount of $1,161,540. This number is derived from paying a $54,720 per hostel bed fee for 23 
such units to be provided, minus a $97,020 credit already paid to the City of Pismo Beach for 
lower-cost accommodations in-lieu fees as a condition of approval for CDP A-3-PSB-06-001. 
The required payment shall be deposited into an interest bearing account, to be established and 
managed by one of the following entities as approved by the Executive Director: the City of 
Pismo Beach, San Luis Obispo County, the California Department of Parks and Recreation 
(DPR), Hostelling International, or similar entity, with an initial preference that the account be 
established with DPR to facilitate the Big Sur Lodge Cabins Project.49 The purpose of the 
account shall be to establish new lower cost overnight visitor-serving accommodations (such as 
hostel beds, tent campsites, cabins, or campground units) at appropriate locations within the 
coastal zone portions of San Luis Obispo County, Monterey County, or Santa Cruz County, 
including the coastal zones of all incorporated cities therein, with an initial preference that the 
account be utilized to develop cabins associated with DPR’s Big Sur Lodge Cabins Project. 
Furthermore, in order to ensure that any required administrative overhead costs are accounted 
for, if the accepting entity can conclusively demonstrate to the Executive Director’s satisfaction 
that it requires administrative overhead to successfully develop projects that meet the stated 
purpose of the fund, then the Permittee shall be required to provide an additional payment to the 
fund account not to exceed 10% of the fund amount (i.e., $116, 154), where the actual additional 
payment amount shall be established by the Executive Director based on the evidence provided 
by the accepting entity. The Permittee shall provide evidence to the Executive Director, in a form 
and content acceptable to the Executive Director, that such additional payment has been 
deposited into the fund within 30 days of being informed that such a payment is necessary by the 
Executive Director. 

The above-described mitigation is the preferred way to address lower cost visitor 
accommodations in this approval. However, if the Executive Director deems that compliance 
with Special Condition 9(a) is infeasible, the Applicant must comply with Special Condition 
9(b), instead. Special Condition 9(b) requires the Permittee to pay $54,720 per hostel bed for the 
32 units, minus a credit in an amount equal to that already paid to the City of Pismo Beach for 
lower-cost accommodations in-lieu fees as a condition of approval for CDP A-3-PSB-06-001. In 
this case, the payment would be $1,654,020 (i.e., 32 x $54,720 minus $97,020 = $1,654,020). 
                                                 
49  DPR has indicated that it is prepared to accept this fee for that project, and is excited to be able to pursue it. The dearth of 

lower cost accommodations in Big Sur makes such a project particularly attractive. 
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The condition reads the same as that required in Special Condition 9(a)(9), but for the monetary 
amount, reflecting Special Condition 9(b)’s requirement to mitigate for all 32 lower cost units 
(i.e., there would be no offsite hotel component under Special Condition 9(b)). 

Thus, Special Condition 9(a) mitigates for 32 lower cost units by authorizing the Applicant’s 
proposal to provide a minimum of nine offsite hotel units as deed restricted lower cost 
accommodations, while also paying an in-lieu fee for the remaining 23 units. If this requirement 
is deemed infeasible, Special Condition 9(b) requires the in-lieu fee for all 32 units. The 
preferred portion of the condition will enable on-the-ground, deed restricted lower cost hotel 
units, thereby offering an innovative mechanism for the provision and protection of lower cost 
overnight accommodations in the coastal zone and a new tool in the Commission’s palette of 
potential options for implementing Coastal Act Section 30213. The condition also ensures that 
32 lower cost units are provided, including by combining the Applicant’s novel offsite approach 
with the Commission’s more traditional in-lieu fee approach. If that is deemed infeasible, a fee 
for all 32 units will be provided. As conditioned, the proposed project can be found consistent 
with Coastal Act Section 30213 with respect to the protection and provision of lower cost 
accommodations.   

4. Public Access and Recreation 
Applicable Policies  
 

Land Use Plan Circulation Element Policy C-14 Parking  
Parking for both residents and visitors shall be provided as part of new development. 
Additional designated parking spaces for beach access may be required as a condition of 
approval of new hotel or other commercial development adjacent to the oceanfront. In-
lieu fees for commercial uses shall be encouraged rather than on-site parking in the 
central commercial area. In-lieu fees may also be considered for residential uses in order 
to encourage ground floor, street facing residential dwellings. Parking shall be provided 
within the vicinity of the coastline for recreational uses. However, within the downtown 
area, day use parking for the beach shall primarily be located at the north or south end 
of downtown rather than at the pier.  

 
In order to assure that development projects will not adversely affect the availability of 
existing parking for shoreline access, an adequate quantity of on-site parking spaces to 
serve the full needs of the development shall be required, except as noted above for the 
down-town area.  
… 
New development projects located within one-quarter mile of the beach or bluff edge 
shall be evaluated to assess their impact on the availability of parking for public access 
to the coast. If a project would result in a reduction of shoreline access parking, the 
project may be required to provide additional parking spaces to accommodate public 
access.  
 
Land Use Plan Policy PR-28 Access Signs Required. Signs should be located at all 
access points and streets leading to access points to assist the public in recognizing and 
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using major coastal access points. Such signs should be designed and located for easy 
recognition. 

 
As described earlier, the LCP requires new development to provide an adequate supply of 
parking for both residents and visitors, including potentially requiring additional parking spaces 
for beach access for oceanfront hotels. The LCP also requires new development within a quarter 
mile of the beach to evaluate the impact on beach parking availability, and if the project may 
reduce existing parking opportunities, additional public access parking spaces may be required. 
However, in the Central Commercial area downtown, the LCP encourages in-lieu fees for hotel 
and other commercial uses rather than onsite parking, instead encouraging parking to be located 
at the north or south end of downtown rather than at the pier.  
 
In addition, because the proposed project is located seaward of the first through public road and 
the sea, the Coastal Act’s public access and recreation policies also apply to any proposed 
development at this location. Applicable Coastal Act access and recreation policies include: 
 

Section 30210. In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California 
Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and recreational 
opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with public safety needs and 
the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners, and natural resource 
areas from overuse. 

Section 30211. Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea 
where acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the 
use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation. 

Section 30212(a). Public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and 
along the coast shall be provided in new development projects except where: (1) it is 
inconsistent with public safety, military security needs, or the protection of fragile coastal 
resources, (2) adequate access exists nearby, or, (3) agriculture would be adversely 
affected. …  

Section 30212.5. Wherever appropriate and feasible, public facilities, including parking 
areas or facilities, shall be distributed throughout an area so as to mitigate against the 
impacts, social and otherwise, of overcrowding or overuse by the public of any single 
area. 

Section 30213. Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, 
encouraged, and, where feasible, provided. Developments providing public recreational 
opportunities are preferred. … 

Section 30214. (a) The public access policies of this article shall be implemented in a 
manner that takes into account the need to regulate the time, place, and manner of public 
access depending on the facts and circumstances in each case including, but not limited 
to, the following: (1) Topographic and geologic site characteristics. (2) The capacity of 
the site to sustain use and at what level of intensity. (3) The appropriateness of limiting 
public access to the right to pass and repass depending on such factors as the fragility of 
the natural resources in the area and the proximity of the access area to adjacent 
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residential uses. (4) The need to provide for the management of access areas so as to 
protect the privacy of adjacent property owners and to protect the aesthetic values of the 
area by providing for the collection of litter.  

(b) It is the intent of the Legislature that the public access policies of this article be 
carried out in a reasonable manner that considers the equities and that balances the 
rights of the individual property owner with the public's constitutional right of access 
pursuant to Section 4 of Article X of the California Constitution. Nothing in this section 
or any amendment thereto shall be construed as a limitation on the rights guaranteed to 
the public under Section 4 of Article X of the California Constitution. 

(c) In carrying out the public access policies of this article, the commission and any other 
responsible public agency shall consider and encourage the utilization of innovative 
access management techniques, including, but not limited to, agreements with private 
organizations which would minimize management costs and encourage the use of 
volunteer programs. 

Section 30220. Coastal areas suited for water-oriented recreational activities that cannot 
readily be provided at inland water areas shall be protected for such uses. 

Section 30221. Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be protected for 
recreational use and development unless present and foreseeable future demand for 
public or commercial recreational activities that could be accommodated on the property 
is already adequately provided for in the area. 

Section 30222. The use of private lands suitable for visitor-serving commercial 
recreational facilities designed to enhance public opportunities for coastal recreation 
shall have priority over private residential, general industrial, or general commercial 
development, but not over agriculture or coastal-dependent industry. 

Section 30223. Upland areas necessary to support coastal recreational uses shall be 
reserved for such uses, where feasible. 

Analysis 
The Coastal Act requires maximum public access, which, in this context, the Commission has 
historically interpreted to mean minimal use limitations on the public’s ability to access the 
beach, day or night. The term “maximum,” as distinct from “provide,” ”encourage” or even 
“protect,” requires that coastal zone development affirmatively seek to provide the maximum 
public recreational opportunities possible, consistent with other resource constraints and the 
protection of public and private rights. As part of the City’s CDP approval, the City placed 
numerous conditions on the project in order to find it consistent with the LCP’s and Coastal 
Act’s public access and recreation policies. These conditions included that the facility’s interior 
courtyard be available for public use and connected to the adjacent Boardwalk and beach via a 
new pedestrian bridge. The Boardwalk itself would include new access improvements, including 
required interpretive panels. The City’s conditions also required the preparation and approval of 
an Access Management Plan50 that described the site’s public access provisions and required that 
                                                 
50  The City’s required Access Management Plan was nearly identical to that which the Commission required as a condition of 

approval in A-3-PSB-06-001. 
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the courtyard’s seating areas and deck, the adjacent dune area, and all access connections to the 
Boardwalk would need to be open and available for free public access and passive recreation use. 
Private events could be allowed subject to parameters set forth in the Access Plan, which were 
not to exceed seven events on weekends between Memorial Day and Labor Day, and were not to 
occupy more than 50% of the courtyard area. The Access Plan also required all details of all 
signage, including their design, content, and location, in order to clearly demarcate to the general 
public those areas open to public recreational use. The Applicants are amenable to including the 
above-mentioned public access components as part of the project. 
 
Therefore, with respect to onsite public access, to meet the Coastal Act’s and LCP’s access and 
recreation requirements, and to retain the aforementioned City approval requirements that sought 
to accomplish same, Special Condition 5 is imposed to require that all areas discussed in the 
previous paragraph be available for public recreational use. The condition requires the 
preparation and approval of a Public Access Management Plan, the purpose for which is to 
maximize public access and recreational use of all such areas associated with project. The 
Access Plan is to identify all access parameters for the project’s public access areas, including 
allowed signage, private events, and the location of amenities, including seating areas and 
interpretive panels. As conditioned, the approved project includes requisite provisions to ensure 
maximum public access and recreational opportunities onsite.  
 
In terms of access to the site and the project’s potential impacts on the public’s ability to access 
the beach and other downtown locales, including the additional usage of public roads, sidewalks, 
the Boardwalk, and other public infrastructure that the proposed project would bring, the City 
again placed numerous conditions as part of its previous approval to ensure that the project 
improves and maximizes such access. These conditions included a $300,000 payment for future 
public recreational improvements at the adjacent Pier parking lot, as well as an additional 
$300,000 for the construction of a cul-de-sac at the end of Hinds Avenue if the City determines 
within three years that such cul-de-sac is necessary for public safety and traffic circulation. 
Furthermore, consistent with LCP requirements that encourage parking in-lieu fees for hotel and 
other commercial uses in the Central Commercial area rather than onsite parking downtown, the 
City required a $48,000 payment sufficient to create five public parking spaces (thereby 
mitigating for the loss of on-street parking spaces along Stimson Avenue due to the project’s 
requisite ingress/egress driveway. Again, the Applicants are amenable to including these public 
access components as part of the project.  
 
The proposed project will result in the loss of public parking spaces along Stimson Avenue due 
to the construction of requisite ingress/egress. Furthermore, the project will introduce additional 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic along Pismo Beach’s public road and sidewalk infrastructure, 
including additional people accessing beach and other coastal resources in the project area. In 
order to ensure that the project maximizes public recreational opportunities and improves access 
to and around the project site, including to the numerous public recreational amenities in the 
project vicinity (including Pismo State Beach, the Boardwalk, and Pier), to ensure no loss of 
public parking opportunities, and to retain these previous City requirements aimed at ensuring 
bona fide public access benefits, Special Condition 10 requires the payment of Public Access 
and Recreation Fees. This condition requires the Applicant to deposit the following into an 
interest bearing account (or accounts), to be managed by the City of Pismo Beach: 1) $48,000 to 
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fund construction of five new public parking spaces within Planning Area K (the downtown 
core) as mapped in the City’s LUP; 2) $300,000 for future improvements at the City’s Pier plaza 
and public parking lot; and 3) $300,000 for additional road and access improvements, which may 
include, but not be limited to, a cul-de-sac at Hinds Avenue, streetscape improvements, widening 
of sidewalks, and additional public access connections to Pismo State Beach, ensuring that the 
payment can be used for a multitude of potential public infrastructure improvements. 
Furthermore, the condition specifies that in no case shall such funds be spent on Hinds and 
Stimson Avenue sidewalk and streetscape improvements, since those improvements are already 
required by Engineering Condition 11 of the City’s Conditional Use Permit and Architectural 
Review Permit P14-000192. Thus, the road and access improvements required by Special 
Condition 11(c) are in addition to the City’s required infrastructure improvements located 
immediately adjacent to the project site. As conditioned, the approved project will ensure 
maximum public access and recreational amenities to the project site and the adjacent beach and 
downtown area. 
 
Finally, the proposed project includes 128 traditional visitor-serving hotel units, providing a new 
coastal priority, visitor-serving use that will also include amenities to support public access and 
recreation. The Commission must ensure, however, that there are protections in place to 
guarantee that the visitor-serving components of the project remain as such. Towards that end, 
Special Condition 8(b) prohibits the conversion of any of the hotel visitor-serving units to any 
other type of use (e.g., condominiums, timeshares, or any use other than standard operating hotel 
units). In addition, Special Condition 8(a) includes limitations on the length of stay by hotel 
guests in order to maximize the public’s ability to use the site. Specifically, the conditions limit 
stays in the hotel to no more than 29 consecutive days for any individual, family, or group, and 
not for more than 14 days between the Friday of Memorial Day weekend and Labor Day 
inclusive.  

In sum, the proposed project includes numerous public access amenities as required by the 
Coastal Act and LCP. As proposed and conditioned, the project can be found consistent with the 
LCP’s and Coastal Act’s public access and recreation policies.  

5. Public Services 
Applicable Policies 
 

Land Use Plan Facilities Element Policy F-36 Water Management Program  
When total annual water use reaches 90% of projected available supplies (based on 
known safe yield levels determined by the Groundwater Depletion Analysis, plus 
available entitlements from Lake Lopez and the State Water Project), approval of 
developments requiring increasing water supplies shall be limited to essential public 
services, public recreation, commercial recreation, and visitor-serving land uses. No 
development shall have building permits issued which would individually or cumulatively 
exceed the capacity of the City's water supply systems. 
 
Policy F-37 Water Reserves  
The City shall maintain water reserves at 5% over average daily demand at all times and  
maintain a summer peaking supply of 130% over average weekly demand. 
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Policy F-39 Water Conservation--New Development  
The City shall require water-conserving features in all new development (i.e. low-flow 
fixtures, drought-tolerant landscaping, automatic timing for irrigation, etc.). 

 
As previously described, the LCP requires new development to be served by an adequate and 
available supply of water, establishes specific quantities to be reserved, prioritizes certain types 
of development when specific water availability thresholds are met, and requires all development 
to conserve water. Specifically, the LUP’s Facilities and Services Element requires all new 
development to have water conserving features, including drought-tolerant landscaping and low-
flow fixtures, and prohibits new development when such development would individually or 
cumulatively exceed the capacity of the City’s water supply. The LUP requires the City to 
maintain water reserves at 5% over average daily demand at all times and maintain a summer 
peak water supply of 130% over average weekly demand. Finally, when total annual water use 
reaches 90% of projected available supplies, the LCP requires that approval of developments that 
increase water usage shall be limited to essential public services, public recreation, commercial 
recreation, and visitor-serving land uses.  
 

Analysis 
According to the City, the City currently consumes 1,482 AFY of water out of its available total 
annual water supply of 3,228 AF. Even conservatively using the City’s typical usage metric of 
1,950 AFY, adding the 78.84 AFY that is estimated to be consumed by already approved 
development,51 and disregarding the 772 AF supplied in the interim by San Luis Obispo County 
for drought buffer augmentation, the City’s water usage would still be below its available annual 
supply (2,029 AF demand and 2,456 AF available supply). The City estimates the project will 
consume 17.1 AFY. Thus, the City has shown that its water demand, inclusive of the approved 
project’s estimated usage, is below its available supply, thereby ensuring consistency with LCP 
policies that only allow development when such development’s water usage won’t individually 
or cumulatively exceed the City’s available supply. Furthermore, the City previously conditioned 
the project to offset its water usage by at least 125%, thereby acting as a conservation tool meant 
to prolong and economize the City’s existing water supplies and ensure LCP compliance with 
respect to water supply over time. The offsetting requirement is meant to ensure that the project 
does not burden the City’s water supply in the future by usurping scarce supplies. The Applicants 
are amenable to including a water offsetting program component as part of the project.   

To ensure that the City’s water supply remains viable over time and to ensure that the proposed 
development meets LCP requirements regarding water conserving features, the Commission 
imposes Special Condition 4, which requires evidence prior to project construction that the City 
can and will serve the development with long term and sustainable water and sewer services, and 
also requires the preparation and approval of a Water Offset Reduction Plan (Offset Plan). The 
Offset Plan’s purpose is to offset the project’s water usage by at least 125%, including through 
such measures as retrofitting existing water fixtures in the same water service area as the 
proposed project. The Plan also includes required monitoring to ensure that such water savings 

                                                 
51  The approved projects include 128 multifamily residential units, 119 single-family residential units, 232 hotel rooms, and 2 

commercial facilities. These approved projects’ estimated water usage does not include conservation measures. 
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targets are met, including ensuring that the project’s actual water usage is offset, and not just its 
estimated usage. Specifically, the Offset Plan shall quantify the approved project’s projected 
water usage in gallons per day, including a list of all water fixtures to be installed, including for 
outside landscaping, and their associated water flow. The hotel facility shall make maximum use 
of water conservation fixtures and equipment (including but not limited to high-efficiency low-
flow toilets, high-efficiency washing machines and dishwashers, recirculating pumps, low-flow 
showerheads, shower shut-off valves, faucet aerators, drip and/or micro-spray irrigation, etc.). 
The Offset Plan also requires a list of all proposed retrofits, including a breakdown of the 
number and type of fixtures and appliances to be retrofitted. The retrofits must occur in the same 
water service area as the approved project. The water savings from retrofitting must total at least 
125% of the hotel’s proposed water usage. Finally, the condition requires monitoring reports 
starting one year after hotel occupancy documenting the effectiveness of, and identifying any 
necessary remedial measures to address any deficiencies with, the performed retrofits. Annual 
reporting shall continue for at least three years or until the project’s water usage is offset by at 
least 125% as documented in two consecutive annual reports, whichever is later. This 
performance standard is similar to that which the Commission has imposed on other monitoring 
requirement conditions.52 

As conditioned, the approved project can be found consistent with applicable LCP policies with 
respect to water supply and other public services. 

6. Water Quality 
Applicable LCP Policies 

 
Land Use Plan Conservation and Open Space Element Policy CO-31 Grading and 
Drainage Regulations.  
The following specific grading and drainage policies shall be applicable to development and 
construction projects. The city's grading ordinance shall be revised to include these policies: 
(a)  Development plans shall minimize cut and fill operations, and any development requiring 

extensive cut and fill may be denied if it is determined that the development could be 
carried out with less alteration to the natural terrain. 

(b)  Development shall be designed to fit or complement the site topography, soils, geology, 
and any other existing conditions and be oriented to minimize to the extent of grading 
and other site preparation. 

(c)  Retaining walls should be of minimum height and length. Earth colored materials shall 
be preferred. Long, straight-line retaining walls shall be prohibited. 

(d)  Finished grading shall avoid a manufactured appearance by creating flowing contours of 
varying gradients generally not exceeding slopes of 4:1. Sharp cuts, fills and long 
straight-line slopes of uniform grade should be avoided. 

(e)  Native vegetation shall be preserved to the maximum extent possible. (See Policy CO-1S 
regarding oak trees.) 

                                                 
52  For example, see CDP 3-13-006, approved by the Commission in October 2014. 
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(f)  All measures for removing sediments and stabilizing slopes shall be in place by 
November 1 prior to the beginning of the rainy season. 

(g)  Sediment basins shall be required in conjunction with initial grading operations, and 
maintained throughout the development process as necessary. 

(h)  All cut and fill slopes in a completed development shall be stabilized immediately with 
planting of native grasses and shrubs, or appropriate nonnative plants within accepted 
drought-tolerant landscaping practices. 

(i)  Surface runoff waters that will occur as a result of development shall be conducted to 
storm drains or suitable watercourses to prevent erosion. 

(j)  Degradation of the water quality of the groundwater basins, streams, or wetlands shall 
not result from development of a project. Pollutants such as chemicals, fuels, lubricants, 
raw sewage, and other harmful waste shall not be discharged into or alongside streams 
or wetlands during or after construction. 

(k)  A runoff control plan designed by a licensed engineer qualified in hydrology and soil 
mechanics shall be required for all development on slopes greater than 10 percent to 
mitigate any increase in peak runoff. The runoff control plan, including supporting 
calculations shall be subject to the review and approval of the City Engineer prior to 
commencement of construction. Such a plan shall include the following provisions: 

 
(1)  Runoff control shall be accomplished by minimizing grading and utilizing 

nonstructural techniques such as on-site percolation galleries. Energy dissipating 
devices at the terminus of outflow drains shall be required. 

(2)  All permanent erosion control devices shall be developed and installed prior to or 
concurrent with any on-site grading activities. 

(3)  Prior to the commencement of any grading activity, the permittee shall submit a 
grading schedule which indicates that grading shall be completed within the 
permitted time stipulated in Paragraph f and that any variation from the schedule 
shall be promptly reported to the City Engineer. 

(4)  Prior to the issuance of a permit for development, a detailed landscape plan 
indicating the type, size, extent and location of plant materials, the proposed 
irrigation system, and other landscape features shall be submitted for approval. 
Drought tolerant, native plant materials shall be utilized to the maximum extent 
feasible. 

(l)  All grading activities for roads, building pads, utilities and the installation of erosion and 
sedimentation control devices shall be prohibited within the period from November 1 to 
March 31 of each year, except that the following grading activities may be permitted 
outside the above time constraints: 
(1)  Grading on slopes if they do not drain into an environmentally sensitive habitat area. 
(2)  Grading on slopes less than 10 percent, if the amount of material to be graded does 

not exceed 50 cubic yards. 
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(m) All areas disturbed by grading shall be planted with temporary or, in case of finished 
slopes, permanent erosion retardant vegetation. Native species shall be planted wherever 
feasible. Such plantings shall be accomplished under a plan prepared and submitted by a 
licensed landscape architect and shall consist of seeding, mulching, fertilization and 
irrigation adequate to provide 90 percent coverage within 90 days of the time of planting. 
Planting shall be repeated if the required level of coverage is not established within the 
time period stipulated above. This requirement shall apply to all disturbed soils, 
including stockpiles, and to all building pads and road cuts. 

 
Analysis 
The LCP includes numerous water quality protections, including prohibiting development from 
degrading water quality, preventing erosion, and limiting grading. The proposed construction 
work to develop the hotel would occur above the high tide line. However, construction activity 
adjacent to the beach always has the potential to cause adverse impacts. Thus, as described 
earlier, with respect to construction activities, Special Condition 2 requires submission and 
maintenance of a Construction Plan to ensure Best Management Practices (BMPs) are 
implemented during construction to avoid water quality and other impacts during construction, to 
minimize construction activities and materials on the beach, and to require a construction 
coordinator to be available to respond to any inquiries that arise during construction. After 
construction, in order to ensure that the development includes appropriate water quality 
protections, Special Condition 1(h) requires stormwater and drainage infrastructure and related 
water quality measures (e.g., pervious pavements, etc.), with preference given to natural BMPs 
(e.g., bioswales, vegetated filter strips, etc.). Such infrastructure and water quality measures shall 
provide that all project area stormwater and drainage is: filtered and treated to remove expected 
pollutants prior to discharge, and directed to inland stormwater and drainage facilities (and is not 
allowed to be directed to the beach or the Pacific Ocean) that area adequate to handle the volume 
of stormwater and drainage expected, including during extreme storm events. The condition 
requires runoff from the project to be retained onsite to the maximum extent feasible, including 
through the use of pervious areas, percolation pits and engineered storm drain systems. 
Infrastructure and water quality measures shall be sized and designed to accommodate runoff 
from the site produced from each and every storm event up to and including the 85th percentile 
24-hour runoff event, which is a common water quality protection metric. In extreme storm 
situations (>85th percentile 24-hour runoff event storm) where such runoff cannot be adequately 
accommodated on-site through the project’s stormwater and drainage infrastructure, any excess 
runoff shall be conveyed inland off-site in a non-erosive manner. 
 
As conditioned, the project can be found consistent with applicable LCP water quality policies. 

7. Archaeological Resources 
Applicable LCP Policies 
The City’s LCP recognizes that archaeological and cultural resources are an important and 
fragile coastal resource. To protect these resources, the LCP include the following policy: 
 

Land Use Plan Conservation and Open Space Element Policy CO-6 Construction 
Suspension. Should archaeological or paleontological resources be disclosed during any 
construction activity, all activity that could damage or destroy the resources shall be 
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suspended until a qualified archaeologist has examined the site. Construction shall not 
resume until mitigation measures have been developed and  carried out to address the 
impacts of the project on these resources.  

 
Analysis 
The LCP requires suspension of construction if such resources are found during construction 
activities. Special Condition 3 requires an archaeological monitor during grading activities and 
ensures that construction activities will be suspended if any archeological or paleontological 
resources are discovered during construction, all as required by the LCP. Therefore, as 
conditioned, the project can be found consistent with the LCP with respect to archaeological 
resources.  

8. Other 
Coastal Act Section 30620(c)(1) authorizes the Commission to require applicants to reimburse 
the Commission for expenses incurred in processing CDP applications.53 Thus, the Commission 
is authorized to require reimbursement for expenses incurred in defending its action on the 
pending CDP application in the event that the Commission’s action is challenged by a party 
other than the Applicant. Therefore, consistent with Section 30620(c), the Commission imposes 
requiring reimbursement for any costs and attorneys’ fees that the Commission incurs in 
connection with the defense of any action brought by a party other than the Applicant 
challenging the approval or issuance of these permits (Special Condition 12). 

The terms and conditions of this approval are meant to be perpetual. In order to inform future 
owners of the requirements of the permit, this approval is conditioned to require recordation of 
deed restrictions that will record the project conditions against the affected properties (see 
Special Condition 13). Finally, the Commission’s action on this CDP has no effect on 
conditions imposed by the City of Pismo pursuant to an authority other than the Coastal Act, 
including the conditions of the City of Pismo Beach Conditional Use Permit and Architectural 
Review Permit No. P14-000192. Thus, Special Condition 11 specifies that in the event of 
conflict between the terms and conditions imposed by the local government pursuant to an 
authority other than the Coastal Act/LCP and those of this CDP, the terms and conditions of 
coastal development permit A-3-PSB-15-0037 shall prevail. 

I. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA) 
Section 13096 of Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations requires that a specific finding 
be made in conjunction with coastal development permit applications showing the application to 
be consistent with any applicable requirements of CEQA. Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA 
prohibits a proposed development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives or 
feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse 
effect which the activity may have on the environment.  

The City of Pismo Beach, acting as lead agency, conducted an environmental review for the 
proposed project as required by CEQA and issued a Mitigated Negative Declaration. 

                                                 
53 See also California Code of Regulations Title 14 Section 13055(g). 
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The Coastal Commission’s review and analysis of land use proposals has been certified by the 
Secretary of Resources as being the functional equivalent of environmental review under CEQA. 
The Commission has reviewed the relevant coastal resource issues associated with the proposed 
project, and has identified appropriate and necessary modifications to address adverse impacts to 
such coastal resources. All public comments received to date have been addressed in the findings 
above. All above findings are incorporated herein in their entirety by reference.  

The Commission finds that only as modified and conditioned by this permit will the proposed 
project avoid significant adverse effects on the environment within the meaning of CEQA. As 
such, there are no additional feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which 
would substantially lessen any significant adverse environmental effects that approval of the 
proposed project, as modified, would have on the environment within the meaning of CEQA. If 
so modified, the proposed project will not result in any significant environmental effects for 
which feasible mitigation measures have not been employed consistent with CEQA Section 
21080.5(d)(2)(A). 
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PROJ. NO.:

50724��),(*/"��*(10-4630( 50724��),(*/��/48,1
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14-1676

#)$&'+%$+*

*43*,589(1���1(3+7*(5,���51(3

H i n d s A v e.

S t i m s o n A v e.

Existing beach access

10' wide concrete sidewalk access to
the beach

Raised planter with palm trees and
beach tolerant shrubs and hanging

groundcover

Linear containers with beach grasses

Private guest room patios

Raised planter with hanging plants
and/or beach grasses to provide
privacy for ground-level patios

Private guest room patios with
containers between patios

Containers with small upright trees
between guest room patios

Ramp up to the pool area

Patio for spa and fitness room
programs

Row of small palms in raised
planter along the pool fence

Extension of the lobby into the
courtyard with cushion seating,
low tables, and plants in
containers - enhancing paving to
reflect the interior paving

Enhancing paving to compliment
the interior paving

Benches and planted containers
at the lobby drop-off

Enhanced vehicular paving at
drop off - colored and stamped
concrete

Planter with flowering plants with
upright shrubs to compliment the
architecture

containers between patios

Informal groupings of
palms in the beach

sand

Linear raised planter with low
shrubs and/or beach grasses

Glass guardrail at edge of courtyard -
continuous

Colored concrete pool deck with
glass pool fence

GOWaSR Q]\Q`SbS ^]]Z RSQY ( i-/"

above the courtard

Teak or Ipe pool deck - flush with
adjacent pool deck paving

Step and ramp access from the
boardwalk to the courtyard - Public

access

Paver area with fire pits and
movable chairs and lounges

Linear raised planter with low
shrubs and/or beach grasses

Private guest room patios
with containers between

patios

Informal groupings of palms in
the beach sand

Carissa macrocarpa

Hebe 'Patty's Purple'

Ligustrum japonicum 'Texanum'

Leptospermum scoparium 'Red Damask'

Lantana camara 'Spreading Sunset'

Lantana montevidensis

Phormium tenax 'Maori Queen'

Pittosporum tobira 'Variegata'

Rhaphiolepis umbellata

Pelargonium peltatum 'Red'

Phormium tenax rubrum

Nephrolepis cordifolia

Phoenix canariensis Canary Island Date Palm

Trachelospermum asiaticum

Bougainvillea 'Santa Ana Red'

Syagrus romanzoffianum

Trachycarpus fortunei

Pittosporum undulatum

Ficus pumila

Juniperus conferta

Groundcovers
Annual color

Turf

Vines

Washingtonia filifera

Creeping Fig

Phoenix roebeleniiShore Juniper

Asian Jasmine

Seasonal flowers

Sod

Tecomaria capensis

Bougainvillea

California Fan Palm

Victorian Box

Windmill Palm

Queen Palm

Limonium perezii

Myoporum laetum 'Carsonii'

Meterosideros excelsus

Eucalyptus citriodora

Ficus rubiginosa

Melaleuca nesophila

New Zeland Xmas Tree

Lemon-Scented Gum

Ngaio

Pink Melaleuca

Rustyleaf Fig

Cuphea hyssopifolia

Escallonia 'Fradesii'

Dracaena draco

Pigmy Date Palm

New Zealand Flax

Variegated Tobira

Cape Honeysuckle

New Zealand Flax

Yeddo Hawthorn

Patty's Purple Hebe

Japanese Privet

New Zealand Tea Tree

Spreading Sunset Lantana

Southern Sword Fern

Sea Lavender

Ivy Geranium

Lantana

Frades Escallonia

False heather

Dragon tree

Natal plum

The entire site will be irrigated using a fully automatic system designed to meet the requirements
of the Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (WELO - AB1881). The irrigation system will be
predominately spot-drip. Sub-surface drip irrigation may be used in the courtyard and in narrow
and small planters. The system will include in-line valves, quick couplers, and gate valves as well
as code require meter and backflow preventer. The irrigation controller will be Rainbird, Irritrol,
or equal with weather sensor.

Irrigation

Trees
Preliminary Plant PalettePreliminary Plant Palette

These plans are preliminary and are subject to revision through the design process. Exact plant
species, size, and location may change as the site evolves through the design, submittal, and
review process. New site conditions and information may require modifications to the plan. The
design intent, however, shall remain the same with an emphasis on creating an aesthetic addition
to the Pismo Beach downtown area and beach boardwalk while respecting the environmental
limitations and opportunities of the site. The following is a further list of plants that were considered
and may still be used in the final planting plan. This, in addition to the planting legend, is not to be
construed as the only possibilities for plant selection.

Preliminary Planting Note

Washingtonia robusta Mexican Fan Palm

Agapanthus africanus

Agave americana

Aloe arborescens

Shrubs

Century Plant

Tree aloe

Blue Lily of Nile

Calistemon lanceolatus
Chamaerops humilis

Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Cupressus macrocarpa

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Asparagus densiflorus 'Sprengeri'

Phoenix reclinata
Eriobotrya japonica

Juniperus species
Yucca species

Echium fastuosum
Hemerocalis hybrids

Coprosma kirkii
Cistus purpureus

Trees Shrubs

Project Location

Focal tree with accent planting in
raised planter - up-lighting

Raised planters over garage structure
At-grade open space

Total Landscape/Open Space

Size of the project parcel

Percentage of Parcel in landscape/open space

Sand patio over garage structure
Containers

Total non-paved surfaces of Parcel

Percentage of Parcel in sand and landscape

Landscape Areas
3,861 sf
4,566 sf

8,427 sf

62,410 sf (1.433 acres)

13.2 %

1,310 sf
927 sf

10,664 sf

17.1 %

Connection to existing City Parking
Lot

Exhibit 2-City-Approved Project Plans 
A-3-PSB-15-0037 (Pismo Beach Hotel) 
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First/Second and Third Floor Building Footprints Over All Lots 

Exhibit 2-City-Approved Project Plans 
A-3-PSB-15-0037 (Pismo Beach Hotel) 
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Rendering 1 - Hotel Entry on Stimson Avenue 

Exhibit 3-City-Approved Project Renderings 
A-3-PSB-15-0037 (Pismo Beach Hotel) 
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Rendering 2 - Bird’s Eye View Looking East Over Public/Amenity Deck 

Exhibit 3-City-Approved Project Renderings 
A-3-PSB-15-0037 (Pismo Beach Hotel) 
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Rendering 3 - Hinds Avenue 

Exhibit 3-City-Approved Project Renderings 
A-3-PSB-15-0037 (Pismo Beach Hotel) 
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Rendering 4 - Third Floor View to the West 

Exhibit 3-City-Approved Project Renderings 
A-3-PSB-15-0037 (Pismo Beach Hotel) 
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Figure 6 – 
Photo 
Simulation.  
A view of 
the 
proposed 
hotel from 
the 
intersection 
of the 
Promenade 

  
 

Figure 5 – 
Photo 
Simulation. 
A view of 
the 
proposed 
hotel from 
the 
intersection 
of the 
Promenade 
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Page 5 of 95

Exhibit 3-City-Approved Project Renderings 
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BEACH WALK RESORT 

 HOTEL VIEW #1 (BEFORE) - Looking west from corner of Cypress & Hinds 

Hinds Ave. 

Stimson Ave. 

Exhibit 3-City-Approved Project Renderings 
A-3-PSB-15-0037 (Pismo Beach Hotel) 
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BEACH WALK RESORT 

 HOTEL VIEW #1 (AFTER) - Looking west from corner of Cypress & Hinds 

Hinds Ave. 

Stimson Ave. 

Exhibit 3-City-Approved Project Renderings 
A-3-PSB-15-0037 (Pismo Beach Hotel) 
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BEACH WALK RESORT 

 HOTEL VIEW #2 (BEFORE) - Looking west from corner of Cypress & Stimson 

Hinds Ave. 

Stimson Ave. 
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Rendering - East Elevation 

Presented to City Council on 6/2/15 

Buildings that currently exist on this land area (167 Stimson and 160 Hinds) have been removed so that the entire east elevation is visible. 
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Rendering - East Elevation 

Presented to City Staff on 6/30/15 

5 feet of landscape  

has been added 
Same stone as entry 

has been added 

Portion of ground floor 

wall is 20 ft behind east 

property line 

12 ft building indentation by   

elevators has been added - 

breaks up building & roof lines. 

3rd floor rooms have been pulled 

back by 2 ft in order to provide roof 

treatments over 2nd floor rooms Exhibit 3-City-Approved Project Renderings 
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Land Use Plan Design Element Policy D-2 Building and Site Design Criteria (in 
relevant part)  
a. Small Scale  
New development should be designed to reflect the small-scale image of the city rather 
than create large monolithic buildings. Apartment, condominium and hotel buildings 
should preferably be contained in several smaller massed buildings rather than one large 
building. Building mass and building surfaces such as roofs and exterior walls shall be 
highly articulated to maintain a rich visual texture and an intimate building scale. 
Maximum height, setback, and site coverage standards to achieve the desired small-scale 
character will be regulated by City ordinance. Except where specified otherwise by this 
Plan or further limited by the implementing ordinance, the maximum height standard for 
new buildings shall not be more than 25 feet above existing natural grade in 
Neighborhood Planning Areas A through J, and Q; and not more than 35 feet above 
existing natural grade in the remaining portions of the Coastal Zone. 
… 
 
c. Views  
Views to the ocean, creeks, marsh, and surrounding hills should be preserved and 
enhanced whenever possible. The feeling of being near the sea should be emphasized, 
even when it is not visible.  
 
d. All Facades 
Architectural features shall be consistent throughout a development, even when a portion 
of the development is hidden from public view. 

  
Policy D-40 Street Layouts  
New streets shall be laid out so as to emphasize views. In many cases this means streets 
should be perpendicular to the view as shown in Figure D-4. For example, streets 
perpendicular to the ocean should be open at the end toward the ocean and not blocked 
with landscaping or buildings.  

 
Figure D-4: 
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Policy D-41 Special Design Concerns (in relevant part) 
Figure D-3 maps areas of the city where special concern for urban design is necessary. 
These sites and features shall be included in the Zoning Ordinance, Architectural Review 
Overlay Zone. Categories of concern include: 
… 
c. Street Ends  
New buildings or structures on parcels at these street ends shall be sited so as to not  
block views, or to minimize view impairment when no feasible siting alternative exists. 

 
Figure D-3: 

 
 

Implementation Plan Section 17.102.010(E)    
E.   Exceeding Height Limits (R-4, R-R, C-1, C-2, C-M and G Zones). Building 
appurtenances and architectural extensions: Where cupolas, flag poles, elevators, and 
solar collectors not otherwise permitted by subsection G below, radio and other towers, 
water tanks, church steeples and similar structures and mechanical appurtenances are 
associated with a permitted use in a district, height limits may be exceeded by fifteen 
percent upon securing a conditional use permit or development permit, provided that the 
height, bulk and scale of the building is compatible with the adjacent area and is 
consistent with view and other local coastal program land use plan considerations. 
 
Implementation Plan Section 17.102.010(I)(3) (in relevant part)    
Special Height Limitations--Ocean Fronting Parcels. Special height limitations for ocean 
fronting parcels in the following planning areas shall be as described below: 
… 
3.   Commercial Core Planning Area. All structures on ocean fronting parcels shall be 
limited to twenty-five feet in height above site grade. 
 
Implementation Plan Section 17.102.010(G) 
G.   All development fronting coastal bluffs and beaches shall be sited and designed so as 
to reduce the impact of bulk and scale. 

 
Implementation Plan Section 17.081.030(C) Special Height Limits—Ocean Fronting 
Parcels (in relevant part) 
… 
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C.   Commercial Core Planning Area. Beginning at the inland extent of the public 
boardwalk identified in the city’s local coastal program, one story facades no higher than 
twelve feet in height above site grade (including roofs) shall be permitted immediately 
adjacent to the boardwalk. Additional story facades beyond the first level shall maintain 
the following minimum setbacks from the inland extent of the public boardwalk: 
  

Level   Setback from 
Boardwalk   

1st 
level   None required   

2nd 
level   

7’—10’ minimum 
setback   

3rd 
level   

14’—20’ minimum 
setback   

4th 
level   

21’—30’ minimum 
setback   

  
 

Land Use Plan Safety Element Policy S-6 Shoreline Protective Devices  
Shoreline protective devices, such as seawalls, revetments, groins, breakwaters, and 
riprap shall be permitted only when necessary to protect existing principal structures, 
coastal dependent uses, and public beaches in danger of erosion. If no feasible 
alternative is available, shoreline protection structures shall be designed and constructed 
in conformance with Section 30235 of the Coastal Act and all other policies and 
standards of the City's Local Coastal Program. Devices must be designed to eliminate or 
mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline sand supply, and to maintain public access to 
and along the shoreline. Design and construction of protective devices shall minimize 
alteration of natural landforms, and shall be constructed to minimize visual impacts. The 
city shall develop detailed standards for the construction of new and repair of existing 
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shoreline protective structures and devices. As funding is available, the city will 
inventory all existing shoreline protective structures within its boundaries. 
 
Implementation Plan Section 17.078.010 Purpose of zone. 
The hazards and protection (H) overlay zone is intended to prevent unsafe development 
of hazardous areas; to minimize damages to public and private property; and to minimize 
social and economic dislocations resulting from injuries, loss of life, and property 
damage. This overlay zone includes those area unsafe for development which are (1) 
prone to downslope movement or severe land slippage (i.e. slump, landslide areas); (2) in 
direct contact with known active or potentially active faults or fault zones; and (3) 
located in areas of high liquefaction potential, unstable slopes, retreating ocean bluffs or 
easily erodible areas. This overlay zone is intended to maintain and enhance land and 
watershed management, control storm drainage and erosion and control the water 
quality of both urban runoff and natural water bodies by regulating development within 
those areas with slopes of ten percent or greater. Also included in this overlay zone is the 
city's hillside regulations. This overlay zone is intended to also protect and enhance the 
shoreline bluffs and beaches of the city from visual as well as physical deterioration or 
erosion. 
 
IP Section 17.078.060(E) Shoreline protection criteria and standards (in relevant part) 
… 
E.   New development shall not be permitted where it is determined that shoreline 
protection will be necessary for protection of the new structures now or in the future 
based on a one hundred year geologic projection. 

 
Land Use Plan Circulation Element Policy C-14 Parking  
Parking for both residents and visitors shall be provided as part of new development. 
Additional designated parking spaces for beach access may be required as a condition of 
approval of new hotel or other commercial development adjacent to the oceanfront. In-
lieu fees for commercial uses shall be encouraged rather than on-site parking in the 
central commercial area. In-lieu fees may also be considered for residential uses in order 
to encourage ground floor, street facing residential dwellings. Parking shall be provided 
within the vicinity of the coastline for recreational uses. However, within the downtown 
area, day use parking for the beach shall primarily be located at the north or south end 
of downtown rather than at the pier.  

 
In order to assure that development projects will not adversely affect the availability of 
existing parking for shoreline access, an adequate quantity of on-site parking spaces to 
serve the full needs of the development shall be required, except as noted above for the 
down-town area.  
… 
New development projects located within one-quarter mile of the beach or bluff edge 
shall be evaluated to assess their impact on the availability of parking for public access 
to the coast. If a project would result in a reduction of shoreline access parking, the 
project may be required to provide additional parking spaces to accommodate public 
access.  
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Land Use Plan Policy PR-28 Access Signs Required. Signs should be located at all 
access points and streets leading to access points to assist the public in recognizing and 
using major coastal access points. Such signs should be designed and located for easy 
recognition. 

 
Land Use Plan Facilities Element Policy F-36 Water Management Program  
When total annual water use reaches 90% of projected available supplies (based on 
known safe yield levels determined by the Groundwater Depletion Analysis, plus 
available entitlements from Lake Lopez and the State Water Project), approval of 
developments requiring increasing water supplies shall be limited to essential public 
services, public recreation, commercial recreation, and visitor-serving land uses. No 
development shall have building permits issued which would individually or cumulatively 
exceed the capacity of the City's water supply systems. 
 
Policy F-37 Water Reserves  
The City shall maintain water reserves at 5% over average daily demand at all times and  
maintain a summer peaking supply of 130% over average weekly demand. 
 
Policy F-39 Water Conservation--New Development  
The City shall require water-conserving features in all new development (i.e. low-flow 
fixtures, drought-tolerant landscaping, automatic timing for irrigation, etc.). 

 
Land Use Plan Conservation and Open Space Element Policy CO-31 Grading and 
Drainage Regulations.  
The following specific grading and drainage policies shall be applicable to development and 
construction projects. The city's grading ordinance shall be revised to include these policies: 

 
(a) Development plans shall minimize cut and fill operations, and any development 
requiring extensive cut and fill may be denied if it is determined that the development 
could be carried out with less alteration to the natural terrain. 
 
(b) Development shall be designed to fit or complement the site topography, soils, 
geology, and any other existing conditions and be oriented to minimize to the extent of 
grading and other site preparation. 
 
(c) Retaining walls should be of minimum height and length. Earth colored materials 
shall be preferred. Long, straight-line retaining walls shall be prohibited. 
 
(d) Finished grading shall avoid a manufactured appearance by creating flowing 
contours of varying gradients generally not exceeding slopes of 4:1. Sharp cuts, fills and 
long straight-line slopes of uniform grade should be avoided. 
 
(e) Native vegetation shall be preserved to the maximum extent possible. (See Policy CO-
1S regarding oak trees.) 
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(f) All measures for removing sediments and stabilizing slopes shall be in place by 
November 1 prior to the beginning of the rainy season. 
 
(g) Sediment basins shall be required in conjunction with initial grading operations, and 
maintained throughout the development process as necessary. 
 
(h) All cut and fill slopes in a completed development shall be stabilized immediately with 
planting of native grasses and shrubs, or appropriate nonnative plants within accepted 
drought-tolerant landscaping practices. 
 
(i) Surface runoff waters that will occur as a result of development shall be conducted to 
storm drains or suitable watercourses to prevent erosion. 
 
(j) Degradation of the water quality of the groundwater basins, streams, or wetlands 
shall not result from development of a project. Pollutants such as chemicals, fuels, 
lubricants, raw sewage, and other harmful waste shall not be discharged into or along 
side streams or wetlands during or after construction. 
 
(k) A runoff control plan designed by a licensed engineer qualified in hydrology and soil 
mechanics shall be required for all development on slopes greater than 10 percent to 
mitigate any increase in peak runoff. The runoff control plan, including supporting 
calculations shall be subject to the review and approval of the City Engineer prior to 
commencement of construction. Such a plan shall include the following provisions: 

 
(1) Runoff control shall be accomplished by minimizing grading and utilizing 
nonstructural techniques such as on-site percolation galleries. Energy dissipating 
devices at the terminus of outflow drains shall be required. 
 
(2) All permanent erosion control devices shall be developed and installed prior to or 
concurrent with any on-site grading activities. 
 
(3) Prior to the commencement of any grading activity, the permittee shall submit a 
grading schedule which indicates that grading shall be completed within the 
permitted time stipulated in Paragraph f and that any variation from the schedule 
shall be promptly reported to the City Engineer. 
 
(4) Prior to the issuance of a permit for development, a detailed landscape plan 
indicating the type, size, extent and location of plant materials, the proposed 
irrigation system, and other landscape features shall be submitted for approval. 
Drought tolerant, native plant materials shall be utilized to the maximum extent 
feasible. 

 
(l) All grading activities for roads, building pads, utilities and the installation of erosion 
and sedimentation control devices shall be prohibited within the period from November 1 
to March 31 of each year, except that the following grading activities may be permitted 
outside the above time constraints: 
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(1) Grading on slopes if they do not drain into an environmentally sensitive habitat 
area. 
 
(2) Grading on slopes less than 10 percent, if the amount of material to be graded 
does not exceed 50 cubic yards. 

 
(m) All areas disturbed by grading shall be planted with temporary or, in case of finished 
slopes, permanent erosion retardant vegetation. Native species shall be planted wherever 
feasible. Such plantings shall be accomplished under a plan prepared and submitted by a 
licensed landscape architect and shall consist of seeding, mulching, fertilization and 
irrigation adequate to provide 90 percent coverage within 90 days of the time of planting. 
Planting shall be repeated if the required level of coverage is not established within the 
time period stipulated above. This requirement shall apply to all disturbed soils, 
including stockpiles, and to all building pads and road cuts. 
 

Land Use Plan Conservation and Open Space Element Policy CO-6 Construction 
Suspension. Should archaeological or paleontological resources be disclosed during any 
construction activity, all activity that could damage or destroy the resources shall be 
suspended until a qualified archaeologist has examined the site. Construction shall not 
resume until mitigation measures have been developed and carried out to address the 
impacts of the project on these resources.  
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Site #3 
320 Ocean View Avenue 

 Site 3 – an exis ng 10‐unit residen al project located at 320 Ocean View Avenue, Pismo Beach. 
 Most all units are single‐story and have small kitchens. 
 The property has been opera ng as a residen al leased project for approx. 25 years; all leases 

are currently month‐to‐month;  
 All 1st floor units (9 units total) would be converted to low‐cost accommoda ons; the 10th unit 

(the only unit located on the 2nd floor and above carport) will not immediately be converted to 
low‐cost, but may be converted in the future. 

 Property Zoning is:  R‐R, Resort Residen al. A CDP is required for conversion from residen al to 
hotel use. Exhibit 9-Applicant’s Offsite Lower Cost Hotel Proposal 
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Site #3 
Opera ng Proforma 
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